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—News In Brief
Domestic, military cuts reviewed
WASHINGTON (AP - Having given preliminary approval to
nearly $34 billion in domestic spending cuts, President Reagan
shifts his focus to the Pentagon this week and is expected to consider a plan that would virtually freeze his planned military
buildup,
Budget Director David A. Stockman has been drafting recommendations to hold most military spending programs to current
levels, according to sources who spoke only4L.not quoted by
name. They said such a freeze would produce about $8 billion in
savings next year.
Reagan has set a goal of holding total federal spending at current levels for the 1986 fiscal year that begins Oct. 1. To do that
will take $42 billion itrsavings next year.
"We know that it's important across the board to see that
everyone participates in trying to achieve this freeze.- Reagan
said last week, leaving the door open for reductions in military
spending.
The president ordered his Cabinet last week to come up with
$33.6 billion in domestic spending cuts. Another $8 billion in
military spending Savings would meet the overall $42 billion goal.
Decisions on the Pentagon budget were delayed last week While
Defense Secretary Caspar WeinbeFger was °lira
uiitr
meeting with allied defense ministers and other foreign officials.
Some administration officials have argued against paring the
military buildup now, saying it would weaken the U.S. position in
upcoming arms Control talks with the Soviet Union. '
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Pounding 'like a horse'
Heart patient looking forward to fishing. ball games
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1AP ) William Schroeder entered his
third week with an artificial
heart that was pounding "like a
horse" and said that while he
once had only 40 days to live, he
now looks forward to fishing and
going to ball games.
"I'm not here for praise or
glory. I'm just here to get well
and show people what can be
done," Schroeder said Sunday
night during his first interview
with reporters since he received
the Jarvik-7 heart on Nov. 25.
Schroeder, 52, dressed in pajamas and reclining in bed at
Humana Hospital Aududon, said
'the in_etal-and-plastic
given him "a real, new purpose
in life."
"That purpose is to be with
God, and I feel like he was No. 1.
He saved me," he said, the
heart's mechanical drive whirr-

ing loudly nearby.
Breaking into tears,
Schroeder kissed his wife.
Margaret, and looked at her as
he said, "I've got a purpose
right here. We've been married
33 years."
He said he felt "super," and
no longer as short of breath as
he was before the implant.
Schroeder suffered from
chronic congestive heart failure
and was given only 40 days to
live before he decided to
undergo the implant. The
world's second artificial heart
secipient, Schroeder was moved
to a private room Friday, and is
-listed in satisfactory
"With the new heart, I feel like
I have 10 years," he said.
Schroeder wept again near the
end of the 35-minute 'interview,
when he talked about how he
decided to allow doctors to im-

plant the heart.
After discussing it with his
family, Schroeder said he was
"gung-ho for this thing" and
that his only fear was that his
diabetes would keep him from
healing.
The Jasper, Ind., native said
he had adapted well to the new
heart and likened himself to the
"bionic man" of 1970s television.
"I don't even know it's there,"
he said. "It's beating like a
horse."
Schroeder, who is constantly
tethered to a whirring, clicking
machine, said he did not see that
as a handicap and looked for_ward to going fishing- -i6nd to
"ball games."
Schroeder said, he wants to
drive a specially equipped van
to carry his 323-pound Utahdrive
pumping machine. Under current regulations, he also can for

three hours a day use the
11-pound portable Heimes
driver.
"You get around, maybe not
like you want to." Schroeder
said, adding that some handicapped people are worse off
than he is.
When asked if he wanted to
say anything to the public,
Schroeder advised, "If you have
a heart problem, you need to
take care of it. Don't wait."
When asked if he wanted
anything, Schroeder looked up
at his wife and smiled. Others in
The room laughed and one person said, "You can't have that." ,
you--pui .-LAThat..vvay,--no," Schroeder said.
He said he felt no more pain
from the artificial heart operation than he did from open-heart
surgery.

Americans among hostages freed
Iranian security men posing as a doctor and two garbage (,ollectors surprised the hijackers threatening to blow up a Kuwaiti
jetliner at Tehran airport, freeing nine remaining captives of the
six-day ordeal including two Americans. Iran's news agency
said.
The British flight engineer of the Airbus A-300, Neil Beeston,
said "every moment" was filled with terror. The last captives
freed had been "strapped to their chairs with explosives
around," said the crewman in an interview with the British
Broadcasting Corp.
Two American passengers, identified as employees of
America's Agency For International Development, were
reported killed last week during the hijacking, which began on
Tuesday when four gunmen commandeered a Kuwait Airways
jetliner after a stopover in Dubai during a flight from Kuwait to
Karachi, Pakistan.
Among the reported survivors were two wounded Kuwaiti
passengers whom IRNA said previously were killed along with
the Americans.
Originally, officials in Kuwait said there were 150 passengers
and 11 crewmen on board the plane. Most of the passengers and
crew were freed in groups during the week as the plane sat on a
runway in winter weather at Mehrabad Airport.
The drama ended at 11:45 p.m. Sunday when the hijackers,
three of whom were "severely beaten" in the rescue mission, and
the remaining hostages came down the ramp with their hands
over their heads, according to IRNA.

'Hanging of the Green'
At left. MsU's President Dr. Kala Stroup flips the switch
lighting the Christmas tray, in the ('urns ('enter and formally kicking off the Christmaa celebration at the university.
Stroup and Santa Claus &dressed the standing room only
crowd which flocked to the student center to witness the annual ceremony of the "Hanging of the Green." Below, the
MU Madrigal Singers entertained the crowd with a variety of seasonal songs, many of which the crowd joined in on.
Following the ceremony, the singers, Stroup and Santa. and
spectators enjoyed refreshments in the ('urns Center
Ballroom.

Staff photon by Kevin Bowden

PBA inspections are ordered
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP) - Investigators probing a
Provincetown-Boston Airline crash that killed 13 people have
issued an emergency order for immediate inspection of all commuter planes of the same model flying in the United States.
The Federal Aviation Administration said Sunday that last
year it had warned the owners of the aircraft that crashedi of
potential defects that could cause the tail to break off.
But the airline said it had thoroughly inspected the plane and
investigators said they had not yet been able to reconstruct the
chain of events that led to crash.
The PBA twin-engine plane crashed Thursday evening just
after takeoff when a 21-foot section of the tail separated. All 11
passengers and two crew members aboard died.
The FAA on Sunday called for the inspections of the Brazilianmade Embraer Bandeirantes Model 110 planes. A day earlier
PBA, which had been completely grounded b3 the FAA last
month for alleged safety violations, announced that it had
grounded its 18 other Embraer Bandeirantes to check their tail
assemblies.
The 3-year-old plane that crashed shortly after leaving for
Tampa had only flown about 5,000 miles since it returned to the
skies three weeks ago along with about two-thirds of the airline's
fleet, said PBA President Peter Van Arsdale.
The plane had been inspected twice in the past two weeks and
logged 25 hours of flight time since it was returned to service, he
said.
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Clear and cool tonight. Low
35 to 40. Light northwest
wind. Mostly sunny Tuesday.
High 515 to 80. South wind 5 to
10 mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Wednesday through Friday
calls for increasing
cloudiness 9p Wednesday
with a chance of rain developing Thurstiey and Friday.
LAKE LEVELS
354.7
Kentucky Lake
354.6
Barkley Lake

CHE head questions costs of college sports
By MARK R.CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) The event went virtually unnoticed during the flurry of activity that culminated in the
signing of Howard
Schnellenberger as head football coach at the University of
Louisville.
As former Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. and other business
and civic leaders in Louisville
were wining, dining and wooing
Schnellenberger in an attempt
to shove Cardinal football into
the big time, some state officials
were trying to convince the
NCAA that athletics should be
de-emphasized.
The contrast didn't escape
Harry M. Snyder, executive
dizt:rf the,Council on Higher
n.
•E
-,Thret days before
Schnellenberger was signed to a
contract that pays him some
$140,000 per year - half of that
from the university itself Snyder wrote a letter to the
president of the NCAA.

See related story on page 2
The letter to John L. Toner of
the University of Connecticut
expressed Snyder's concern that
the NCAA was forcing some
schools to commit state funds to
support athletics programs.
Specifically, Snyder said the
policy that requires Division I
schools to field a set number of
athletics teams, in order to be
eligible for certain championships, forces some institutions to
make financial commitments
that they cannot meet with
revenue generated by sports.
Snyder said Kentucky's eight
publicly supported univqrsities
spent about $4 million in state
funds for athletics programs in
the 1983-84 fiscal year.
"During these times of limited
financial resources and increasing educational demands, any
funds shifted from an institution's academic programs to in-

tercollegiate athletics will have
an impact upon the quality of
that institution's academic program and should be of concern
to the NCAA," Snyder said in his
letter.
"None of these things really
have an impact until you get into
a financial crunch," Snyder said
in an interview.
Snyder said the research into
how much state money is being
used for athletics, revealed,
"some things that disturb me."
"It's coming from iihe schools
that can least affora to do it,"
Snyder said. "But they're under
pressure from alumni groups
ansi others. Sports is a big deal
In Kentucky."
Murray State University is
one of those schools that used
state money for athletics, according to President Kale. Stroup.
Ms. Stroup defended the prac-

tice by noting that the school
also uses state money to support
other extracurricular activities
as diverse as music and debate
programs.
But Ms. Stroup also said the
NCAA should reduce participation requirements.
"Many of us feel that right
now, it's important to have solid
programs rather than to expand
the number of programs," she
said.
Currently the NCAA requires
Division I schools to field eight
varsity teams for men in order
to be eligible for various chamBeginning in
pionships
September 1986, universities
will also be required to field six
varsity teafns for women.
Six of the eight Kentucty
universities are in Division I of iv
I-AA. Kentucky State University
and Northern Kentucky University are in a lower division and
therefore have smaller participation requirements.
Under rules adopted by the
NCAA convention in January
(Cont'd on page 11)
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'60 Minutes' airs piece on
Clinton County's Polston
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Clinton County School
Superintendent Robert Polston
was the topic of an investigative
piece on Sunday night's edition
of "60 Minutes," the CBS news
magazine show.
In the show, correspondent
Mike Wallace talked with
Polston and residents of the
southcentral Kentucky community about allegations that
Polston mishandled school

funds, hired relatives and had
become a millionaire in his 30
years as superintendent.
Wallace also questioned why
the school system consistently
finished at the bottom of the
state's rankings on tests, when it
was in the top third in funds
received from state and federal
governments.
Polston, whose school system
is being investigated by state
and federal education officials,

told Wallace that claims against
him "were just political."
He denied being a millionaire
and defended his relatives
employed by the school system
— the county's largest employer
— saying all had the required
college degrees.
Polston failed to show at a
scheduled interview with
Wallace.
Residents, including those
belonging to Citizens for Better
Education, told Wallace that
Polston was indeed a millionaire
and that people were afraid of
him. One lady told Wallace that
c-iopr had lost her job as a
teacher's aide because of her

connection with the citizens'
group.
Polston announced his retire-

ment, effective at the end of the
current school year, earlier this
month, the day before the state

was to release a report on its investigation of the Clinton County
schools.

MSU officials see slim prospects
for significant cut in sports costs
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Murray State spent nearly
$900,000 more on its athletic program in 1982-83 than it received
in gate receipts and other
athletic revenues. Yet school of-
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ficials say reducing the number
of athletic teams, or dropping
from Division I to Divison II of
the NCAA, would not significantly reduce the costs to MSU of
participating in intercollegiate
athletics. And they feel athletic
scholarships, on which MSU expended $423,000 in 1982-83,
should not really be considered
revenue losses.
"The only way we or other
regional universities could be
self-supporting (in athletic programs) would be to drop to Division III," said MSU Athletic
Director Johnny Reagan. "It's
unrealistic, perhaps even a little
naive to think that regional
universities at our present level
can be self-supporting."
Reagan referred to concerns
raised recently by Harry M.
Snyder, executive director of the
Council on Higher Education, in
a letter to the NCAA (see related
story). Snyder wrote that the
level of competition required by
NCAA rules is a factor in Kentucky schools' having to divert
about $4 million last year from
academic areas to athletics.
To compete in Division I, as
MSU does, a school must field
eight men's sports. As of 1986, it
must field six women's sports
and by 1988, eight women's
sports. The NCAA will consider
legislation_Art_January reducing
those levels to six men's and
women's sports.
Reagan believes the difference in athletic costs effected
by that legislation would be
"negligible." The sports that
would be cut do not cost the
university that much, and the
costs of scholarships and
coaching staff for the major
sports would remain.
In 1982-83, the most recent
year for which an audit has been
completed, MSU's athletic expenses totaled $1.4 million, while
sports revenues generated about
$537,000.
The major revenue loss at
MSU is in football; Reagan said
"I don't know of any school our
size that can pay for football."
Basketball pays its way some
years, Reagan says.
The biggest single 1982-83 expenditure, $518,000, was for the
athletic director and coaches'
salaries. Twenty coaches, excluding graduate assistants, are
on the MSU staff. Five football
and three basketball coaches
are funded by MSU, according
to Don Kelly, assistant to the
president for budgetary and
legislative affairs.
Expenditures for football, excluding coaches, were $96,000;
for basketball, $79,000; baseball,
$39,000; and women's basketball, $28,000. Expenditures on
areas such as insurance,
referees and medical costs totaled $149,000.
MSU received $261,000 in gate
receipts, $165.000 from student
activity fees, and $111,970 from
"extraordinary" athletic
receipts. The latter included
revenue from television appearances, which MSU is no

longer guaranteed because of a
court ruling nullifying NCAA
broadcast regulations.
The fact that no Racer football
games were televised this year
means MSU's athletic revenues
could decline in 1984-85. In addition, gate receipts will suffer
since attendance at the seven
home football games was
estimated at only 43,600, despite
the Racers' 9-2 record.
Reagan, pointing out that
scholarships constitute nearly
one-third of athletic expenses,
said "it's hard for me to see
scholarships as a revenue loss
because it's all plowed back into
the university. Would housing or
the cafeteria do as well if we
took away 300 athletes?"
MSU currently awards full
scholarships to 50 football
players and 15 basketball
players, plus half-scholarships
to 30 football players. Reagan
says about 200 athletes are
either paying their own way or a
major portion of their own costs,
and that "a good percentage of
them wouldn't be here if it
weren't for athletics."
Kelly says that scholarships,
while listed as expenditures,
"come back to your benefit in
terms of credit-hours and fulltime enrollment," which are
factors in the state-funding
,
The number of scholarships
allowed changes by division. If
MSU dropped to Division II from
I-AA in football, its authorized
full scholarships would drop
from 70 (65 under Ohio Valley
Conference rules) to 45. No
scholarships are allowed in Division III. The number of coaches
allowed drops by one with each
division.
If MSU's athletic scholarships
dropped, the school would probably fund scholarships in other
areas, Kelly said. Further, if
MSU dropped to Division II, its
transportation costs would go up
since "only a handful of
schools" are within 300 or so
miles, Kelly said. The University of Tennessee at Martin is the
only pne,, within 100 miles, he
said.
In a recent letter to President
Kala Stroup, Steve West, a
member of the Faculty Senate
Executive Committee, stated
MSU could save $350,000 by
dropping from I-AA to Division
III in football. This would also
allow more athletes from the
region to compete and create
more interest in the program, he
wrote.
By dropping to Division III,
MSU would be facing very small
schools such as Centre College,
and it's doubtful those schools
would play a school of MSU's
size, Kelly said. And by dropping out of the OVC and going independent, it would be "almost
impossible" for MSU to
schedule enough games, Reagan
said.
"If it were an OVC decision or
a Kentucky (statewide) decision, then it might be different,"
Kelly said.

Weekend arrests reported
•

20% off
All slumberwear for the kids
It's child's play on Santa's sandman express! Boarding here, with
20% savings on our entire line of children's sleepwear. Hugs of
softness in cute sleepers and footed pajamas for the littlest
angels. Frilly gowns with lovable characters for little girls, sleep
shirts for big girls. Jazzed-up pj's for big and little boys. In
traditional flannel, knits, and other cozy fabrics. A selection of
toasty warm robes, too. Come in and see these, and lots of other
happy endings to our Christmas bedtime story.

(

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502)759-4080
Office Phone (502) 759-1400

6

JCPenney

Gift Sale Catalog
Last chance to save on all your..
gift needs Like fashion apparel,
famous name dinnerware, and much more

The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department reported two arrests over the weekend, with one
arrest netting a St. Louis man
charged with terroristic
threatening,
Derrill Rene Clark, 25, of St.
Louis, was arrested by the
sheriff's department Saturday
night after he reportedly
threatened two people. The incident is believed to have been
caused by an argument over
money, according to the
sheriff's department.
In a separate arrest, Jeffrey
K. Brewer, 18, Route 5, Martin,
Tenn., was arrested and has

been charged with one count of
third-degree burglary, one count
of criminal trespass and one
count of criminal facilitation.
The arrest culminated a twoweek investigation by the
sheriff's department into the
burglarizing of Gallimore's
Fruit Stand in Hazel. Stolen was
an undisclosed amount of
money, cigarettes and food, according to the sheriff's
department.
Bond for Brewer has been set
at $5,000. The sheriff's department reported the investigation
is still under way and expects
more arrests to be made.

.
Motorists escape serious injuries
in separate accidents around area
A Murray youth involved in a
one-vehicle accident on 8th
Street has been charged with
driving under the influence, according to the Murray Police
Department.
The accident was one of two
accidents that took place over
the weekend in Murray, while
another accident was reported
on Van Cleve Road.
Cory A. Bogard, 16, of 623
Broad St., was reportedly westbound on Main Street Sunday at
3:07 p.m. when he attempted to
turn onto 8th Street. Traveling
at a high rate of speed, he
reportedly lost control of his car
and struck a utility pole.
A passenger in the car, Jeff A.

Schroader, 18, of Olive Street,
sustained minor injuries in the
incident and was treated and
released from Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
In another accident at 5:32
p.m. Sunday, Larry Allen Pritchett, 23, Box 12B, Hardin, was
reportedly northbound on U.S.
641 when he attempted to avoid a
turning vehicle, lost control of
his 1976 Chevrolet pickup and
struck a guard rail.
Schroeder and his daughter, a
passenger, Wendy, 2, were uninjured in the accident, while Sandra Pritchett, also a passenger,
sustained Minor injuries and
was taken to MCCH where she
was treated and released.
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Calloway County youths featured
on the KET Scholastic Challenge
More than 350 of Kentucky's
future leaders will participate in
a "varsity sport of the mind,"
this year, when "KET Scholastic
Challenge" airs for Kentuckians.
On Sunday, December 16, at 1
p.m.(ET), 12 noon (CT), six Kentucky high schools will compete
for the championship in this
academic quiz show which tests
the proficiency of students in
history, math, english, and
science,
"KET Scholastic Challenge,"
now entering its third season,
was developed by KET to help
generate increased interest in
education in Kentucky. Producer
Sally Jackson, who has been with
the program since its inception,
says, "It is extremely gratifying
to see these bright, young Kentuckians who are bucking the
odds as far as Kentucky education statistics are concerned.
Trends are changing in education
and KET is thrilled to be a part
of this!"
Each hour-long program consists of two games, with three
high school teams competing per
game. There are 116 schools par-

ticipating this year. Each game
will have five rounds of questions.
One round will be centered totally on Kentucky. Questions for
"KET Scholastic Challenge" are
supplied by Altman Productions,
who for 25 years has developed
questions for their own similiar
broadcast in the Washington,
D.C. area.
The winning team in the championship round will be awarded
$500, and the runners-up will
receive $250 toward their school's
library fund.
The first half of "KET
Scholastic Challenge" will be
hosted by Ray Holbrook ; the second half will be hosted by Gene
Parham.
The following is a list of
students playing on the
December 16 broadcast:
The Calloway County team includes: Mike Keeling, son of Mr.
and Mrs. James E. Keeling, of
Dexter; Darin Loftis, son of Ms.
Chris Loftis, of Murray, and Jennifer Jarrett, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Odell Jarrett, of Murray.
Alternates are: Tony Barron, son
of Mr and Mrs. Bobby Barron. of

Almo, Jon Driver, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Driver, of Hazel. and
Wade Rogers. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Phillip Rogers, • of Almo.
Calloway County's faculty advisors are Ruth Futrell and Brenda Call

Pictured at right is the Calloway
County team that will appear on
KET.
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New Concord fire district
is now officially certified
The New Concord Fire Protection District has officially been
certified, and the initial
members of the board of directors will be appointed by the
" coat-nudge- arid. -6iniffirTiiirit
the next meeting of the Calloway
Fiscal Court,
Calloway County Sheriff
David Balentine's office
presented the first checks
reflecting the 3 cents per $100
tax assessment to the treasurers
of the fire protection districts.
The checks represented
assessments for real estate property only, as the vehicle tax has
not yet been distributed, according to County Attorney Max
Parker.
The Hazel Fire Protection
District was reportedly organized too late to have its assessment reflected on the property
tax bills for this year. Therefore,
the Hazel district will receive no
money from real property taxes
in 1984, although it will receive
money for the vehicle tax at a
later date, Parker explained.
The fire district association,
which held its regularly schedul-

ed meeting this week at the
Calloway County Courthouse
Annex, is made up of the boards
of directors of the Almo,
Calloway, Clayton's Creek, Col"Atwater, Dexter, Harris Grove,
Hazel, Jackson, Kirksey, Lynn
Grove and Providence Fire Protection Districts. ,The meeting
was presided over by Hilton
Williams, president of the
association.
The association is a volunteer
organization and has no legal
status but serves as a means
whereby the various boards of
directors can work together to
solve their common problems in
furnishing fire protection to the
citizens of their districts, said
Parker.
The next meeting of the
association was set for Jan. 7,
1985 at which time discussions
will be held concerning payment
of the first quarterly installment
to the Calloway County FireRescue Squad pursuant to a contract entered into by the
districts.

Murray High students endure
rough road on their journey to
competition in Elizabethtown
They were shook up and lost a
good deal of sleep, but three
Murray High students made the
All-State Band anyway.
Trombonist Robert LaMastus,
trumpeter Brian Fish and
clarinetist Becky Wolf were
named to the honorary band in
Elizabethtown Saturday, some
hours after being bumped about
when the van in which they were
traveling skidded off the
Western Kentucky Parkway.
The van, driven by band director Gary Mullins, hit some ice
and went into a ditch Friday
night, near Beaver Dam on the
parkway. None of the six
students in the van was injured.
Mrs. Mullins suffered a slight
arm injury, according to high
school Principal Bill Wells. The
mini-bus did not turn over, as
was reported, but fell on its side
and righted itself, Wells said.

State funds
for athletics...
(Cont'd from page 1)
1984, the number of required
women's sports in Division I will
increase to eight by September
1988 when eight women's sports
will be required.
While Murray State would like
to see smaller requirements, the
University of Louisville has no
problems with the current rules,
according to President Donald
Swain.
"We're generally comfortable
with the level of participation required by the NCAA," Swain
said In fact, the whole matter of
participation requirements may
be another front on the big
school-little school battle that
has raged in the NCAA for many
years
A proposal to reduce participation requirements is on the
agenda for a vote at the NCAA
convention in Nashville, Tenn..
in January.

The six students, after being
picked up by former MHS band
director Paul Blackburn, did not
arrive in Elizabethtown until 4
a.m., Wells said. After catching
about four hours' sleep, and
skipping breakfast, they went
straight into the competition.
LaMastus had lost his glasses in
the, accident and had to sightread, but despite that handicap
he and his two fellow band
members made the grade.
Wells and assistant band
director Chuck Bradley drove to
Elizabethtown Saturday and
brought the students back.
"It was an uneventful ride
back, thankfully," Wells said. "I
didn't let them go one inch
without having their seat belts
fastened."
Other band students participating were Glen Olson,
Robert Lyons and Rusty Wright

Swain said he understands the
concerns about participation requirements. It does pose a
burden on some smaller
schools," he said, adding that
the university is not opposed to
reducing requirements but has
taken no official position.
Swain said Louisville does not
spend any General Fund appropriation for athletics. Some
money from a private foundation has been used to supplement scholarships, but that
practice will end soon, he said.
But in the past, Louisville has
spent state money for athletics.
The University of Kentucky
has historically been the only
state school that has been able to
avoid that budget crunch.
Snyder said he doubts if the
letter to the NCAA president will
do any good, but it was
necessary to call the whole matter to the attention of the public
and state officials.
To that end, copies of the letter were sent to all 138
legislators, Gov. Martha Layne
Collins and university
presidents and athletic
directors.

s12
Save
The essential electric blanket
Sale 24.99 twin, single control Reg $40 Select this attractive
electric blanket to assure comfortable coverage for slumber time
Soft polyester/acrylic bound in nylon satin Choose from a palette
of solid colors piped in white. A lovely gift, too And just one
choice from all the blankets you'll find on sale in store+
Sale
Reg
34.99
$ 50
Full size with single control
44.99
$ 60
Full size with dual control
$ 70
54.99
Queen size with dual control
$100
79.99
King size with dual control

bath
4.99
Sale
The extra-thirsty JCPenney Towel
Reg. $8. The JCPenney bath towel is an extra large 25x50" size
to envelop you in soft-touch splendor Extra soak-up luxury, too
in high-loft cotton with polyester for durability And such a splash
of color choices' You'll want the complete coordinating ensemble
Sale
Reg
3.99
5 50
Hand towel
2 75
2.19
Wash cloth

$9 off

'5
Save
The thermal blanket.

Our Vellux' blanket.
A lightweight beauty
heavy on warmth.

Cozy comfort
for all seasons.

Sale 19.99 twin

Sale 14.99 twin

Reg. $29. For your own
bedroom, the guest room or
gift-wrapped for someone on
your Santa list our Vellux*
blanket is the perfect choice.
Of velvety-soft nylon flocking
bonded to polyurethane
foam. Glorious solid colors.
And this blanket is just one
example of the beauties
you'll find on sale in store
Sale
Reg
Full size
$35 24.99
$42 29.99
Queen size

Reg. $20. Our thermal
blanket is woven of 100%
acrylic for just-right lightweight comfort round the
calendar Select from a
symphony of solid colors
in tune with any setting.
Why not several at these
prices? Come see more
wonderful choices Our
complete selection of
blankets is on sale'
Sale
Reg
$25 19.99
Full size
$30 23.99
Queen size

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Office Phone (502)759-1400
Catalog Phone (502)759-4080

JCPenney

Spectacular Holiday
Savings Catalog
Last chance to shop for big savings on
leather jackets. outerwear, warmups.
amous name dinnerware luggage. more
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PERSPECTIVE
U.S. resumes
relations
The United States has resumed diplomatic relations with Iraq after a 17-year break. Rarely has
the State Department announced such a step with
as many explanations of what it does not signify.
This does not mean we are taking sides in the
war between Iran and Iraq. It does not mean we
are planning to sell arms to the Iraqis. It does not
affect our support of Israel, which counts Iraq
among its Arab enemies.
Then what does it mean? It was Iraq that broke
off relations in the first place, protesting U.S. support of Israel in the Six-Day War of 1967. The initiative to patch things up came from the Iraqis,
who need friends wherever they can find them.
Their neighbor Syria has sided against them in the
war with Iran. The shadow of possible Soviet intervention hangs over the region.
U.S. officials take heart in the overture from
Baghdad, interpreting it as a sign that Iraqis coming to realize that hostility is a dead-end street.
There are hopes that Iraq may also be preparing
to resume relations with the Egyptians, who were
ostracized by their Arab allies for coming to terms
with the Israelies.
The United States regains a diplomatic channel
of communication with the Arab world, which is
always valuable. During the turbulent history of
the Middle East in the last generation, nothing has
been accomplished when the parties turn their
backs on each other. The approaching exchange
of ambassadors between Washington and
Baghdad can be viewed as a positive step in the
search for peace.

looking back

•

Ten years ago-,
- A special feature story on the effects of the soy
bean crop for Calloway County farmers is
published. It was written by David Hill, staff
writer.
J. Donald Brock, director of Alcohol Services
for Western Kentucky Mental Health District
will present a paper at the North American Congress on Alcohol and Drug Problems, Dec. 11-18,
at San Francisco, Calif.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Ricky Puckett, Nov. 15.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cunningham of Rt. 1, Murray, will observe their 50th wedding anniversary
on Dec. 20.
Dr. Harry Sparks was the guest speaker at the
Daddy-Date Night held by the Murray High
School Chapter of the Future Homemakers of
America at the Student Union Ballroom. Murray
State University, on Nov. 26.
'Twenty years ago
Holmes Ellis, mayor of the City of Murray.
was named as "Man of the Year" at the annual
dinner of the Murray Chamber of Commerce
held at the Student Union Ballroom, Murray
State University. He was presented a plaque by
Max B. Hurt, president. Thomas Waller,
Paducah attorney, was guest speaker. James L.
Johnson was toastmaster.
Billy Smith has been elected chairman of the
Young Peoples Committee of the American
Farm Bureau Federation at a meeting held at
Philadelphia, Pa.
Miss Mary Elizabeth Bazzell, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Bazzell, and Edwin Keith
Hays, son of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Hays, were
married Nov. 27 at the Union Grove Church of
Christ.
Births reported include a girl to Tom and Ann
Callcott, Dec. 4.
Richard W. Farrell, director, Department of
Fine Arts, Murray State College, was elected
Regional Chairman of Region 8 at the 40th annual meeting of the National Association of
Schools of Music at St. Louis, Mo.
Thirty years ago
The Calloway County School Transportation
System has received an excellent rating from
John L. Vickers, state director of pupil transportation, according to a letter received by Buron
Jeffrey, superintendent of Calloway County
Schools.
Army Pfc. Nathan D. Roberts recently left
Korea with the 24th Infantry Division which has
been assigned to Hahata, Japan.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital
include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Stom,a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles McDaniel and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. William Dodson.
Dr. Henry Franklin Paschall of Bowling Green
will speak at the Blood River Baptist M Night to
be held Dec 10 at the Elm Grove Baptist Church.
The stamp and parcel post window at the Murray Postoffice will be open on two Saturdays until 5:30 p.m. before Christmas for the convenience of the people mailing Christmas cards
and letters, according to Postmaster Harry
Sledd.
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royko says

by mike royko

Proposal's defeat deserving of celebration
NRA Wins One,
Misses Rebound
Those of us who fervently believe
in the right of Americans to carry
guns anywhere and anytime have
something to celebrate today.
Thanks to the efforts of the National Rifle Association, one of the
most terrible, liberal, pinko gun control proposals in recent years has
been beaten down.
This was an ordinance suggested
by the mayor of the town of
Pinedale. Wyo., that would have
made it illegal to wear a gun in a
tavern.
The mayor didn't want to outlaw
guns in the town itself, of course,
since this is a remote ranching community, and just about everybody
there owns guns.
But he thought that people ought
to remove their weapons when they
went into one of the town's three
taverns.
"Liquor and guns don't mix," the
mayor said, when he proposed the
ordinance.
Well, that sissy learned his lesson.
When the NRA heard about the proposed ordinance, they sent one of
their field representives into action.
He raced about town, warning
folks that if they ever lost the right
to carry a gun into a tavern, the next
step might be total disarmament. As
he put it, keeping guns out of taverns
was just a way for the anti-gun
forces to "get their foot in the door."
And there they'd be, threatened
by grizzly bears, rattlesnakes, cattle rustlers, communists, perverts
and fiends, without any way to defend themselves.
Thanks to the NRA field representative, the right to wear a gun into
a tavern was revealed to the people
of Pinedale to be one of their most
precious rights.
"So when the town board met this
week to consider the ordinance,
about half the people in town jammed into the hall.
The owner of the Cowboy Bar
testified that it was OK with him if
somebody packed a pistol in his bar.
The NRA field rep warned them
of the dangers to their liberties if a
fella couldn't wear his six-shooter
while having a beer or two.
Everytime 'Somebody testified,
the spectators nodded and said
things like "yep," "darned tootin"
and "goldanged right."
Finally, it came time for the town
board to vote. But first the mayor
asked the spectators bra show of
hands on how they felt about guns in
taverns.
Just about every arm went
straight up.
So the tavern gun ban was
defeated. Even the mayor voted
against his own ordinance.
"I won't pursue it further," he
said, being no dummy.
When the vote was recorded, a
great cheer went up. It was not
noted if the NRA representative
said: "Boys, the drinks are on me."
Anyway, this is another example
of the kind of good works that the
much-maligned NRA engages in.
This may be the NRA's finest moment since they led the fight to
preserve the rights of Americans to
buy those super-bullets — the kind

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
Most of us regard patriotism (a
frequently used word these days) as
a healthy feeling of respect for and
pride in our country. Americans like
to distinguish our patriotism from
the "nationalism" of other peoples.
Nationalism, we have been taught,
is the dangerous belief of foreigners
that their country is better than
ours.
If you are wondering whether you
are a "patriot" or a "nationalist,"
take the following two question examination: 1 ir Do you believe that
the United States is morally and
politically right most of the time
when we get involved in conflicts
with other powers? 2) Do you
believe that American customs,
social and political traditions are
morally and politically superior to
those of other nations?
If you answer to these questions is
a resounding "Yes," watch out! You
are borderline nationalist — in some
danger of supporting your country
whether it is right or wrong.
To restore your balance, read this
comment from John Fowles.
novelist-philosopher and author of
The Arlstos(revised edition, 1980):
Nationalism is a cheap instinct and a dangerous tool.
Take away from your country
what it owes to other countries; and then be proud of It
If you can.

that can blast right through armor.
A lot of weepy types had been
after Congress to pass laws outlawing the super-bullets because the
slugs could easily pierce the protective vests many cops now wear.
But the NRA logically_pointed out
that an armor-piercing bullet was
only dangerous if you shot
somebody with it, and its members
sure wouldn't do something like
that.
Despite these victories. I have to
admit to some disappointment in the
NRA's overall efforts.
For example, although I've urged
them to send field reps to Chicago
to campaign for our right to carry
guns on the street, in taverns, or
while strolling'in the park. they've

never done it.
Nor have they shown any interest
in legalizing the possession of
weapons such as hand grenades,
machine guns, land mines and
bazookas. As I've pointed out, this
would be a blessing to those who are
nearsighted or just poor shots.
I don't understand the NRA's
silence, since many of its members
have written to say that they agree
with me.
A typical letter came from JohnFeist. of Nederland, Colo., who
wrote:
"As a life member of the NRA, I
feel you have a lot of good ideas. If
people were permitted to carry side
arms, like you said, there would be
q lot less crime.

"You should be sponsored by the
NRA. I think it is something they
should definitely take into
consideration.
"I believe that President Reagan
would also be behind something like
that,"
I doubt it. Remember. when
President Reagan spoke to a national meeting of the NRA,
everybody was scanned by metal
detectors before they could get into
the hall.
I'm surprised the NRA tolerated
that kind of infringement on its
rights. If they won't let law abiding
citizens carry guns while going to
hear the president, the next step
might be to ban them in taverns.
I wonder. Is the NRA getting soft?

Of Who Couldn't
!JUNIPERPERPER The
Do Anything Right
CHAPTER 3
By Bob Boyle
"What would you like to see first in
the North Pole?" Santa asked Juniperperper. "The toy factories, the
stable where the reindeer stay, the
superscope room, or perhaps, the
Christmas Ball factory?"
"Gee, Santa, there is so much I
don't know what to say," Juniperperper replied. "Let's start out at
the Christmas Ball factory.*
Santa and Juniperperper left the
warm kitchen and went into the
boot and coat room.
"You'd better bundle up, Juniperperper," Santa said. "We have to
walk over to the Christmas Ball
factory and it's mighty cold out.'
"I know,Santa,"Juniperperper said
as he bundled himself in his little
elf's coat. He brought a big scarf out
of his pocket and wrapped it around
his neck.
"You're not taking any chances,
Juniperperper," Santa said.
"You bet I'm not,Santa," he replied
as he pulled out a hat from his other
pocket and tugged it over his ears.
Santa put on a greatcoat and his
hat and said, "Okay, let's go, and
watch the wind doesn't blow you
over."
The two braced themselves against
the howling wind and walked over to
a big bright green building.
'This is the Christmas Ball Factory," Santa said.
Santa and Juniperperper went into
the Christmas Ball Factory. Hundreds
ofelves were busy working or running
back and forth and scurrying about.
"Row do you like this?"Santa asked.
"I'll say they're busy, Santa,"
Juniperperper said.But how do they
make the Christmas Balls?"
"Come on into the storeroom and
we'll start there," Santa replied.
As he walked toward the storeroom, he said to the working elves,
"Hello,there. How are you today? My,
that's a nice job you're doing. Keep
up the good work."
When they got to the storeroom,
Juniperperper saw a sight to behold.
Row after row of gleaming,glistening
white Christmas Balls, were before
him.
"My, they're beautiful, Santa," he
said."And they're so nice and white."
'They are nice, aren't they?"Santa
replied,
"But tell me, Santa, why are they
all white?" Juniperperper asked.
Well, they must be white because
that's how they're made." Santa
replied.

"This is the Christmas ball factory."
"Let me tell you how Christmas
Tree Balls came to be," he added.
'Many years ago Christmas trees were
used without balls. The green trees
sat in everyone's home, but they
didn't have any ornaments.
"But one day,some of my elves
were having a snowball fight near
the green tree forest. The snowballs
that missed the elves stuck to the
green Christmas trees.
"I happened to be passing by and I
saw how pretty the white snowballs
looked on the green Christmas trees.
So I asked myself, why couldn't all
Christmas trees have white snowballs
on them?"
Juniperperper laughed, "I know
why,Santa. They would melt."
Santa laughed, too, and said,
"You're right, Juniperperper, but I
put the problem to my inventing
elves, and they came up with a
solution."
"What did they do, Santa?'
Juniperperper asked.
Well,we know that thesnow would
melt and we tried hundreds and
hundreds of different ways to make
crystal, white, gleaming Christmas
balls and nothing seemed to work
"Finally our elf, Jeepers, came up
with the solution," Santa replied.
"What was the solution, Santa?"
Juniperperper asked.
"Well, he got some snow from the

Magic Snow Forest and he then built
a Christmas Ball-maldng machine.
He put two spoonsful of snow from
the Magic Forest into the Christmas
Ball-making machine. And then he
added his own special formula of
stardust, snow twinkles and the
brightness from a crystal clear winter
night.
"Before you could say, Jinkers
snipes, we had our own special made
Christmas Balls.
"That year we put them on trees'
all over the world and everyone was
so happy with them.
"Gee, that's wonderful, Santa,"
Juniperperper said. "I'll bet all the
elves would like to work here in the
Christmas Ball Factory.
"Many do," Santa replied."But we
have to be very, very careful. A little
too much stardust or a little too
much brightness will make the
Christmas Balls disappear so we use
only the most careful elves in this
factory."
"Gee, Santa, do you think I could
work here?" Jun iperperper asked.
"Well, let's not rush things," Santa
replied. "I'm sure before you decide
where you want to work you should
see the rest of our factories.
"Let's continue our tour and 111
show you where we make our tricyles
and bicycles."
More tomorrow
AP Newsfeatures.
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MURRAY TODAY
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Meece of Beaverton,
Mich., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Vivian
Gale, to Darvin E.
Stom, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Aubrey Stom of
Almo.
The bride-elect is a
1984 graduate of
Beaverton High School.
She currently is
employed at the
Chemical Bank of Gladwin County, Mich.
Mr. Stom, a 1981
graduate of Calloway
County High School,
currently is attending
Murray State University. He is music director
at Oak Grove Baptist
Church, Cadiz.
The wedding
ceremony will be held
on Saturday, Jan. 5, at 7
Vivian Gale Mecce and narvin
p.m. at the Beaverton
Baptist Church, Beaver- celebration will be held Thursday, Jan. 24, at 6 located
at the corner of
ton, Mich.
for family and friends in p.m. in - the chapel of Chestnut Street and
A ceremony of the Murray area on Baptist Student Center,
Waldrop Drive, Murray.

DATEBOOK
Classics will be shown

Party planned at Oaks

Two Shakespearean classics will be shown at
A Christmas party for children. pre-school
no admission charge at Murray State University
through sixth grade, will be at the Oaks Country
thus week as programs in the 1984-85 InternaClub. on Saturday. Dec. 15%. from I to 2:30 p.m
tional Film FestivaInn the campus."Hamlet.".a
Children should bring a' gift, limit 83. ,for ex1980 British color.production, is scheduled for six
change. Boys should bring a boy's gift and girls a
showing's in Room 268 of Faculty Hall. It Will be __girl's gift. For information call 759-10.
at 2:30 and 7 p.m. today. Tuesday and Wednesday. "Anthony and Cleopatra." a BBC-TV TimeLife bersion originally shown in the United
States on PBS-TV. will be shown at 7 p.m. on
Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country
Thursday, also in Room 208 of Faculty Hall. The
Club will meet Wednesday. Dec. '12, at 8:30 a.m.
festival is sponsored in part by the University
at the entrance of Murray-Calloway County Park
Center Board, Center for International Proto go to Kenlake Tennis Center to play at 9 a.m.
grams. Office of Conferences and Continuing
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Renee
Education, Colleges of Humanistic Studies and
Wynn, Alice Rouse. Martha Andrus and.ca.thy
Creative Expression and the Departments of
Young; Court Two — Marilyn Germann. Eileen
English and Foreign Languages.
Poitner, Frances Hulse and Kathy Kopperud:
Court Three —Vickie Jones and Laura Miller.

Tennis play Wednesday

WATCH crafts on sale

The sale of handmade crafts by participants of
W.A.T.C.H. (work activities training center for
the handcapped) will continue from 8 a.m. to 3
p.m.. Monday through Friday. until Tuesday.
Dec. 18. Items include_ inapy wood items such as
basketi, ash trays:Agikep,per trekali*-reOpp
holders; also Christmturcrafts such OS reindeer.
wreaths, and grapevine and straw wreaths. The
center is located at 702 Main St., Murray.
•

CWF groups will meet
Two groups of the Christian Women's
Fellowship of the First Christian Church will
meet Tuesday. Dec. 1. Group I will meet at 10
a.m. in the home of Helen Bennett with Mrs..
Henry McKenzie to present the program. Group
III will meet at 7:30 p.m. with Sheila Shaw with
Marie Forrester to present the program.

Dustin Adam Morris born
Mr.and Mrs. Larry(Bucky)Morris,206 Maple
St., Paris, Tenn., are the parents of a son, Dustin
Adam, weighing seven pounds 10 ounces, born on
Friday. Nov. 30, at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the former Tonya Norton. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Sherman
Morris, Paris, and Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Norton,
Buchanan.

Dan yel Wimberley born
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Wimberley, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tenn.. are the parents of a daughter,
Danyel Leigh, weighing eight pounds, born on
Thursday. Nov. 15, The mother is the former
Mary Beth Bucy.

Bobby A.R. Ives boil]
Pfc. and Mrs. Bobby Ives, Rt. 1, Farmington,
are the parents of a son, Bobby Allen Roger,
weighing seven pounds six ounces, measuring 21
inches, born on Thursday. Nov. 29, at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother
is the former Lisa Winchester. The father is serving with the United States Army at Fort Lewis,
Wash. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. L.C. Winchester, Jr., Rt. 1. Farmington, and Mr. and
Mrs. Myron Ives, Benton. Great-grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Earl Lamb, Stella, Mr. and
Mrs. Allen Ives, Delta Colo., and Mr. and Mrs.
Roger Doucet, France.

Magazine Club will meet
The Magazine Club will meet Friday. Dec. 14,
at 2 pni. at Sirloin Stockade with Mrs. Ewen
Allbritten as hostess. Members are asked to bring contributions of food or money for Need Line.

Nine-year-old boy steals show from president

Miirray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen. editor

Meece-Stom wedding scheduled

Anniversary reception on Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Thurston of Melber will
celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary on
Sunday, Dec. 16.
A reception will be
from 2 to 4 p.m. at the
Melber Civic Center and
will be hosted by their
children.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend.
The couple was married on Dec. 22, 1934, in
Metropolis, Ill. Their attendants were Owen
Waters and Rena
Burnett.
Mrs. Thurston, the
former Gay Henderson,
is the daughter of the
late Charlie and Hettie
Henderson.
Mr. Thurston is the
son of the late Ellis and
Ruby Thurston.
They are the parents
of four children — Mrs.
Willadene Walker of
Kirksey, and Shirrell
Thurston, Terry
Thurston and Mrs.
Paula English, all of
Melber.
Mr. and Mrs.
Thurston have 11 gr;andchildren, two greatgrandchildren and three
S tep greatgrandchildren.

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Thurston
•

Lessons given_at Pottcrtown Club meeting
Two lessons were
presented at the
November meeting of
the Pottertown
Homemakers Club held
at the Holiday him
"Selecting and Using
A Food Processor" was

presented by Eloise
King. Mary Gertzen
discussed "Consumer
Rights."
Lucy Aiderdice and
Dolly Lorenz gave the
November and
December landscape

notes.
Alford, Bobbie Cook,
Group singing %vas led Christine -Collins,
by Lurene Cooper with Marion Fox, Anita Pur.
Louise Short as accom- vis, Mildred Riordan,
panist. Games were Lois Smith, Shirley
directed by Dorothy Werts and Elsie PatterSimon.
son, the latter a new
Also present were Iva member.
The club will meet
Wednesday, Dec. 12. at
10 a.m. at the Holiday
Inn.
Other members present were Delpha
Taylor, Freda Humphreys, Sherrie
7:05,9:15
Paschall, Martha Butte r w or th , Estelle
Gooch, Clovis Jones and
Delyght Humphreys.
Visitors were Linda
Hutson and Jessie
Webb.
The club will meet
Wednesday, Dec. 12, at
11 a.m. in the home of
Mrs. Butterworth.
+It
Members are to bring a
covered dish and a
homemade gift.

South Pleasant Grove Club meets
The home of tuts Hut- scripture from Galason was the scene of the tians 3:16 was given by
November meeting of Clovis Brown.
the South Pleasant
Each member
Grove Homemakers brought two Christmas
CM. Hilda Orr Was gifts to be sent to
cohostess.
Western State Hospital
"How To Avoid and for the patients'
Control Hypertension" Christmas.
was the subject of the
After refreshments,
-lesson presented by Im- the club members went
ogene Paschall.
to the home of Martha
Donna Jackson read Butterworth and set a
the special newsletter flowering cherry tree as
and landscape notes.
a memorial to her
The devotion with mother, Justine Story,
who was a long time
member of the club.

Pacers hear
two lessons

2010

He's been chased,thrown through a window,and arrested
Eddie Murphy is a Detroit cop on vOCUt,On Beverly Hills

Sue Fairless opened
her home for the
November meeting of
the Pacers
Homemakers Club.
Florene Shoemaker
assisted the hostess in
serving refreshments to
the eight members
(Cont'd on page II)
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Give A Gift
Of Good Health

WASHINGTON (AP) Sean Harman, of subur- sisted. "Hey. Reagan,'
— President Reagan ban Kensington, Md. he said. "Mr. Reagan. I
joined a star-packed "Do you know me"
heard you won. I heard
Christmas television
Undaunted. Sean per- you won the election."
special, but it was a surprise appearance by a
9-year-old boy that stole
EVERY TUESDAY IS
the show.
Reagan and his wife,
Nancy, were guests of
2 CRISPY TACOS
honor Sunday night at
the taping of NBC's
"Christmas in
Washington" special.
'al
4 ;•
At one point, a 9-yearOffes Good Al Day-No Coupons-No Lisa
old boy made his way into a roped-off press area
and began to shout questions at Reagan.
Across From
Stodivas
"Mr. Reagan!" yelled
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GIVE THE GIFT
OF ENTERTAINMENT
Murray Theatres
Movie Money
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Getting marriage license becomes problem for groom
INDIANAPOLIS
(AP) — Bernard J.
"Bud" Gohmann wasn't
even in the wedding party, but he turned out to
be the best man.
Harold L. McKeand
and his bride, Candy J.
Ballard, thought they
were all set to be married. But at the rehearsal, they remembered
they had forgotten what
would make it all legal
— the license.
Because the Saturday
wedding was scheduled
on the 11th anniversary
of the couple's first high
school date, postponing

the ceremony wasn't an
option.
So, McKeand
discreetly asked the
minister if they could go
ahead with the
ceremony at Southport
Baptist Church, sans
license.
"I thought we could
change the words or
something. But the
preacher said, 'No
way," McKeand said.
After the rehearsal,
McKeand called his attorney, who tried to
reach Gohmann, a citycounty clerk, with a
special request.

BECOME
•
LESS
OFA
PERSON
INJUSTTWO
WEEKS.

But at 8:30 a.m. SaturMcKeand rushed
day, stilt no license
downtown in white tux
and tails.
At 9:50 a.m.,
As he stamped the
McKeand received a license with the
state
call. Gohmann would seal, Gohman
n told
meet him in a hour at McKeand, "This
will
the City -County last you forever
and
Building.
ever."

Club holds luncheon
The South Murray
Homemakers Club held
its November meeting
at the Golden Corral
with Lottie Gibson,
president, presiding.
"Selecting and Using
A Food Processor" was
the major lesson

Pacers...

presented by Lola
Clark.
The lesson on "Control of Hypertension"
was given by Mrs.
Gibson.
Modelle Miller gave
the devotion. Vanda
Gibson, secretary, read
her report. Eleven
members and two
guests, Judy Goad and
Faye Pyle, answered
the roll call by teling of
their most memorable
Thanksgiving.
The recreation was
led by Madeline Parker.
Gifts for Western
State Hospital were
received. Each member
brought and shared a
handmade Christmas
decoration.
The club will have its
annual Christmas party
on Tuesday. Dec. 11, at
11 a.m. at the Golden
Corral.

Reception on anniversary Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy
(Debs) Cunningham of
312 West 14th St., Benton, will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Dec. 16.
A reception will be in
the Activity Building of
the First Baptist
Church, Benton, from 2
to 4 p.m. The couple requests that guests not
bring gifts.
The event will be
hosted by their
daughter, Mrs. Joe Mitchell, and family who invite all friends and
relatives to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Cunningham were married
Dec. 21. 1934, by the
Rev. E.D. Outland at his
home in Calloway
County.
Mrs. Cunningham is
the daughter of the late
Loyal Bucy and Polly
Kimbro Bucy.
Mr. Cunningham is
the son of the late Erie
Cunningham and
Beatrice Thomas
Cunningham.
They have one
daughter, Mrs. Joe
(Linda) Mitchell, and
two grandchildren,
Renee Mitchell and
David Mitchell, all of
Paducah,

(Cont'd from page 5)
present.
"Hypertension" was
the subject of the lesson
led by Colleen Peacock.
She discussed myths
and misconceptions
about high blood
pressure and treatment
of it.
Wilma Beatty
presented a lesson on
"Food Processors,"
Mr. and Mrs..Ruch.(Dchs) Cunningham
followed by a
Up to 10 lbs less Good news
for the way you'll look—and feel
demonstration by Miss
Go ahead,do it' Call us today
Fairless.
for a free, introductory consultation
The club will meet
Wednesday, Dec. 12, for
Hwy. 641 The Village
a Christmas luncheon in
the Commonwealth
M -F 7:30-12:30, 2:30-5:30
Monday,Dec. 10
Room, Curris Center,
Monday,Dec. 10
.
Tuesday. Dec. 11
Sat. 10-12'753-0020
Tuesday, Dec. 11
Wednesday, Dec. 12
Murray State UniversiDorothy Moore Circle meet at 6:30 p.m.
at home of Sheila Shaw.
9
p.m.
in Playhouse in
ty. Guests are welcome. of First Presbyterian Bonanza, Paducah
Homema
kers Clubs
. For
————
Murray-Calloway CounChurch will meet at 7:15 infarm,ation
will meet as follows:
call
Murray Star Chapter ty Park.
p.m. at home of Marcia 753-9385.
Pottertown at 10 a.m. at
No. 433 Order of the
————
Dillon.
Holiday
Inn; Pacers'for
Eastern
Star
will
—
— ——
have a
AA will meet at 8 p.m.
————
Douglas Civic Im- potluck supper at 6:30 at American Legion luncheon in ComCalloway County
provement Club will p.m. and meeting at Building, South Sixth monwealth Room, CurAssociation for Retardris tenter, MSU; Harris
have a special meeting 7:30 p.m.
and Maple Streep.
ed Citizens will meet at
Grove at 11 a.m. at
at 6 p.m. at the Douglas
————
————
7 p.m. at WATCH.
Western Sizzlin; South
Skating party for
Center.
Christian Women's
building.
Robertson and Carter Club , of Murray will Pleasant Grove at 11
————
————
"Hamlet" will be Schools will be from 6 to have a luncheon at noon a.m. at home of Martha
Christmas program
Flip & Sew*
shown free at 2:30 and 7 8 p.m. at Roller Skating at Seven Seas Butterworth.
will be at 7 p.m. at North
— —— —
p.m. in Room 208, of Murray.
Restaurant.
(3 Machine
Calloway Elementary
Session meeting will
Faculty Hall, Murray
————
School.
be at 7:30 p.m. at First
Model 1425N
Murray Branch of
State University as part
Good Shephered
————
Presbyterian Church.
AAUW
Internat
will
of
ional
meet
Film
<1
at
2 25 stitches i n 7
United Methodist
Murray State Univer————
p.m. at home of Jo C. Church Women
<31 chiding
speed
sity Football Banquet Festival.
will
United Ministries in
Williams
.
baste and admeet
at
1:30 p.m. with a Higher
will be at 7 p.m. in CurEducation
Tuesday
- , Dec. 11
————
program to be given by
justable
maxiris Center Ballroom,
Mothers Morning Out
Murray
Lions Club the Rev. and Mrs. Bill Christmas Party wiltlye
topstitch 'Wind-inMSU. Reservations may
in Racer Room from 8 to
will be at 9 a.m. at First will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Hart.
be made by noon today
bobbin
place
9 p.m.
United Methodist Murray Woman's Club
— ———
by calling 762-6181.
• 1 -step
Church.
House.
"Hamlet" will be
————
buttonholer
Ruth Wilson and
————
————
shown free at 2:30 and 7
Sigma Department of
Wesleya
<31 Reg. $849.00
n Circles of
Alice Waters, Bessie
Pari
s Road p.m. in Room) 208.
Murray Woman's Club
First, United Methodist
Only
Tucker and Mary Leona - Homemakers Club will
Faculty
Hall, Murray Church
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Women will
Frost Circles of the have a potluck luncheon
State University, as
club house. Each one is
meet at 6 p.m. at home
First United Methodist in home of Charlene
part Of International
to bring a toy.
of Barbara Erwin.
Church Women will Curd.
Film Festival.
————
————
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
—
—
——
Reservations for lunHanna Circle of First
church.
Financing Available
New
Provid
ence
South
cheon on Wednesday at
Murray United
Methodist
————
Homemakers Club will Homemakers
Seven Seas by Christian
Club will Church Women
Faith.Doran Circle of meet at 11 a.m. in home
will
meet at 11 a.m. at
Women's Club of Murmeet at 7:30 p.m. with
the First United of Patsy Pittman.
Golden Corral
ray should be made by
Paula Hulick.
Methodist Church will
————
Restaurant.
today by calling Freda
————
meet at 2 p.m. at the
Murray
TOPS
(take
at 753-3999 or Phyllis at
Children's Christmas
church.
off
pounds
APPROVED DEALER
sensibly
Bel Air Center 753-5321
Wednesday, Dec. 12
489-2622.
Program of First BapMon.-St. 9-6
————
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
Sun. 1-5
Shower for Mr. and
————
tist Church will be at
Rebecca Whittaker at Health Center.
Mrs.
Michael Carr who
Jackson Purchase
6:30 p.m. at church.
Group of First Baptist
(}1U.'
666
P677U UUU UUUUU
lost their home by fire
Audubon Society will
————
Church Women will
Senior citizens ac- will be from 9 a.m.
to 3
Hazel and Douglas
meet at 2 p.m. with tivities will be at 9:30 p.m.
at Dexter -ComCenters will be open
Velma Wisehart.
a.m. at Dexter Center; munity Center.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
————
for activities by senior
Group I of First Chris- Hazel and Douglas
"Hamlet" will be
citizens.
tian Church CWF will Centers; from 10 a.m. to shown
free at 2:30 and 7
meet at 10 a.m. in home 3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
p.m. in Room 208,
of Helen Bennett.
————
Faculty Hall, Murray
————
Auditions for "The State University,
as
Group III of First Night of January the part
of International
Christian Church CVVF 16th" by Community Film
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Festival.
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in Theatre will be from 7 to
— Actress Veronica
————
Hamel, who usually
represents the underprivileged as a public
defender on TV's "Hill
Street Blues," joined
Disney characters and
Santa Claus at a
Christmas party for 700
children from Skid Row
and other poor
neighborhoods.

Coming community events ate announced

tLi4.aLLLLC

SINGER SAVINGS
FROM SANTA

E>

Qj

<11
(31
QI
<31

$488"

<31

=40
(I SINGER

THE MURRAY
SEWING CENTER

CHILDRENS CHRISTMAS
PICTURE PARTY
SPECIALS

Actress at
holiday parts'

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 15th
11 AM - 3 PM
Bring In Your Little
Elf For Very Special
Christmas Photos.
Pkg. A
Pkg. B
2-8x10's
1 8x10
2-5x7's
2-5x7's
16-Wallets 8-Wallets

Ask
about
State Farm's
Homeowners
Extra
Policy.

It $ the r00S1 cohyxe0er,s4,
e
ObrnerS naurrenCP pohcy Stale

$19.50 $13.50

has eve,°Herm/ Cl
YOuClueSty

CHILDREN 12 AND UNDER
CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT

Photography by DAVID CELAYA

Wells Studio

BEHIND CITY HALL — DOWNTOWN
MAYFIELD
247-1851

HOURS;
Tues. thru Fri. 10-5
Sat. 10-1.2
Closed Monday

•

8.t8VVU eandifb
At this special time of year, remember all your friends
and family with our favorite assortments. Express your
sentiments with our finest chocolates and butter bons.
now available in colorful, free gift wraps.
Especially For You
2% lb.
Chocolate Covered Nuts
1 lb. & 2 lb.
Assorted Chocolates
1 lb., 2 lb.r3 lb. & 5 lb.
(open box shown)
Gift Box
1% lb. &&2% lb.

and

Fie-,

fea

Jane Rogers

753-9627
201 S. 6th

(shown clockwisej

Byron's Safe-T-Discount Pharmacy
dlendale at Whitnell
753-4175
ANt

1*0 a good moyetcr Stale Far. ra
s.aa,;

Thaina

wa and Canon,Cxavean,
nap,tJanrea eltaynnran Wren
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Van Cliburn, after four-year intermission,
may be ready to resume piano performing
NEW YORK (AP) — own engagement. I just nouncement?'. I'd say,
REDUCED PRICES
Van Cliburn, the piano kept saying that. My 'No. Am I going to anShow pecans. pastime. pecan
prodigy who returned to dear friend and nounce I'm not going to
mac divinity. haps sanely 011 Can
a tickertape parade manager, who has since play for a certain length dy bass
to
me
come
of time? What if the canKy. Candy and Nut Co.
more than 25 years ago died, would
Old Alma School Noised
after winning top honors and say, 'Don't you ned goods run out or I
Alin° Open 9-5 HI Xmas
In a Soviet competition, think it is very impor- run out of money and I
Fei Delivery Cal 753-4553
says he hasn't retired, tant you make an an- have to play sooner?'.
and may be ready to end
a four-year "intermission" in his performing
career.
Perhaps the bestknown American-born
pianist has been on an
undeclared sabbatical
since performances at
Wolf Trap near
Washington, D.C., and
Syracuse, N.Y., in 1980.
He hasn't discussed
his time away from performing and some have
feared it was retirethe sunshine while
ment. Sunday he said
GIRL'S BEST FRIEND — Gina Ramirez,9, and her Basset hound, Snoopy, enjoy
that his "intermission"
waiting for a Tilley at a Sierra Vista gasoline station.
Is nearing its end.
"Oh, I'll play again,"
he said, declining to
give a specific date.
rd
t
"That's my life. But I
surely have had a good
time."
Jane Conzett, campus In Western Europe, she is no island of American
•/////
With the Cold War at
Study opportunities in
its height, in 1958, the
other countries are ex- ISEP coordinator, said noted that a growing students and faculty."
Competition is keen for tall, blond Louisianaas
rU
...
.."...
panding for full-time she hopes to nominate as number of students are
sites. born pianist, then 24,
students at Murray State many as five or six venturing to apply for English-language
University through the students for ISEP ex- programs in other parts Ms. Conzett continued. thrilled Americans by
ISEP placements are winning the gold medal
of the world.
International Student changes in 1985.
Students from the usually available for at the first Tchaikovsky
Murray State. the only
Exchange - Program
Kentucky university that Deep South have been basic intensive language Piano Competition in
(ISEP1.
currently a member of particularly attracted to study only in non- Moscow.
is
A new ISEP directory,
such
published this fall, lists the ISEP. has already ISEP programis at some traditional locations
New York gave him a
several leading Canadian univer- as Finland. Korea, Hong tickertape parade and
more than a dozen new exchanged
study-abroad oppor- students through the pro- sities, while students of Kong and Tunisia.
he was in immediate
No Limit With Coupon
No Limit With Coupon
I
ISEP is a one-for-one
tunities, which increase gram. Three students area studies, language
and constant demand,
Coupon Whim You 1 Prasont Coupon When You 1
Present
Students
plan.
development exchange
the total number of ISEP from France are atten- and
praised for his superb
' Bring Cleaning
Bring Cleaning
fees and livstudy sites to more than ding Murray State this economics have enrolled pay only the
technique and romantic
of
their
expenses
Thru Dec. 29, 1984 I (Good Thru Dec. -29; 1984
ing
Good
year, while two Murray in universities in Africa
60 in 23 countries,
interpretations. Cliburn
IMIkeelii=i1111101104011sMilleldirledleerelditIlli
- tudents ire spen- and Asia. Those-uin- home institutions, plus and Artur RubinStein
tate S
Murray State students
insurance
books,
travel,
Gerin
Latin
in
terested
year.
the
ing
can now apply for onecommanded the same
American politics and and incidentals. Most top fe% on impresario
exchange many and France.
year
Undergraduate and culture have spent their forms of scholarships or Sol Hurok's piano
placements in Wester
that a
Europe, Asia, Lat n graduate students in all year abroad at ISEP other financial aid
Folded or on Hanger
I
roster.
fields are eligible for sites in Colombia, Costa student would normally
America,
the
made
Cliburn
can be used to
Australia or Canada ISEP, according to Ms. Rica. Mexico and Brazil. receive
keynote speech Sunday
Language proficiency undertake an ISEP
through the ISEP. Ap- Given. Most study sites
night at the convention
exchange.
comprehensive is important. Ms. Conzett
plications are now being are
the International
of
' No Limit With Coupon
2 Only
/
Sim, 14-1111
Begun in 1979 under
accepted for placements universities, but there said, as are maturity and
Society of Performing
'Present Coupon When You
Coupon
No
I
Limit
With
the
of
authorization
that
"because
flexibility
to begin in the spring. are also programs
s.
Arts
Administrator
Bring Cleaning
Act,
s
Present Coupon When Youl
summer or fall of 1985. specialize in particular ISEP is an academic and Fulbright-Hay
Chatting later he said,
mainly
funded
is
ISEP
I
Good
Thru Dec. 29, 1984'
immersion
Bring
Claaning
total
social
I
science
as
such,
fields,
February/March 1985
In- "Every good concert
I
1984
29,
Good
Thru
Dec.
1
placements are still open and technology, interna- program." She explain- by the United States
INDIUM
nw me....saliniamo
.
gurnimormannonmei
Agency. The program has an interin selected Southern tional business, political ed that ISEP students formation
mission. I'm in the inadministered
is
program
regular
as
are
enrolled
languages.
and
science
Hemisphere countries
termission, hopefully
While ISEP offers students at their host in- at Georgetown Universisuch as Brazil. Colombia
getting toward the semany popular study sites stitutions and that "there ty in Washington. D.C.
and Australia.
The ISEP network cond half of the
covers some 70 institu- program."
The pianist, now 60
tions in 35 states and 60
institutions in 23 other but still boyish looking,
countries in Africa, Asia, said, "I had been plannCanada, ing this actually since
Australia,
Latin 1975. I said to myself, 'I
and
Europe
want to take a little sabAmerica.
Further information is batical at a time in my
atmospheric
DeBoer takes over in and
James K. DeBoer, who
still enjoy it.
recently retired from the the position formerly forecasting program. available through the life I can
"I never did say what
U.S. Navy with the rank held by Mike White, who The $50 million project ISEP coordinator in the
going to do. I'd
of commander, has join- left to join another Included obtaining two Center for International I was
'No. I have an
say,
just
Murray
at
Programs
to
"super"
computers
ed.Murray State Univer- university. Neal Patterengagement.' It was my
sity as director of the son had been interim greatly expand forecast State (502) 762-3089.
capabilities.
Department of Com- director.
During DeBoer's 21
puting and Information
DeBoer attended high
years in the Navy, he
' 'IA . *:*::
Systems.
•
MIKE:
''''' . '.......i:iii:fik1Kli::-._,--'
'''''''
school in Ionia. He earnIonia,
posiheld management
A native of
ed a B.S. in psychology
computer
in
Mich., DeBoer, 43, had tions
Lynn Grove Large
from the Illinois Institute
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
been assigned to the staff systems, personnel. of
Technology. Chicago,
and
of Commander, Naval communications
D & T
a
and
in
M.S.
Oceanography Com- planning. He was rated
meterology, with distinc7
his
by
1-.percent
1
Louis,
St.
top
Doz.
Bay
the
in
mand,
0
tion)and a M.S. in comMiss. At Murray State, superiors as an effective puter
systems managemanager,
he is responsible for the leader,
ment, graduating on the
. Prices Good WhNe Supplies Last!
problem
and
centralized
motivator
university's
Dean's List, both from
computer and informa- solver.
the Navy Post Graduate
Among special proft's The Total On The
tion systems which supSchool.
.0161
instruction, jects. DeBoer planned
ports
_
Tape That Counts
.
ad- personnel, hardware and
DeBoer and his wife.
and
research
lark
. •-.
The budget resources for a Mary Ellen, have five
ministration.
.:.:.
age
in
ranging
the
for
children
department has 16 full- computer system
Chicken of the Sea
Turner
Charles
Navy's oceanographic from 3 to 17 years.
time personnel.
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MSU study-abroad programs up

Save
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I

2 Pc. Suits

1
I

$320
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Shirts
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University hires DeBoer as director
of computer, information systems

13th & Main
6th & Poplar

t

Warehouse Foods

.•.•

Hours:
Monday
Thru
I.
Saturday
,
8-7

Bunny Brown N' Serve

Rolls

..:

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT -- INVESTMENTS

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
Dollar Gen. Store
Dupont
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp. Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear
Home Health Care
I.B.M

-3.53
46% +%
26% -%
18% -1
2
/
27 unc
4
1
/
28% .
4
1
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4
/
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1
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4
/
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2
/
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4
/
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118% 'Ye
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Johnson & Johnson
Krnart
Mary Kay Cosm.
J.C. Penney
Penwell
Quaker Oats
Sears
Stuart Hall
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S. Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
A.L. WIllbuns
C.E.F. Yield

14% + 3/8
4
1
34 •/
2 unc
1
34/
83/4
48/
2 -%
1
35% +%
4 unc
1
72/
301/4 +%
3% .1/4
4 +
1
33/
4
/
40% +1
34% unc
38% unc
2
/
17 -1
4
/
4 -1
1
9/
9 15

§
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,*
'*•i
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- io. Butter
Gal.
2
1
/
-
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N.*
4.kiii
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MUTUAL FUNDS
MUNICIPAL BONDS
STOCKS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

Large Bar-B-Q & French Fries

Eggs

•

0
6

4

In Oil or Water

Coffee

Red

Nunn-Better

Potatoes

Flour

13 Oz. Can

Bologna

Bacon
120z.

1 9 $ 1 19

5 Lb.

10 Lb.

$
—

1I

29

79 •,

Win-You Cherry Pie Filling 21 Oz. 99'
.

Pepsi, Diet
Pepsi, Mt. Dew
8 Pk. 16 Oz.

Erwin

Sausage
Hot or Mild
1 Lb.

89°., $ 1• 49
Plus Deposit

TJ's Bar-B-Q & Burgers
753-0045
.•

.

Tuna

Kelly-Chili W/Beans -15 Oz. Can 69'

New
New
Folgers Decaffeinated

Reelfoot

$1

North 12th
603 Main

0
8
6
69
3
89°'

Reelfoot

1 Lb.

Special Good Dec. 713

Murray

4 Qt, Pail

Del-Monte Tomato Catsup 32 Oz. 99'

$ 1 99

Chestnut St.

Ice Cream

Reg. $1.29

0
299
$
9
,.

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

-

Chips

Smuckers Grape Jelly 99k
Turner

7512552

Fisher Sandwich Mate Cheese 12 Oz. 79'
•:.:::."•-•-•-•-•••• •-•%-.: ... •. ••
................•
•
'
-, *.: '•••
••:ZZ;ys.,,,v;•;‘;‘,

Baker's Coconut 14 Oz. $1.29

. ..... .:.....:::....""". :.• .
'
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Cold tightens grip on needy
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) - The recent
below -zero
temperatures and snow
In Kentucky mean more
people are seeking help
to keep warm, but some
officials say the real
crunch may not come
until utility bills arrive
In the mail.
"Traffic has been
fairly heavy," Len
Spanjers, coordinator of
the Louisville-Jefferson
County Community Action Agency, said of
phone calls to the agency. "It's gone up about a
third."

CANDLELIGHT VIGIL - On their way to entertain a crowded ('urns Center, the Ms( Madrigal Singers
march down this ramp with a candle in their hand and a song on their lips. The annual "Hanging of the
Green" ceremony took place Sunday afternoon in the ('urns Center, where Santa and the singers collaborated for a hour-long Christmas program.

DR.LAMB
Lawrence E.
Lamb, M.D.

Several types of
prostate surgery
By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I would like
as much information as you can give
me on prostate surgery. Can a-man
still father a child after surgery?
Does the type of surgery done make a
difference? They say that sex is not
the same after it, but my husband,
who is 67. had prostate surgery
around 15 years ago and he still
enjoys sex just as much, if not more.
DEAR READER - Yes, there are
several different ways of doing prostate surgery. An open incision may be
made and the prostate gland removed
in that way. There are several different operations for this approach, too.
The most common surgical procedure
is the transurethral prostate resection
(TUPR). This consists of inserting a
rod with a light and visual apparatus
through the urethra. The end of the
instrument has an electric cutting

device that is used to cut away the
inside of the prostate gland. Some call
it a Roto-Rooter job. When the hole is
made large enough, the obstruction is
eliminate& :Ind the man can pass
urine more normally.
After prostate surgery, the valve
mechanism that shuts off the bladder,
which is adjacent to the prostate, usually is damaged and cannot close
well. As a result, when a man ejaculates, the semen flows backward into
the bladder. He won't have the normal forward emission, but he will
have all of the same sensations.
This also means that he may not
eject enough semen ejected normally
to cause pregnancy. And in some
operations, the vas deferens tube,
which carries sperm from the Lpsticies to the prostate, is tied off, cans
ing sterility. This is done to help protect tbe testicles from inflammation
after the surgery.
Neither of these aspects of prostate
surgery need interfere with a man's
sexual ability or enjoyment, but they
do affect his ability to father children.
Another reader, who now has retrograde ejaculation into the bladder,
asked if this could be harmful or
unhealthy. The answer is no: the
semen is eliminated with the next
emptying of the bladder.
You will understand prostate surgery better after reading the Health
Letter 15-6, Prostate Gland Problems, which I am sending you. Others
who want this issue can send 75 cents

GOBBLE
GOBBLE

with a long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB - It used to be a
common practice to have the tonsils
and adenoids removed. Was it really
beneficial to one's health, or has it
been proven to be unnecessary
surgery?
DEAR READER - They also used
to rest a lung that had tuberculosis by
collapsing it. Many things change in
medicine as more is learned.
Tonsils seldom need to be taken
out. There are exceptions, though:
Enlarged, chronically infected tonsils
filled with pus-like material and food
particles are one cause of bit breath,
although this is a very rare cause of
bad breath. The tonsils are just lymph
glands. Removing them because they
are "enlarged" is seldom justified.
Very large adenoids may obstruct
breathing through the nose. Anything
that prevents normal nose breathing
leads to mouth breathing. Mouth
breathing can alter a child's facial
appearance. Sleeping with the mouth
open does not necessarily indicate
nasal obstruction, since breathing
through the mouth or nose is partly
habit. However, a nasal obstruction
that interferes with nose breathing
should be corrected.
Antibiotics to treat bacterial throat
infections undoubtedly have helped to
decrease the number of tonsillectomies that need to be done.
(NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN 3
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utilty bills," she said.
She added, however,
that many won't receive
heating bills until next
month and that will
result in another flurry
of activity RS those who
can't pay seek help. The
office had received 13
weather-related calls
Wednesday and Thursday, not an unusually
high number, she said.
Other needs such as
clothing and food are
also provided by the
agency.
"As soon as cold
weather starts we have
a run on winter
clothing," she said. A
food pantry is also busy
with people waiting for
food stamps.
In January, $4 million
in federal funds will
become available for
emergency heating
assistance through the
state, said Brad
Hughes, a spokesman
for the Cabinet for
Human Resources.

SMALLEST ORGAN - Strasbourg resident Hubert Molard holds in his hand the 28-millimeter organ
he recently completed. The organ is reportedly the world's smallest. The Guinness Book of Records lists
a 50-millimeter organ as the world's smallest.
"

NASHVILLE, Tenn. meeting today in
(API - Electricity Chattanooga.
"What we're trying to
distributors, anxious to
convince the Tennessee do is understand each
Valley Authority board other's position," said
to de-emphasize energy Roy Palk, TVPPA
conservation, say the board member and
TVA is confusing the general manager of Uppublic about energy per Cumberland Electric Corp., of Carthage,
supplies.
The Tennessee Valley Tenn.
TVA Director Richard
Public Power Association, a trade organiza- Freeman has made
tion of electricity public statements
distributors, has invited recently vowing to conthe three TVA board tinue the utility's atmembers to discuss the tempts to conserve
utility's conservation energy.
Consumer advocates
program at its board

have lauded the utility's
efforts and called the
TVPPA proposals
"short-sighted" and
"environmentally
irresponsible."
However, Palk said
the TVA's emphasis on
conservation bothers a
lot of electricity
distributors because
they think the public
misinterprets the meaning of the word
"conservation."
"I think a lot of the
ratepayers may interpret it to mean no use at
all," Palk said.
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A TVPPA subcommittee recenUy criticized
TVA for promoting conservation and said
TVA's interest-free
loans for the program
"make no sense."
Conservation, the subcommittee reported in
October, "implies a
shortage or scarcity of
electricity. Distributors
and ratepayers perceive
the conservation program as a non-use program. This is the
perception that must
change."
The TVPPA subcommittee said TVA's program is a "radical approach" and called instead for a "middle of
the road approach to
marketing."
The subcommittee
said distributors should
oversee marketing
plans instead of TVA
since electricity consumers are customers
of the distributors, not
of TVA.
"TVA should be used
by distributors as a support group, not a leadership group," the TVPP A
subcommittee reported.
Palk said the electricity distributors want
TVA to reevaluate the
conservation programs
- not end them. He said
TVA needs to determine
their "cost effectiveness
to the ratepayers."

Hog market
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SERVING TIME

were three or four people on a waiting list for a
heater on Thursday.
Most of the calls the
agency receives come
from people who go
without gas service during the summer and
wait until the last
minute to get it turned
on, he said.
The agency, which
also serves Bourbon,
Harrison and Nicholas
counties, attempts to
negotiate terms for
those who cannot pay
the full amount of the
deposit to utility
companies.
In Paducah, where at
least 7 inches of snow
piled up, two kerosene
heaters have been given
out on an emergency
basis, said Sharon Zimmermann, executive
secretary of Family
Services Society Inc.,
which is funded by the
city, county and United
Way.
"This snow will make
a difference with the

TVA, power distributors to meet

3?

We Are
Now Taking
Reservations!

day, bringing with it
chilling temperatures
and gusty winds.
Although snow tends
to alarm some people,
Spanjers said, "it would
be bad if it were real
cold."
Spanjers said the
priority goes to elderly
people and infants
without heat. He said
the state needs to enact
laws to protect people
who want to pay their
bills but can't from
cutoffs by utility
companies.
The Lexington Fayette County ConfThe agency is getting munity Action Agency
about 100 calls daily, received 23 weathermost of them requesting related calls Wednesday
help to keep warm. and Thursday. "That's
pretty high for the first
Kerosene heaters,
blankets and wood are (part) of December,"
provided to those who said energy coordinator
have no heat, Spanjers Terry Drum.
The agency has nine
said last week.
space heaters it loans to
A winter storm people on a temporary
dumped as much as 10 basis and as soon as one
inches in some parts of is returned it is sent out
the state last Wednes- again, he said. There

7 3-3381
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In 1978, United States
authorities put the final
count of dead at the People's Temple commune
In Jonestown, Guyana,
at 909 and shipped the
last of the bodies back to
the United States.
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Fewer farmers on FmHA loans are quitting
WASHINGTON (AP)
— The Farmers Home
Administration says
fewer of its borrowers
quit farming last fiscal
year because of "financial difficulties" and
that one reason was the
agency's willingness to
go along with many of
them.
About 2.4 percent of
the farmers who borrow
from FmHA, an agency
of the Agriculture
Department, left farming during the year.
That was down from a
dropout rate of 2.7 percent in 1982-83 and 2.9
percent in 1981-82, the

first year the agency dropouts included
began keeping com- foreclosures, bankruptparable statistics. cies, voluntary conAbout 12 percent of the veyance of property,
total U.S. farm debt is transfers and sales.
Charles W. Shuman,
handled by the agency,
often described as the FmHA administrator,
farm lender of last said the preliminary
figures showed that the
resort.
agency "made special
The FmHA figures arrangments" with
were included Tuesday more than 33,000
in a preliminary report farmers who could not
for the fiscal year ended make payments on their
Sept. 30. In all, 273,197 loans.
farmers had one or
County supervisors in
more loans from the nearly 2,000 local FmHA
agency. Of those, 6,713 offices rescheduled,
left farming because of consolidated or re financial problems.
amortized loans for
Officials said the more than 30,300 farm

borrowers, and deferred
part of the loan
payments for more than
2,800 others.
''Without these
special actions, these
farmers would not have
been able to continue
farming," Shuman said.
Further, he said,
FmHA subordinated its
liens for more than
31,000 farm loans in
which farmers had borrowed up to the
agency's limit. By standing aside, in effect,
those subordinations
made collateral
available to farmers for
use in obtaining addi-

tional credit crow
private lenders.-.
"Even in these difficult times for
agriculture, over 70 percent of FmHA borrowers are making their
payments on schedule,"
Shuman said in a
statement.
"One way or another,
we stayed with nearly 98
percent of all our borrowers during the year.
As a lender of last
resort, the case could be
made that the agency
has kept its present
273,000 FmHA borrowers from going out of
business."

1983 farm income was lowest in 12 years
WASHINGTON (AP)
— Economists in the
Agriculture Department are still finding
new ways to show that
1983 was one of the
roughest years on
record for U.S. farmers,
despite huge government payments that
eased some of the sting.
In 1983, according to
one of the department's
methods of bookkeep- ing, net farm income
dropped to a 12-year low
of $16.1 billion from
$22.3 billion in 1982.
Much of the decline was
due to a sharp drop in
1983 inventories because
of drought and the
government's acreage
cutbacks.
Nationally, according
to a new outlook report
issued this week, 1983
"total gross income" of
farmers dropped to

$151.4 billion. That included allowances for
cash sales of crops and
livestock, government
payments such as the
payment-in-kind program, and the value of
farm dwellings.
Total 1983 expenses,
meanwhile, were
reported at 135.3 billion.
That left $16.1 billion as
last year's net income.
The drought and
acreage cutbacks under
government programs,
particularly under PIK,
triggered a massive cut
of $11.7 billion in the
value of 1983 farm inventories, a component
of total gross income.
Most states were affected by the inventory
draw-down, particularly those big producers
such as the Corn Belt
states. Thus, when production expenses were

deducted from total
gross income, eight
states actually were
shown on the minus side
of the 1983 net farm income ledger. Only one
of the eight — West
Virginia — showed an
Increase in inventory
values.
The eight states and
their 1983 net farm incomes, as computed by
the_.depart:ment's
Economic Re,search
Service and rbunded off,
included:
— Illinois, minus $584
million in 1983. That
stemmed from cash
marketing receipts of
$8.144 billion, a drop of
$3.058 billion in inventory value, a total gross
income of $6.324 billion
and production expenses of $6.908 billion.
—Indiana, minus $134

million. Cash receipts of $4.058 billion and pro$4.009 billion, a drop of duction expenses of
$648 million in inventory $4.118 billion.
value, a total gross in— South Carolina,
come of $4.214 billion minus $19 million. Cash
WASHINGTON (AP)
and production ex- receipts of $1.058 billion,
penses of $4.343 billion.
a drop of $111 million in — Agriculture
—Iowa, minus $217 inventory value, a total Secretary John R. Block
million. Cash receipts of gross of $1.121 billion says "the jury is still
$9.335 billion, a drop of and production ex- out„" on how deeply
$2.092 billion in inven- penses of $1.139 billion. farm programs should
be cutArom the record
tory value, a total gross
— West Virginta, levels of recent,years.
income of..$9.002 billion
• Block said
and production ex- minus $20 million,Cash
receipts of $228 million: 'agriculture is
penses of $9.219 billion.
an increase of $12 prepared to take its
—Maine, minus $28 million in inventory lumps along with
million. Cash receipts of value, a total gross of everyone else" as the
$413 million, a drop of $1 $366 rnIllion and produc- administration and Conmillion in inventory tion expenses of $385 gress prepare to trim
soaring federal budget
value, a total gross of million.

Block: 'jury still out on how much
should be cut from price supports

$455 million and produc— Wyoming, minus
tion expenses of $482 $62 million. Cash
receipts of $593 million,
million.
—Missouri, minus $60 a drop of $21 million in
million. Cash receipts of inventory value, a total
$3.988 billion, a drop of gross of $666 million and
$726 million in inventory production expenses of
value, a total gross of $728 million.

USDA's senior economist resigns
WASHINGTON (AP )
— The Agriculture
Department's senior
economist, Assistant
Secretary William G.
Lesher, has resigned in
a surprise move that
could have an effect on
another top job scheduled to be vacated in a
couple of months.

Lestitr informed the
White House on Thursday that he will quit on
Jan. 20, said Dave Lane,
an aide to Agriculture
Secretary John R.
Block.
Lesher has been mentioned as a possible successor to Deputy
Secretary Richard E.

Lyng, 66, who submitted
his resignation shortly
after the Nov.6 election.
Lyng, a native
Californian, has said he
would like to leave the
department's No. 2 post
about mid-December.
However, he indicated
he would return after
the holidays and serve

oversees small community and rural
development programs,
including the Farmers
Home Administration.
In another development, Lane said that
Assistant Secretary
John B. Crowell Jr., who
oversees the Forest Service and other agencies
that deal with the nation's natural resources
and environment, plans
to leave on Jan. 21, the
day after President
Reagan's second
inaugural.
Crowell's resignation
was expected, but
Lesher's wasn't. Lane
said that Lesher informed the White House in
his letter that "it is time
for someone else to be
given a chance" at the
USDA post he will leave.
As for Block, he said
last week that he had no
plans to leave the
Cabinet and would stay
on if asked by Reagan,
who has since indicated
that he would like all remaining Cabinet officers to stay on the job
during the second term.
Lane said Block is
looking forward to
working with Congress
on a new farm bill next
year and that there is no
reason for him to leave
the Cabinet post.

until Jan. 20 if needed.
Lesher still may be in
the running for Lyng's
job, according to
associates who spoke
only on condition they
not be identified. His
chief competitor was
saidtobe
Undersecretary Frank
W. Naylor Jr., who

Purdue economist sees small likelihood
that farmers' financial distress will let up
WASHINGTON (AP)
— A Purdue University
economist says he sees
"no strong possibility
for relief" in 1985 from
the financial crunch
that has hurt many
American farmers.
"Agricultural exports
could be helped by a
decline in the value of
the dollar in 1985 or 1986,
or by tight supplies
elsewhere in the world,"

said William D. Dobson,
head of Purdue's
department of
agricultural economics.
"However, I fail to see
any developments unfolding in 1985 that
would cause a large
decline in real interest
rates. Hence, the debate
on next year's farm bill
is likely to occur against
the backdrop of financial distress in parts of

Quota hearings on dark-fired leaf
to be held Thursday in Princeton
Quota hearings for the
1985 air-cured and firecured tobacco crops will
be held Thursday, Dec.
13, at the University of
Kentucky Experiment
Station in Princeton.
The hearings, to begin
at 10 a.m., will give producers an opportunity to
express their opinions

Utility costs
are on the rise
WASHINGTON (AP)
— Farmers' electric
bills are up about 5 percent from last year,
while monthly telephone
expenses show a 12 percent increase, according to an annual survey
by the Agriculture
Department.
The survey is conducted by the department's Statistical
Reporting Service in July and Augest. Electric
and telephone billings
are checked in each
state except Alaska and
Hawaii.
According to the 1984
figures, which were included in a monthly
price report issued this
week, the aVerage farm
electric bill was $97.40 a
month, up from $92.50 in
1983.

on how much tobacco
should be grown next
year, said Will Ed
Clark, general manager
of the Western Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers
Association. Officials
from the U.S. Department of Agriculture will
be on hand to discuss the
quotas with farmers.

the farm economy."
Dobson's remarks
were in a paper
delivered today at the
Agriculture Department's 61st annual
outlook conference, a
three-day forum in
which experts are invited to take a look at
what lies ahead for U.S.
agriculture.
In looking at the
"macroeconomic" or
big-picture setting for
next year's debate on
new farm legislation,
Dobson said there appears to be two basic
directions in which Congress could go.
"If the Congress and
the administration
reach an agreement in
the first several months
of 1985 on tax and
revenue measures
which would cut prospective federal deficits

Tractor Differental
Hydrolic Motor Oil TDH
Meats Case, John Deere,
Massey Ferguson, Allis

$205°
5 Gal. Chalmers Performance

belcher oil co.inc..
L.P. Miller St.
Murray, Ky.
753-0212

Mister Farmer
Bailey's Farm Lumber
Has The Materials
For All Your
Building Needs
Oak and Poplar Creosoted Lumber
Treated Pine
Fencing Materials Metal Roofing

NEW STRUCTURE — Rick Murdock (left) of Murray Rt. 7 and John
Clendenon, Soil Conservation Service, are standing in a rip-rap rock grade
stabilization structure. This structure was designed by the Soil Conservation
Service to take out two feet in elevation from the existing waterway to the
ditch outlet. This conservation practice is designed to save soil by reducing
gully erosion in grass waterways.

below, say, $100 billion
per year, then a move
toward a marketoriented 1985 farm program might occur," he
said.
The administration
has indicated strong
support for a "marketoriented" 1985 farm bill
that would lessen
farmers' dependence on
federal price support
benefits and cash
subsidies.
"I doubt whether such
a scenario can
materialize in 1985,"
Dobson said. "Hence, I
expect farm legislation
to be crafted to offset
part of the effects of
macroeconomic
developments and deal
with symtoms of problems created by the
deficits."
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deficits.
"I personally prefer
an across-the-board
freeze, because I think it
would be perceived to be
fair — and I think that it
is fair," Block told a
news conference.
"But, at the same
time, to precipitously
pull the rug out from
this agricultural industry — an industry
currently in agonizing
pain in a lot of parts of
the country — would be
unconscionable," he
said.

The Agriculture
Department's spending
for price support operations for major commodities such as wheat,
corn, cotton and dairy
preducts rose from $4.
billion in fiscal year 1981
to $11.6 .biliion in 1982
and then to a record
$18.9 billion in 1983.
Block said spending
on farm programs
declined to around $10
billion in fiscal 1984,
which ended Sept. 30,
but is expected to climb
again to about $13 billion
in the current year.

will seek reforms intended to "progressively reduce" federal farm
program costs.
Block did not specify
details, but indicated
again that he wants a
"market-oriented" 1985
farm bill so farmers will
have to rely inore on
free markets and less on
government supports.
He said the administration is studying
for possible revision the
level of crop price supports carried out
through "non-recourse"
loans to farmers.

"Agricultural programs and policies
desperately need
reform for the longrange health and prosperity of the industry,
as I've said before,"
Block told visiting
reporters attending the
Agriculture Department's annual outlook
conference.

The agriculture
secretary said he has
"never been a great
fan" of target prices,
which help determine
cash payments to
farmers when market
prices fall short of the
target for a specific
crop.
Block said, however,
he realized they proHe said the ad- bably cannot be
ministration next year eliminated outright.
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Bishop Tutu receives Nobel for fight against apartheid
received from heads of state,
church leaders and ordinary
people, "notable exceptions being the Soviet and South African
governments.

OSLO, Norway (,AP 1 — South
African Bishop Desmond Tutu,
accepting his Nobel Peace Prize
today, said it has given new hope
to the "voiceless, dispossessed,
oppressed" and to those who
doubt that God cares about the
fate of his creatures.
The Norwegian Nobel Committee awarded the 1984 prize to
the black Anglican church
leader in October, describing
him as "a unifying leader" in
the fight against the racial
segregation laws — "apartheid"
— enforced by the white minority government in South Africa.
In his acceptance remarks
prepared for the ceremony in
Oslo University's Aula
Ceremonial Hall, Tutu described the congratulations he had

"A new hope has been kindled
in the breasts of the millions who
are voiceless, oppressed,
dispossessed, tortured by the
powerful tyrants, lacking
elementary human rights in
Latin America, in Southeast
Asia: in the Far East, in many
parts of Africa and behind the
Iron Curtain, who have their
noses rubbed in the dust," said
Tutu, whose award carries a
$193,000 stipend.
"The world is in such
desperate straits, in such a horrible mess, that it all provides

almost conclusive proof that a
good and powerful and loving
God such as Christians and people of other faiths say they
believe in could not exist, or if he
did he really could not be a God
who cared much about the fate
of his creatures or the world
they happened to inhabit which
seemed to be so hostile to their
aspirations to be fully human."
However, Tutu said, "the
prize has given fresh hope to
many in a world that has
sometimes had a pall of
despondency cast over it by the
experience of suffering, disease,
poverty, famine, hunger, oppression, injustice, evil and war
— a pall that has made many
wonder whether God cared,
whether he was omnipotent,

whether he was loving and compassionate," the bishop said.
Tutu said the 1984 award, in
particular, raised the prospects
of change in his own country.
"New hope." he said, "has
sprung in the breasts of many as
a result of this prize — the
mother watching her child
starve in a Bantustan homeland
resettlement camp, or one
whose flimsy plastic covering
was demolished by the
authorities in the K.T.C. squatter camp in Capetown:

Tutu added that his award
"says more eloquently than
anything else that this is God's
world and he is in charge, that
our cause is a just cause, that we
will attain human rights in South
Africa and everywhere in the
world."
Norwegian Nobel Committee
chairman Egil Aarvik said in
presenting the award to Tutu
that the 1984 prize recognized
that "a peaceful alternative exists ... (and) must succeed" to
end the "outrageous violation of

"the man emasculated by the
pass laws as he lived for 11 months in a single-sex hostel, the student receiving an inferior education," jailed and tortured activists and political exiles.

basic human rights" in South
Africa.
At a news conference upon his
arrival Sunday, Tutu called his
prize "a corporate award"
given him on behalf of all those
committed to ending apartheid
in his country.
"It is an award that honors all
those' very many people down
through the years who have
committed themselves to a
struggle for justice and peace
and reconciliation in our land,"
he said.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake
FOR TUESDAY, DECEMBER 11, 1984

00-billion cuts

Grace ad pushes for
ing the world with all the rights
of an American, including her
$50,000 share in the federal debt.
"Wah! Waaaaaaaah!" she
bawls in reply. An announcer
then urges viewers to write their
congressmen, and a toll-free
telephone number for comments
flashes on the screen.
"I think it's a terrific ad,"
Grace said in an interview Friday from New York, where he
presides over W.R. Grace & Co.
"It's,a very cute baby, but even
if I didn't have any grandchildren, I would still consider it
an effective way of getting the

WASHINGTON (API —
Millionaire industrialist J. Peter
Grace is willing to try anything
— even pay for a $2.6 million
television ad campaign featuring a crying baby — to rally
public support for his ideas to
trim federal spending.
Grace, who heads a presidential cost-cutting commission, is
hoping a.60-second spot now on
the airwaves will encourage
voters to prod Congress into
enacting some $424 billion in
proposed budget cuts.
The ad shows a newborn baby
girl being told that she is enter-

-

idea across."
Grace, 71, said his company is
underwriting the cost of the ad
campaign because Congress has
been so critical of the report
released by the presidential
commission last year.
The Congressional Budget Office and the General Accounting
Office have said that the panel's
proposed savings were exaggerated. In many cases, government auditors noted, recommendations would be nearly impossible to implement because
they call for sweeping policy
changes.
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•Dynocolortm Plus High Contrast System for locked-en laelike
•-amiora with /login(onfrost swell a brightly littroom *Provision
for Cable TV Hook.Up •Cligital Type Illuminated Channel
Numbers •Costers •Sinukned Rico Pecan groin finish 'Model
•Comp,Matscri.
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Get away for 7 days/6 nights to
Walt Disney World and EPCOT Center.
GetaWay fof4clays/3 nigh-ts to
Walt Disney World and EPCOT Center.
Get away for a weekend at the cklyincce
Lexington Marriott Resort.
Or choose from other Premiums shown below.

ems+
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Console Color TV
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•D.,,,,color Plus High Contrast System automatically locks in lifelike
colors with high contrast even in a brightly lit room •High Contrast
Dynobrite Picture Tube •Custorn-Matic Tuner with Self-Cleaning Action 'Illuminated Channel Numbers •Picture Adtustment control

,

You get Lincoln
Federal's high interest
rates on 2, 3, 4, or 5
Year Certificates of
Deposit. Just pick the
certificate that best
meets your financial
goals, lock in a rate
that's guaranteed for
the term of your certificate and get your
premium On Top Of a
great return on your
money.
Call or stop by the
office nearest you for
full details or use the
coupon below for
easier service.

•Shorpness control •Provrsion for cable TV hook-up •Ecrsy-Roll Casters
•Simuloted Maple grain finish 'Model WU9421XS •E orty American
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Lincoln Federal's
GreatGetAway
with Interest
(Up to11.25c70)

'21/Month
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'33/Month
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Console Color TV

o

•Dynocolor Pk/3 High Contrast System
automatically locks in
lifelike colors with high contrast &WWI in a brightly kt room 'High
Contrast Dynobnte Picture Tube •Custorn-Mohc Tuner with
Self Cleaning Action •Illuminoted Gloms& Numbers 'Picture
Adtust.

+

..• A

'42/Month

•Custorn•Mohc Tuner with self-cleoning action
•Suprocolorti. System outomohcolly locks in lifelike colors
*Service Miser 19 Chassis for reliability •Dynabrite Picture Tube
for bright, sharp picture •Pich,re Adtustment and Sharpness
controls •Stov-Set volume control 'Provision for cable rv hookup 'Simulated Walnut groin finish •Model VVT5951XW

,
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NEW YORK (AP) — A group
of investcrrs buying more than
half of Capitol Air's stock will
give the airline the financial aid
It needs to resume operations
within two weeks, the airline
says.
Capitol, which discontinued
all service Nov. 25, said Saturday its major stockholder,
Capitol Holding Inc., has agreed
to sell 56.8 percent of the
38-year-old airline to the group
headed by Puerto Rico state
Sen. Nicholas Nogeras.
The Smyrna, Tenn.-based
airline said in New York that
Farhad Azima and John A. Catsimatidis, who own Capitol
Holding, agreed to sell their 1.7
million shares for $1.7 million to
Nogeras' CapAir Holding Corp.

Table Color TV-Tuner has
Self-Cleaning Action

--------

—

Investors will get
airline back in air

fluaSar

_

•

Grace Commission ideas include using more outside contractors to do federal work,
reducing welfare payments,
limiting some Social Security
benefits, and tightening the
Defense Department's bidding
system.
Adoption of all its recommendations, the panel says, would
produce a 31 percent reduction
in federal spending by the year
2000.

What kind of day will tomorrow be? SCORPIO
To find out what the stars say, read (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
It's too soon to finalize travel plans.
the forecast given for your birth sign.
Career developments test your patience. You're not a flatterer, but
ARIES
observe social amenities.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Interpersonal relationships require SAGITTARIUS
tact, diplomacy and sensitivity. Lov- (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Be sure to follow through on comed ones may disagree about entertainmitments or you get negative feedment plans tonight.
back from others. Avoid risky moves
TAURUS
regarding your finances.
Apr.20to May 20)
It's a poor time to sign important CAPRICORN
documents. You need to be aware of (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Someone's lack of straightforwardothers' feelings, especially those of
ness could irritate you. Complications
relatives and close ties.
may mean it's best to wait regarding
GEMINI
investment decisions.
( May 21 to June 20
'The changeable moods of people AQUARIUS
can cause you trouble today. Avoid a (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Interruptions could upset your work
temperamental outburst yourself.
routine, but don't let business
Travel is iffy.
pressures cause you to be short with
CANCER
those you hold dear.
June 21 to July
—
Difficulty coticeritraling on the job PISCES
>oar
now
impedes a.m. accomplishment. Be ( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
own
their
at
develop
,
'
things
Let
get
not
do
expenditures
that
careful
speed, especially in business. Acout of hand today.
complish what you can on tits day
LEO
when others may stall.
(July 23 to Aug. 22
YOU BORN TODAY work best
You're too restless to sit still, yet
maintaining a low profile is to your when inspired. You're drawn to
best interest. Others may seem creative fields and will have success
in film, poetry, music, art and ardemanding.
chitecture. You're visionary in
VIRGO
outlook, but shouldn't let a need for
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Don't make too big an issue out of a security keep you from taking a
slight. You're not in the best of moods chance on your dream. You can be opto entertain. Use time alone con- portunistic, but the best opportunity
you'll get is through the development
structively.
of your talents. You have a natural
LIBRA
concern for others and may become
(Sept. 23to Oct. 22
The unexpected affects career plan- involved in humanitarian work. Birthning. Superficial types could waste day of: Alfred de Musset, poet; Brenyour time now. Money could be an da Lee, singer; and Carlo Ponti, filmmaker.
Issue with a close tie.
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mem control 'Sharpness control•2-4''.6"
Speakers •Proyision
for cable TV hook-up 'Eosy.Rofl Casters •
Strnuloted Rico Pecan

GIFT YOU GET NOW

groin fintsh •Model Wf9439XP

'36/Month

1 Polaroid Spot Censers
2 Bentley e pc Lamar
3 Bentley 5' AC DC TV
4 Sony 514164 Portable Cassette Recorder
5 Oleg Casson.3 pc Lunar
6 Lekengton Manson Weekend kw 2
7 GE 13' Coke TV

2W.,

350.,

S 1.500

S 1 „COD

2.502
4.50
3.000

2.000
3.000
3.503
cm

450

7.000
tt MO
10 000

6,000
7 500

7!U0
10000
12.030

450ar
S 770

35..,
S

1 500
2.030
2.300

500
1.000
1 500
2 COO
350
4 SOO
3 000

N.500
-

s000

Name

8 '021

Social Security Number.
Address:
City:
Phone: Home(
Signature

8 Litton Font,Sue Narrow a,e
S G E VHS Video Cassette Rectwder
or
10 GE 19' Color 15 w Remote Contni4

1% 000
.000

1 4 000

11 000

11 GE 25' Cram Conaok Months
12 4 Dayd Night Top to
DIStify World'Eprot tor 2
13 Sharp Portable VHS VCR wColor Canter.

20 COO

18.000

14,50

11.000

45000
55.000

5/.0110
37 000

2.3.50
b OM

18.000
71.000

14 7 Dar'63411,ht Top to
Dimes Worldtpcot tor 2

64,000

42.000

32 003

2550

IrrOrt.obir kw Federal and State ta• roryssa,
t The,akar ot the men.handwe or "rt
ont, t...tryst reptlattow. ninon. a
interest rompiiunded
At erwthcates s II
wbrianhal omen,rrwalt, br earh s hdras al The ,aloe ot the rletnhan /none,/ Y. ill he
Win,al
taken a,a renalh along w oh the u•ual inlere.t ptwIalts tor earls
Rat,ate ortnect hi ,hang..',dhow nonce

h.,,

Rudolph Goodyear
U.S. 641 S. Murray, Ky. (502) 753-0595
"Business Is Good" "We Have A Winning Team — Quality, Quantity & Price"
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UNCOLN MK"

• P1101111111 SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

Here's how to open your account
I authorize LI000111 Federal Savings and Loan to open my Certificate of
Deposit upon recerpt of this coupon, along wtth my check or money order
I understand the rate in effect at the time this agreement is recemed is
guaranteed for the term of the deposit I specify' No matter how volatile
interest rates are in the future
I further understand that the terrns of the agreement will be sent to me by
return mad

loo.kuwitt NSW

Murray 759-1234
1300 Johnson ibid.
Other 'areas in Kentucky, Toll Free 1-800-292-4561

_ Zip: _
Stale
—.Bus I)

I currently bank at: Bank Name.
Bra rich
Deposit Amount Enclosed S
(check Of money order payable to Lincoln Federal Sayings and Loan)
.4 Year -------5 Yeas
3 Year
Term 2 Year
Choice of Gift (I Baru 14)
(Allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery)
• All certificates will have interest compounded innually only Customer
must pay Kentucky Sales hits at the time Cerhhcate is opened
•liwe certify that the Wpm identification number provided, is true,
correct and complete arid I antwe are OM subsect to backup withholding
under the IRS code
MAIL TO
Lincoln Federal Sayings and Loan
hen Fourth Avenue
Louisville, Kentucky 40202
ATTN Marketing Dept
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Political analysts muse over motives of
Chinas softening of communist doctrine
WASHINGTON
AP
—
China's adherence to Marxism
may only appear to be in question as the country reaches out
to the United States and other
capitalist societies to help
modernize its economy.
Defiantly self-dependent only
a decade ago, the Chinese are
encouraging foreign firms to invest and are stepping up trade.
From $96 million in 1972, trade
with the United States jumped to
$1.14 billion in 1978, to $4.4 billion
last year and is expected to approach $6 billion this year.
China's trade with Japan is
even greater. Last year China
exported $4.8 billion in goods to
Japan and imported $4.9 billion
worth.
A front-page editorial Friday
in the party newspaper People's

Daily declared some of the
thoughts of the Communist
ideologue Karl Marx as well as
Friedrich Engels and Vladimir
Lenin to be obsolete
The declaration was the latest
sign of what some foreign
observers see as a gradual,
methodical reinterpretation of
basic Communist principles.
Robert Pranger, director of
international programs for the
American Enterprise Institute,
a private research group, says
the Chinese are motivated by
the "outside problem" of
needing investment from
capitalist countries and "the inside issue" of their own people's
rising expectations.
And yet, Pranger detects no
change in China's political
system.

"There is still a strong central
party apparatus," he said
"From that standpoint, China is
still a monolithic society with a
highly independent foreign
policy. It is neither pro-Soviet
nor pro-American."
A leading china scholar.
Robert Scalapino, of the University of California at Berkeley.
said the editorial represents "a
more advanced approach to the
problem of adapting Marxism to
China.' Scalapino said China is
experiencing "ideological confusion" by insisting that it is pursuing socialism while defining it
in a way that suggests an open,
market economy.
Editor's note — Barry
Schweid writes on diplomacy for
The Associated Press and has
made three trips to China.

Santa knows signs of deaf children
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. (AP)
— Santa knew exactly what
9-year-old Amy Belknap wanted
for Christmas even though not a
spoken word passed between
RAIN BEGINS — The newly crowned Miss World 1954, Astrid Herrera of Caracas. Venezuela, starts
them when she eagerly climbed
her reign for one year with a step into the streets of London reeentl as rain falls.
onto his lap.
Santa didn't read Amy's mind
or ask her teachers what she
wanted. He read her hands.
Amy, who is deaf, tugged at
her dress collar and then held
her hands together, palms upgot a small diamond, by the time
tify anyone else getting gifts
WASHINGTON (AP) — Retired
ward,
to tell Eastfield Mall's
I was married. But the question
from contractors.
Adm. Hyman G. Rickover,
Santa in sign language she
that ought to be asked is did I
He said that General
known as the father of the
wanted clothes for laer Cabbage
ever favor General Dynamics or
nuclear Navy, says others
Dynamics was behind the recent
Patch doll and a Cabbage Patch
any other contractor? The quesbesides himself accepted gifts
accusations against him
book.
tion is whether it influenced
because of his pre-retirement isifrom a defense contractor.
_ „Amy was one of 22 children
you."
In an interview broadcast Sunsistance that the company hid
from the Willie Ross School for
Rickover, who was forced into
filed false claims for work done
day on the CBS program "60
the Deaf in nearby Longmeadow
for
the
Minutes," Rickover was asked
Navy.
retirement in 1982, did not idenwho on Friday told their
about reports that he received
gifts from the Electric Boat
Division of General Dynamics
Corp.
"Oh, they gave me little plaC 3964 R J RIPINOCCIS TOGACCO CO
ques, they gave me all kinds,' he
*Wm
replied. "One time I think I even

Rickover admits getting firms' gitts

THE
ACES®
BOBBY WOLFF
"The whole world a comedy to
those that think, a tragedy to those
that feel."
— Horace Walpole.
The trap in today's slam should
be obvious to those that think. Others will suffer the pain of losing a
vulnerable slam.
South wins his heart ace and the
hand looks like a claimer. What
else to lose but the ace of trumps?
If that's as far as South thinks.
his slam is in big trouble. He leads
a trump to dummy's jack and
East's ace, and the heart return
beats the slam. If South ruffs high,
West's trump 10 scores later; if he
ruffs low, West's 10 scores quickly.
South should think about the
implications of West's lead before
he plays to trick two. Why would
West lead that suit at all unless it
were a singleton? And if that is the
case, South should further conclude
that only the actual trump distribution could hurt him. The solution?
Instead of leading a trump from
his hand and recklessly finessing
dummy's seven, South should cross
to dummy's diamond ace to lead a
trump from dummy. East's ace
captures a small trump and South
retains trump control. He can ruff
the heart return with his queen and
still have two high trumps to draw
West's pesky trumps.

Christmas wishes to a shopping
mall Santa for the first time.
While it may be rare to find a
signing Santa outside their
school, the children found the
experience perfectly natural,
said Sandra R. Ciocci, the
school's speech pathologist who
accompanied the children.
"They thought it was very
unusual at first, but after they
thought about it, they realized of
course Santa can talk because
Santa can do anything," Ms.
Ciocci said.
Amy E. Jaffe, advertising and
marketing director for the
Eastfield Mall Merchants'
Association, introdtked the signing Santa to Springfield this
season.

SAVE $1.25
ON NEW
Generic
Prices.
New
Filter.
New
Rich Taste.

12-10-A
NORTH
•A Q
K Q 10 8 7 5 3
•A
•J 8 7
WEST
EAST
+8742
+653
411J 9 6 4
V2
•J 9 6 3 2
•Q 108 5 4
4 1032
A
SOUTH
•K J 109
VA
•K 7
•K Q 9 6 5 4
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer: North.
The bidding:
West
East
South
North
Pass
2
1
Pass
3V
Pass
3•
Pass
Pass
4 NT
4•
Pass
5V
Pass
6+
All pass
Opening lead: Heart deuce
LEAD WITH THE ACES

Also available in
Filter 100s& Menthol 100s.

12-10-B

East
1 NT

South
Pass

West
3 NT

-

r

MORE
SAVEEVEN
_11=I _MN
MEM NMI

NMI MEI NM MED

$1.25OFF

South holds:
+76
•Q J 7
•J 8 3
+98542

PER CARTON

14 mg "tar 0 9 mg nicotine as per cigarette by FTC method
North
All pass

ANSWER: Heart queen. No guarantees, but there's little reason to lead
your long suit when you are holding
no side entry.
Send bridge questions to The Aces, P.O Box
13343, Dallas. Texas 75325, with selhaddreased,
stamped envelope for reply
tAutairai =este

Miss Jaffe said she got the
idea three years ago at a party
for hearing-impaired children in
Albany, N.Y.
"One little boy said all he
wanted ( for Christmas) was for
Santa to be able to talk to him,
and a light went on in my head,"
said Miss Jaffe, who convinced a
mall where she then worked to
sponsor a signing Santa to visit
schools for the deaf.
But a teacher told Miss Jaffe it
would mean more to the
children if they could see Santa
in a mall like their hearing
friends did.
"If they ,can walk right up to
Santa's castle like everyoife
else, Christmas means just that
much more to them," Miss Jaffe
said.

DORAL's Everyday
GenericPrices!
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Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
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West announces
decision to quit
Racer hoop team

•

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
The only player to be accepted as a walkon in
Ron Greene's coaching career has decided to
quit the Murray State basketball prokram.
Jim West. a 6-foot-6 sophomore forward, quit
the team after last Thursday's practice. According to West, a Murray High graduate, he just
wasn't getting enough playing time.
"I wasn't given the chance to show what I
could do." West said in a teVphone interview
This morning. "1 have no hard feelings against
Coach Greene or Murray State. It's just that he
doesn't think I can play and I think I ean.West walked-on last year after being selected
Co-Most ‘'aluable Player in the Fourth District
and horierable mention All-State his senior year
at Murray High School.
During his freshman season his biggest game
came against Southern Mississippi when he
scored seven points in 16 minutes. He lettered
last season after seeing limited action in 10
games.
His stilts for three games this season included
one field goal in two attempts and one rebound
in a four-minute appearance against West
Virginia Tech.
-All I wanted was a chance to prove myself."
West said. "I'm not that good of a practice
player. I wasn't that way at Murray High
either. I'm more of a game-type player."
Greene. who admitted this morning that'he
DAVIS ON THE DECK — Murray State forward Curtis Davis (33) hits the
6-foot-7 sophomore from Dayton, Ohio, had a perfect shooting night Saturwas "never officially notified" of West's decifloor at Tennessee State in a mad scramble for a free ball. Davis managed to
day. hitting both field goals and a free throw during the Racers 75-58 victory
sion. said he thought West was disapEalinted
keep possession for the Racers by slapping the ball to a teammate. Davis, a
In Nashville. '
Staff photo by Jim Rector
with his lack of playing time.and the amount of
time a player must devote to the sport.'
"Everyone Wants more playing` time, but
.there_zee 15 kprz in a_un.ivercity of 7,000-who__
have a chance to even be on the team- and it's
hard to play all of them every game. We have a
lot of deserving players who sit on the bench
until Eddie Talley pop- Both tied for top team shots were perimeter "valuable to our long- MSU didn't score.
Bk JIM RECTOR
Wednesday the
range success this
every game, but there aren't many teams in
ped in a jumper to make honors with 14 points oriented."
-Sports Editor
Racers, now 3-1, travel
Division 1 that play More than seven or eight
The MSU coach was year."
apiece.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. the score 50-36.
each game," Greene insists.
"He blocked a few to Carbondale for a 7:30
In the meantime, the
The turnaround in the also proud of the im— When Murray State
The MSU coach added that West might have
took its break at inter- Racers had rifled in six game was part of Ron provement shown by shots, got some re- p.m. game against
been able to Play more in the future. but "pamission, few of the jumpers of their own Greene's insistence at fifth-year senior center bounds and did some in- Southern Illinois.
tience isn't a virtue of N•outh," he said.
limidating things. He's
Racer players or the along with two free halftime that his team Mike Lahm.
"He was just- a sophomore." - Greene con"He's such a good, 6-foot-11, almost 7-foot
3,107 fans at Tennessee throws. Forward Chuck go for the basket harder
MURRAY ST.(75)
tinued. "Sometimes it takes a while for a player
State, were expecting Glass had six points in and try to break TSU's hard-working kid. He's tall, and let's face it —
Boyd 0-0,4) 0. Glass 8-8 2-2 14,
to develop.- Look at Mike Lahm. He's a fiftha perfect example of that's a plus for our pro- Lahm 3-5 0-24, Macklin 6-14 1.1 13,
what happened after the 14-point surge and press. Martin 5-644 10. C. Talley 2-7 10-10
year senior who is just now starting to really
Craig Talley had four.
Also the Racers stingy what good working gram. Plus," Calhoun 14. Bronston 1-1 3-4 5, Davis 2-2 1.1 5.
halftime,.
play up to his potential."
Evan
0-0 1-2 1, Holland 1.2 3-4 5, JefThe Racers, who Both tied for top team defense helped comple- habits will do. He did added, "he makes our
frey 0-0 0-1 0. Scott 04 0-0 0 Totals
West said he had no immediate plans to
eventually won 75-58, honors with 14 points ment 59.5 percent some intimidating press look good. We can 25-42 25-36 75.
transfer to another school stating. "The main
TENNESSEE ST.(58)
came out after the apiece. Talley was shooting on the offen- things tonight and he be strung out all over
Bacon 1.2 0-0 2. Crisp 2-3 0-3 4.
reason I'm in college is to get an education. If I
drew some courageous the court and he's back Gaines
pause and posted a perfect on 10 free throw sive end.
1.2 0-0 2. Johnson 610 1-5 15.
did transfer it would be because MSU didn't of"I was pleased with charges underneath," there taking care of Lanaden 0-1 0-0 0, Martin 2.7 0-0 4,
shutout until 10:52 re- attempts for most of his
fer the classes I needed to complete my degree,, '-mained in the game.
things under the Mason 1.2 0-0 2, Milarn 34 1-3 7,
point".
our defensive effort, to Greene noted.
Pearson 1-3 0-0 2. Richey 0-0 0-0 0.
not because of basketball." .
Lahm scored only six basket."
he meantiiiie:tteir-19.y the least," Greene
enior center Mike • -Roundfleld 0-0 0-0 O. Speller 3-14 2-26,
West was not on an athletic sitolar*hip at
E Talley 5-7 2-2 12 Totals 95-68
six
in
rifled
points,
he
had
but
stayed
"We
blocked
of
UAL
out
Racers
Lahm rattled the
MSU led by as much 8-17-58
\1St'. but his 4.0 average in engineering physics
backboard with a jumpers of their own foul trouble for the most two shots, had a steal as 22 points, 72-50, with
Halftime — Murray St. 36, Tenqualified him as a Presidential Scholar. The
nessee St. 34. Fouled out — Crisp.
double-handed dunk along with two free part and we were able to and an assist and grabb- .1:55 to play.
Gaines, Johnson Rebounds — Murvaledictorian of his senior class at MHS. West
right before intermis- throws. Forward Chuck play a lot of people ed five rebounds.
The Racers were able ray St. 41 (Macklin 7). Tennessee St.
was the only local player on the Racer roster.
According to MSU to play their entire DO (Crisp 8). Assists — Murray 51. 11
sion to give the Racers a Glass had six points in tonight. We had good
3), Tennessee St. 5 I Martin
The announcement came as a shock to MSU
36-34 lead. Tennessee the 14-point surge and pressure in the second assistant coach Mike lineup and only two of (Holland
2). Total fouls — Murray St. 18. Ten.
Associate Coach Steve Newton, who was
State didn't score again Craig Talley had four. half and most of TSU's Calhoun, Lahm is the 13 who played for nesaee St. 33. A — 3.107
scouting at the time of West's leaving the team.
"I was kind of surprised because there had been
no dialogue regarding that." Newton said.
"There's a tremendous investment of time for
these players and we try to tell them to be•--pettient and keep working. We tell them that it's
16-13 verdict over San Diego while Seattle was a
games in 1973. More importantly. he scored
The .Associated Press
not important who starts for us, but who
twice, moving the Rams within one game of a
34-7 loser to Kansas City; Green Bay edged
In the often confusing,and very mathematical.
-finishes. Sometimes a guy can come on strong
Chicago 20-14; Philadelphia slapped New
wild-card playoff spot. The Rams can clinch the
world of the National Football League. the
later in the season and step right in."
England 27-17 to eliminate the Patriots from
No. 1 wild-card spot with a victory at San Fran‘Vashington Redskins and St. Louis Cardinals
When asked if there was a possibility West
playoff consideration, and Tampa Bay bested
cisco on Friday.
need worry about only one thing. Victory next
might return to the team. Greene responded.
Dickerson carried 27 for his 215 yards Sunday
Atlanta 23-6.
Sunday means a division title and an automatic
-That's a speculative question. I'm sure his
In Saturday games, the New York Jets nipped
and scored on runs of seven and six yards.
playoff spot.
decision is final. I wish him well, though. He
Buffalo 21-17 and San Francisco routed MinThe Redskins hold the upper hand in the NaSteelers 23, Brmins 20
was a very positive influence on our team. I just_
nesota 51-7.
tional Foot411 Conference East with a 10-5
Anderson's 34-yard field goal with five
Gary
think he had limited athletic ability for the DiviTonight's game features the Los Angeles
record after rallying Sunday for a 30-2S victory
seconds to go provided Pittsburgh's margin of
sion I level."
Raiders at Detroit.
over the Dallas Cowboys. The Cardinals, meanvictory. But the celebration was tempered by the
"This game was probably one of the all-time
while. stopped the New York Giants 31-21 to pull
knowledge the Steelers probably must beat the
gut checks that I've been part of." Washington
into a tie with the Giants and Cowboys at 9-6.
defending Super Bowl champion Los Angeles
Coach Joe Gibbs said after the Redskins' third
Washington hosts St. Louis on Sunday. and the.
Raiders next Sunday to gain a playoff spot.
Friday. Dee.14
Loral Basketball Games
straight victory over Dallas. "It looked like it
winner will claim the East title — Washington
If Pittsburgh loges, the Cincinnati Bengals can
Murray State women hoot
Monday,Detjj
was over about 10 different times."
with a better record. St. Louis by virtue of the
Tennessee-Martin. 7- 30 p.m. in
Calloway County girls host
gain a tie for the Central Division title with a vicIt certainly looked over at halftime, after
Racer Arena.
NFL's tie-breaker procedure.
Lone Oak Junior varsity game
tory over the Buffalo Bills. And Cincinnati would_
Calloway County girls and
begins 6,30 p m
Dallas' Danny White had thrown three scoring
• We control our own destiny .now and tbaUs
boys host Murray High. Girls
then advance to the playoffs because of the
Rescheduled game from
passes to give the Cowboys a 21-6 lead.
game begins 6 - 30 p.,u..•
what is important." said Washington quarterThursday Murray High girls
NFL's tie-breaker system.
Dee.15
Saturday,
s mit Trigg County Junior varsiCards 31, Giants 21
back Joe Theismann, who rallied his club from a
Murray State men host Lewis.
ty game begins 6 p.m
was
times,
five
he
Lomax
but
Neil
sacked
Dallas.
at
deficit
21-6 halftime
Bengals24,Saints 21
7 - 30 p.m. in Racer Arena.
Monday,Dee. 17
Tuesday.Dee.1
nonetheless found time to shred the New York
"We're in good shape now," added St. Louis
Ken Anderson pass,d for two touchdowns in
Murray State men host KenMurray State women at
secondary for 305 yards and three touchdowns.
linebacker E..1. Junior.
his first outing in a month after injuring a
tucky State. 7:30 p.m.
Southern Illinois-Carbondale.
7 30 p m
Murray High girls at FarmLomax's third TD throw, a fourth-down toss to
In other NEL action Sunday. Eric Dickerson
shoulder. The Bengals led just 3-0 when AnderCalloway County boys host
ington. JV game at 6 - 30 p.m.
Roy Green that covered 35 yards. gave St. Louis
ran for 215 yards to break O.J. Simpson's singleson relieved starter Boomer Esiason In the selone Oak Junior varsity game
Tuesday, Dee.18
a 21-14 lead.
begins 6 30 p m
Murray High boys at Trtgg
season rushing record as the Los Angeles Rams
cond period. He completed scoring passes of 27
County. JV game at 6 p.m.
Murray High girls host
Rob
on
it
stormed
tie
to
York
back
playoff
New
But
wild-card
a
for
chances
their
enhanced
yards to James Brooks and 15 yards to Stanford
Calloway County boys at
St Mary Junior varsity' game
Carpenter's one-yard run.
berth -with a 27-16 victory over Houston; PittBallard Memorial. JV game at 6
begins 6 30 p m
Jennings for a 17-7 halftime lead.
p.m
Nednesday. Dee.19
St. Louis finally got the deciding scare on Ottis
sburgh stayed one game ahead in the AFC CenReserve Dave Wilson threw three touchdown
Thursday. Dec. t•
Murray State men visit
Anderson's 12-yard sweep of left end with 12:17
tral chase by beating Cleveland 23-20. while CinMurray State men host TenSouthern Illinois-Carbondale.
passes for New Orleans, the last with 49 seconds
7 30 p
nessee State. 7,30 p m
left in the game. Neil O'Donoghue's 34-yard field
cinnati kept pace with a 24-21 defeat of New
left in the game to cut Cincinnati's-lead to three
Dee. 21.291
Thursday. Dee.13
goal with 4:54 to play added insurance.
Orleans; Dan Marino lifted his season
points.
Calloway County boys at
Calloway County girls visit
Hopkinsville Invitational
Trigg County Junior varsity
Rams 27,Oilers 16
touchdown-pass record to 44 in leading Miami's
Dolphins 35,Colts 17
p rn
Tournament.
Dickerson increased his rushing total to 2.007
35-17 victory over Indianapolis: Denver pulled
Indianapolis held a 17-7 halftime lead, but it
yards, four more than Simpson's 2.003 yards in 14
into a tie with Seattle in the AFC West with a
• was all Miami — and Marino — after that. The
second-year pro from Pittsburgh led Miami to ith
13th victory in 15 games with scoring throws of
Have Your
two yards to Nat Moore, two yards to Bruce Hardy, 25 yards to Jimmy Cefalo and seven yards to
Custom Tailored
Mark Clayton.
Marino's 44 TD passes tied the professional
To Fit Your Game. Si football
record of 44 set this year by Jim Kelly of
the United States Football League's Houston
Gamblers.
Broncos 16, Chargers 13
• Don t o,,erload the Circuits
Rich Karns, who missed last-second field goals
Keep your tree accident free
• Never allow the lights to touch
In Denver losses the previous two weekends, conFew things are more festive than the
flammable materials
nected On a 28-yarder with 2:08 left to give the
twinkle of holoday lights These simple
.
help
to
opportunity
the
us
Give
• Keep 1,01 Strands and extension cords
Broncos a victory over San Diego.
steps can keep your holiday lights safer
traffic paths
out
you play your best golf. We have gi
Karl's and San Diego's Rolf Benirschke each
• Inspect the wires plugs and sockets
lu
• DO not use electric lights on aminum
train- 0 kicked two field goals in the first half before
of all your electric lightS before you
P.G.A.
and
equipment
the
trees
strong them
lead on Sammy
ing to custom fit and build golf % Denver took a 13-6 third-period
ELECTRICITY.
Winder's four-yard run. San Diego tied it for the
price.
clubs at a competitive
Get the most
last time after Winder fumbled at the Denver
for your money.
og Irons start at $199.00, Metal & S 4-yard line. Ed Luther passed to Buford McGee
tor the touchdown early in the 9inal period.
3,1 Persimmon Woods 455.00 ea.
Chiefs 34. Seahawks 7
All Merchandise
• Bill Kenney thrOw for 312 yards and two
% touchdowns and Kansas City's aroused secon20% to 40% Off
%
dary intercepted six Dave Kreig passes as the
Murray Country Club % Chiefs atoned for a 45-0 loss to Seattle earlier in
the year. One of the thefts was returned 19 yards
753.9124r3o0
1
by linebacker Scott Radecic to give Kansas City
1 a 17-7 lead early in the second quarter.
-3526
13
33
or 1

After-half spurt ignites Racer victory over TSU

NFL roundup: Redskins-Cards matchup means playoff spot

-Local Hoop Schedule--

5
clIfavea safe and hapi holiciail season
I

Golf Clubs%
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5

West Kentucky Rural Electric Coop.
Corp.
753-5012
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Life in fast lane of pro tennis has ups, downs for Purcell
The following story is the second part of a twopart series. The first installment appeared in
Friday's sports section of The Murray Ledger .1
Times.
Riding the merry-go-round of professional tennis can be glamorously exciting and at the same
time tediously boring.
Many times the thought of waking up in
another hotel room in yet another city or country
day after day can take its toll on the patience of
anyone.
Mel Purcell, Murray tennis pro, says there are
times when he finds the whole life a hard one to
enjoy.
"Traveling the first two or three years was fun,
but now it's gotten boring," says Purcell who is
in his fifth year as a pro. "Some mornings you
wake up, especially after having been up late.
and you tell yourself, 'This is the worst. What
kind of life is this?' But then you get psyched up
for a match and you forget all that."
For Purcell, who makes his living getting
psyched for opponent after opponent for 20 or
more tournaments each year, the life can be exhausting - and at times exhilarating.
The past season was a prime example of
Purcell's thrills of victories and agonies of tournaments cut short in the preliminary rounds.
Despite earning more than $100,000 for the fifth
year, 1984 was his worst ever as a pro.
He fought with his equipment, changing
rackets first to improve his game and then
desperately to salvage it; then he fought with his
concentration and mental edge which had
bouyed him through tough matches in the past.
And the toughest part of all, he admits, was having to work out his inconsistencies himself.

covering
all fields
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

"Pro tennis isn't like any other sport. In golf.
for instance, another golfer might notice your
bad game and say. 'Hey, keep your shoulder
down,' or something like that to correct what
you're doing wrong. In tennis you never hear
much of that. It's too competitive. You won't
hear someone telling you to follow through or
quit chopping your swing or whatever. Golfers
are more friendly."
So the 25-year-old pro, supposedly in the peak
years of his profession, suffered through some
dismal weeks of self doubt on the tour but a few
moments helped clear the path to yet another
productive season.
May brought his biggest paycheck ever in the
Bank of Oklahoma Tennis Classic in Tulsa when
he won both the singles and doubles titles and collected $53,000.
"It felt great," Purcell stated, then continued
in detail. "Naturally it felt good for the money it was my season and career high.,Put at the time
it felt good for another reason - because I beat
Bill Scanlon in a big match.
"I really enjoyed that. He's a nice guy off the
court, but on the court he's a jerk. When I won I

Murray
falls to
Baylor
OXFORD, Miss. Murray State couldn't
tiandle Baylor's press
and as a result blew a
14-point halftime lead to
lose 67-64.
The Saturday loss was
the second straight for
the MSU Lady Racers
who dropped to 4-2 on
the season. Both losses
came in the Lady Rebel
Dial Classic tournament
at the University of
Mississippi.
Saturday's heartbreak came as a blow to
first-year MSU coach
Bud Childers who said,
"I thought the first half
we played the best we
possibly could and
maybe played over our
heads. You have to give
Baylor credit. They
have good team size and
quickness that allowed
them to get back in the
game."
Murray was ahead
39-25 at intermission,
but Baylor put pressure
on the Lady Racers in
the second half and the
MSU women crumbled.
Murray's 20 turnovers
came at inopportune
times and the Bears
capitalized on the
errors.
Murray was shooting
well, hitting 53 percent
from the field, but floor
errors cost the Lady
Racers the contest.
Mina Todd led Murray with 16 points while
Shawna Smith had 12
and Melody Ottinger
had 10. Ottinger led the
squad with eight
rebounds.
Smith, playing point
guard for the Lady
Racers, was selected to
the All-Tournament
team after scoring 24
points on 12 of 22
shooting. The junior
from Calvert City, Ky.,
also had seven assists in
two games.
BAYLOR 1671 - Martin 8-15 2.2
18. Holliman 0-2 0-0 0. Burna 444.7
12. Degrate 5-7 0-1 10, Moore 8-14 0-2
16, HIldrlch 0-0 2.2 2, Wigginton 0-2
0.00: Fannon 2.7 2.26. Reeh 1.3 0-0 2,
Cordell 0-0 1-5 1. Totals - 28-55 11-1S
67
MURRAY STATE 64 - PT-Ice 2-6
4.88. Todd 7-16 2-3 16, Kohrtng 1.1 0-0
2. 05tinger 5-9 0-0 10: Smith 6-10 0-0
12. Fbrd 0-20-00. Lathe 1.1 0-02.
Logsdon 2-3 0-0 4; Hayden 0-0 0-0 0.
Smalley 0-0 1.2 1, MuLlinax 4.7 1.29
Totals - 28-53 8.15 134.
Rebounds -M Ottlnger 8 1B I
three with 6

Cooney clubs
Chaplin in
second round
PHOENIX, Ariz.
(AP) - Gerry Cooney
completed yet another
step in his comeback effort to become the
heavyweight boxing
champion of the world
by stopping little-known
George Chaplin with 10
seconds remaining in
the second round.
Referee Bobby Fer41-ara stepped in and called the fight off after
Chaplin was pummeled
with numerous
unanswered blows
following a stunning left
uppercut and a solid left
to the ribs

just looked at him and did this ishook both fists
upraised) and made him mad. That made it even
more enjoyable. It wasn't until afterwards that I
realized how much money I earned."
And as an ironic twist. Purcell never actually
got to pocket his week's earnings.
never even
saw the check. It went straight to my agent. Slipped right by me. They just hand you an empty
envelope at those tournaments or sometimes a
fake check or something."
But his consolation, besides the dough, was
moving up in the rankings which was something
rare for Purcell in '84. As it was he had to scramble to finish in the low 60s when his dream for the
past five years has been to break the Top 20.

few seconds that it takes some people a month to
slave for? "Not really." he said. "It actually
made rue feel better. I got it off my chest. I don't
have any ulcers from my job. It's good for me to
Let my feelings out sometimes.
"Besides, I ended up winning the match
anyway."
The occasional outburst helps Purcell keep his
sanity in the pressurized world of pro tennis and,
his sense of humor on-court doesn't hurt either. A
crowd-pleasing performer. Purcell admits to
playing up to a crowd once in awhile, but he's
learned a few lessons in maturity this past year.
"I'm aware of my image and sometimes I'll
play up to a crowd. But I'm beyond that in a way.
You can't jerk around in matches or else you'll
find yourself making the crowd happy and then
you lose the match. You start clowning around
too much and the guy you're playing aces you
and you find yourself down 5-0 and taking
6-2 shellacking."
Purcell doesn't intend to take too many
shellackings or losses of any kind this season
because for once he's entering the year at a low
point; fighting back to prove his worth.
"At 25 I can look back on what I've done so far
and I have better perception looking-ahead. I can
see I haven't worked as hard the past few years
as I did in the first two or three. But now I'm
psyched. I'm ready to play again. That's the key
to it all. Staying up for the matches is the important thing.
"I'm ready to get started and win a few close
matches again."
Purcell's first engagement of the season is an
exhibition in Portland. Ore., on January 15
followed by the tour opener in Philadelphia.
Jan.24.

The frustration in his boomerang season was
evident in one tournament when he was fined for
unsportsmanlike conduct. Although not a rarity
for someone like John McEnroe. for Purcell the
experience was a punishment that also worked
as a courtside antacid.
The fine was $1,000 in the tournament in Cincinnati and Purcell recalled: "It was the first match
of the tournament and it was a little stupid but it
made me feel better. I was playing Francisco
Ganzates. He was hitting these boomer serves.
really booming them, and all I needed was a
break to gain advantage. And he hits one about
lone looti out and the guy calls it in. I couldn't
believe it. I lost my head and called the guy a
sack-head blank-blank and really Ict him have it.
"Later I hear over the loudspeaker, 'Mr.
Purcell you have just been fined for abuse of a
linesman."
Purcell laughs about the incident now as he did
then.
Did it bother him to lose as much money in a
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"Startthe
season right"

„Alt°
ktoloocrs001

1.97 each
AC or Motorcraft
Oil Fitters

297
Prestone II

after
rebate

38.88
60 Month Battery

.Your choice of quality AC or
Motorcraft oil filters. Limit 2.

Limit 2.
Our Sale Price

Exceptional starting power at an Auto
Shack price. Price with exchange.

2/7.94
Less Mail-In Rebate
-2.00

Preston

.
. 44
aft411.C

-

Your Final Cost

2/5.94
Ret,cole rec•ires 32 got pacnase

59.8
8
152 pc.Tool Set

'

Everything you need; sockets. saws, pliers,
hammers, wrenches, and more
#529883.

14.88

WINTER
MAINTENANCE
FREE

Cassette
Adapter

PATENICH

By

Sparkomatic

Plays cassettes

Pro Rolling
Tool Box

in any 8 track
deck #SCA-10

Mechanics heavy duty tool chest and
cabinet. 9 drawers, large storage
compartment, heavy gouge steei,
baked red enamel finish. #530808

28.88
Heater Cores
For most domestic cars and
light trucks. Get your
heater in shape now

9.88

Price with exchange

39.88

Deluxe 4-Piece
Tune Up Kit

11" Mini BMX Bicycles
Great first bike Nylon mag wheels with
airless tires. Available in assorted colors.
Unassembled -

33,88
Sparkomatic AM/FM

Includes xenon timing

19.88

tester, remote

TUrbo Speaker System

startef-switch

A three way speaker system

#529628

with 40 watts max. power
and 2" midrange

Cassette Deck

light, dwell tach
tester, compression

9.99

Contains 1" tweeters

Analog Clock

and 4" woofers for

Battery operated

distortion-free

Displays hours

output #MX300.

.n

minutes, and
seconds

Features locking fast forward and push
button eject switch, local distance switch,
AM.'FM slide indicator #SR300,

Chilton's
1985 Manual

Our Sole Pnce

11.99
Less Mail-In
-2.00
Rebate

79

.95each

Huffy Bikes
Men's lightweight 26" Champion
ten speed with stern mounted
shifters and boy's 20" single
speed Thunder 50 with
coaster brake and rear
caliper Unassembled.

99 after
rebate

Your Final Cost
9.99

Acrylamb Seat Cpvers

Step by step instruc tions for foreign or

Fits most sub
49a
95 compact cars

Car Covers

domestic cars.

169.88

One style fits all highbock and

PolycotIon-strong and

lowtpack bucket seats

durable Available

Utility taller

Wraparound fit, covers front

in other sizes at

Easy to assemble Baked enamel.

and bock of seat
#497503, #497511.

coT
sav rIp
czable

steel fenders, safety chain, and a
complete lighting kit 480-8' tubeless

#497529

#477208

tires, tapered roller bearings
4
4

/ilatoShae

OPEN MON.-SAT.8 A.M.TIL 9 P.M, OPEN EVERY SUNDAY 1 P.M. TIL6 P.M.

South 12th Street Southside Center 753-8971
Ad prices not good on special orders. Ad prices good through Saturday. December ¶5.1984

We reserve the nght to limit quantities Mastercard and Visa accepted ZED
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Indiana crushes Kentucky, 81-68
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. ( AP I
- Four Indiana starters logged
season-high point totals in an
impressive victory over Kentucky, but the most important
contribution, said hard-to-please
Coach Bob Knight, was the performance of the fifth starter,
freshman guard Delray Brooks.
The 6-foot-4 Brooks, co-winner
iof Indiana's high school Mr.
Basketball award last spring,
got his first collegiate start on
Saturday. He had only four
points in the 81-68 victory over
the Wildcats, but he ran the
Hoosiers' offense to nearperfection.

"The key stat in the game was
Brooks' 10 assists, zero turnovers and three steals," said
Knight, who notched his 400th
career coaching victory. "I was
very pleased with Brooks. He's a
competitive kid and he played
competitively.
"In his first game as a starter,
I thought he handled his responsibilities well," Knight said. "He
made a couple of great defensive plays at the end of the first
half."
While Brooks, who played the
entire 40 minutes, directed the
Indiana floor game, the scoring
was led by sophomore guard

Steve Alford with a season-high
24 points. Forward Mike Giomi
added 19 points. center Uwe
Blab finished with 18 and forward Marty Simmons chipped in
eight, all season highs for the 2-2
Hoosiers
"Brooks got us going, from
beginning to end," said Alford,
who broke out of a scoring slump
by hitting 11 of 14 shots from the
field. "And Delray will only get
better from here on."
Kentucky, with three starters
held scoreless, fell to 1-3 for the
season. The Hoosiers built a
seven-point lead at halftime,
43-36, took a 10-point lead in the

second period, shut off a Kentucky rally that closed the gap to
five and steadily widened it to 17
points in the closing minutes.
"I thought the big difference
over our other two games
( losses) was when things got
away from us we got back in the
flow of the game and in control
of things," said Knight. "I don't
think we ever lost control of the
game. When we went from 10 to
5 points up in the second half, we
were able to make some really
good plays."
Alford, who had only eight
points in the first half, hit his
first four shots of the second
period. Then consecutive
baskets by Giomi, Blab and
Alford choked off the brief Kentucky rally and the Hoosiers
coasted the rest of the way.
"This is what the team has
been looking for, especially out

of me," said Alford, who also added seven assists and six rebounds for the 11th-ranked
Hoosiers. "My performance the
last three games has been very
sub-par for me. But (this) game
was definitely the way I'm
capable of playing. It's the kind
of performance the coach is
looking for; more importantly,
it's what I'm looking for."
The victory gave Knight a
career record of 400-145, including 102-50 in six years at Army and 298-95 in 14 seasons at Indiana. At age 43, he is the
youngest coach ever to reach 400
career victories.
Kentucky Coach Joe B. Hall
said the Wildcats, who lost four
starters from last year, "were
impatient offensively and not
executing. We just didn't have
an offense.
"We probably ran three pat-

terns well all game. We're not
getting good guard play," said
Hall. "But give credit to Indiana's defense."
The Hoosiers held Kentucky to
41 percent shooting from the
field while hitting 66 percent
themselves.
Kentucky was led by forward
Kenny Walker, who sat out
much of the first half with foul
trouble, and reserve Richard
Madison, a freshman, with 16
points apiece. The only other
Kentucky starter to score was
senior forward Bret Bearup,
who had a career-high 13 points.
KENTUCKY fss)
Bearup 4-10 5•7 13. Walker 6-10 4.4 16 Lock 0.2
0.00. Blackmon 0.2 0-0 0. Harden 0-2 0-0 0 Ben•
nett 6-14 I-1 13. Andrew's 1.4 0.02. Madison 6.11 4.5
16. McKinley 1-30-02. Davencler 3-6 0-0 IL Jenkins
0-1 0-00. Ziegler 0-0 0-00 Totals 27-65 14-17 63
INDIANA MD
Giomi 8.14 3-8 19, Simmons 4-4 0-0 8. Blab 6-13
2.2 IS. Alford 11-14 2-2 21. Brooks 24 0-04. Morgan
4-7 0-0 S. Meier 0-0 0-0 0, Pelkowski 0-0 0-0 0,
Hillman 0-0 0-0 0 Totals 37-56 7-1061

SCOREBOARD
Most Stores0
Late Nights Till
Christmas

ache thaek

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
UNDY SUITS

SUPER CHRISTMAS SALE.
Solar-Powered Calculator
EC-402 by Radio Shack

901 SYCAMORE

National Football League
National Football League
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W 1, 1' Pct
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x-Miami
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2 0
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New England
8 7 0
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N Y Jets
7 8 0
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Indianapolis
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O
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1
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O
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Lowest Price Ever! Powerful Color Computer 2
By Radio Shack

Save $20

PA
277
342
323
398
402
303
313
277
410
251
227
262
303
2:1

NATIONAL
-East

40°A)

•8-Color Graphics
•Sound Effects
•Typewriter
Keyboard

107--74

as -1
seen
on TV

Reg. 17.95

Never needs batteries! Solar cell provides all
the power needed for instant calculations.
Auto-constant, + - sign change, square
root and percent keys. 8-digit LCD. Billfold
case. #65-689

Now's the time to get your family started in computing! Just pop in an instant-loading Program
Pak'" for exciting video games, aid in your
youngster's education, word processing, financial
planning and much more. Or program it yourself
in BASIC. Hurry! #26-3134 TV and Program Paks extra

Save on Complete Stereo
Music System By Realistic®

Clannette-15 by Realistic

AS LOW AS
'20 PER
Reg. Separate 35900
Items 439.80
MONTH
•Realistic STA-204 AM/FM Stereo
Receiver* With Auto-Magic® FM
•Two Nova"-15 Walnut Veneer
Bass-Reflex Speaker Systems
•LAB-85 Belt-Drive Turntable
•16 watts per channel, minimum rms
into 8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz,
with no more than 0.08% THD

Cut 4995
17% Reg. 59.95

AM/FM Pocket Radio

1-Piece, 10-Number
Dialer-Fone

By Realistic

Cut
19%

Battery extra

12

ET-130 by Radio Shack

33%
Off

Reg. 15.95

Fits in shirt pockets,
purses, even Christmas
stockings! Rotary controls,
slide-rule tuning. 21/4"
as
speaker. With earphone
seep
and carry strap. #12-636( TV
on

1995
Reg. 29.95

Stores 10 numbers for fast
two-button dialing. "Hangs
up" on flat surface. Pulse dialing. White, #43-507. Brown,
#43-508
FCC registered Not tor coin or party-brie use

Aeronautical Lab Kit
By Science Fair®

35% Off
1295
Reg. 19.95
Ideal for future pilots or astronauts! 100
exciting and educational projects let you
bbild a copter, flyable model plane, balloon, rocket and more. With manual.
#28-196

Kids Love These Exciting Radio Controlled Vehicles
Thrill-a-Minute Action

From

1195
4995
to

r- as
I seen
on TV

Jeep and Renegade

ao

'IP
AO.

are registered trademarks of Jeep Corp

--

The best-loved Disney songs on
five LPs. Pinocchio, Snow White,
Cinderella, Lady and the Tramp,
and The Fox and the Hound.
#51-3025 Series
5Wall Disney Productions

Try Our Challenging Electronic Games Radios Make the Best Christmas Gifts
By Tandy'

Cobra Super Copter.!-

Reg.

From

#60-2192
. ...9
Sale 29.95 \
39
5gr
Pocket-Repeat. Reg 10.95.
#60-2152
Sale 7.95
,
LCD Track Star. With batter- Ilir
les. #60-2191
17.95
ZAP Pocket Game With ifili
Iw‘f battery. #60-2190
12.95

95
Ito
29ag

Batteries extra except where nebIld

By Realistic.Tandy

From

99 to

.-f. _

Check Your Phone Book for the litadte /Melt
Store or Dealer Nearest You
A DIVISION Of TANDY CORPORATION

GB
Pd
900
BOO
2
667
4%
400
375 11

to

591
561
524
381
238
105

700

4%
7%
9%

Houston
Utah
Dallas
San Antonio
Kansas City

13
11
10
10

591
500
476
476
211

11
11
11
15

Pacific Division
14
9
13 9
13 10
10 12
9 14
7 14
Sunday's Games
Utah 123. Kansas City 120
Philadelphia 110, New York 94
Boston 128, Atlanta 127
L A Clippers 128. San Antonio 123
Seattle 96. Houston 90

L.A.Lakers
Portland
Phoenix
Seattle
LA Clippers
Golden State

canromia

Jeep'
, Renegade. For climbing, driving and
racing. 27 MHz. #60-3089
49.95
Porsche 924. High-speed machine with European styling. 27 MHz. #60-3097
39.95
Highway Patrol Cycle. Banks just like a real
motorcycle. 27 MHz. #60-3091
29.95
Porsche 928. Put yourself behind the wheel and
go! 27 MHz. #60-3041
11.95

Batteries extra

211
297
358
172

College Basketball
Indiana 81. Kentucky 66
Weekend Scores
Iowa St 74. Drake 73
EAST
Kansas 84, Abilene ChrisBoston Coll. 98, Stonehill 71
tian 72
Delaware 84. Loyola 54d 79
Kansas St 72. N Iowa 59
Fordham 93, Hofstra 73
Marquette 61. N Illinois 52
Georgetown 82. Nev -Las
Michigan 87. Dayton 78
Vegas 46
Minnesota 44, Princeton 44
Hartford 63, Masaachusetts
Missouri 86. Tennessee
59
Tech 66
Holy Cross 76. Army 74
Nebraska 78-, Creighton 73
Ohio St. 72. Connecticut 65
Northwestern 74, Chicago 49
Penn St 108. Lock Haven 74
Notre Dame 88, Valparaiso
Pittsburgh 62. Robert Mor57-.
ris 62
Purdue 85, S Carolina 63
Providence 53. Rhode
St
Louis 66, HardinIsland 52
Signmons 64
St. John's 77, Rutgers 61
Vanderbilt 84, Baylor 81
St Joseph's 81. Fairfield 64
Wisconsin 74, Cent
Temple 70, Penn 57
Michigan 63
W N'irginla 89. Marshall 77
SOUTHWEST
Yale 81. Dartmouth 76
Arkansas 70. SW Missouri
SOUTH
56
Alabama St. 77, Armstrong
Houston 81. Louisiana St 73
St. 66
Oklahoma 115. Loyola. Ill
Auburn 70, Mercer 69
82
Campbell 6'7, Methodist 60
Oklahoma St. 75, Arkansas
Citadel 82. Baptist. S C 53
St 55
Clemson 89, Augusta Coll.
Rice 58. Tulane 55
62
Southern Meth
97.
Davidson 70. N.0 Charlotte
Centenary 79
64
Texas 86. Long Beach St. 62
Duke 78. Virginia 65
Texas AkM 71. Pan
E
Carolina 104. Chris
American 53
Newport 47
Texas-San Antonio 76,
E Kentucky 111. Indiana Texas Christian 74
SE 73
Tulsa 67, Youngstown St 49
Florida 83, Jacksonville 70
FAR WEST
Maryland 59. Alabama 56
Air Force 85. U S Int'l 56
Memphis St 86, UCLA 70
Arizona 62. N. Arizona 61
Middle Tenn 103, Mlles 69
Cal-Irvine 87, Hawaii 82
Mississippi 80, Samford 68
Colorado St 76. N Colorado
Mississippi St. 63. SE
83
Missouri 56
E Montana 80. Montana St
Morehead St 70. Tenn
58
Wesleyan 60
Loyola, Calif 73. Fullerton
Murray St. 75, Tennessee
St 69
St. 58
Nevada-Reno 92
N. Carolina 87, Oral Roberts
66
Oregon 79. Colorado 60
N
Carolina AST 110.
Oregon St 62, Gonzaga 46
Morgan St 69
Utah St 92. Utah 79
N
Carolina St
Washington Si 60. San Jose
103. W
Carolina 67
St 58. OT
New Orleans 80. Ball St 70
Weber St
87, Brigham
Nicholls St 77. Southern U
Young 79
76
TOURNAMENTS
Old Dominion 62, William &
Amana-Rawkeye Classic
Mary 57
Championship
S. Alabama 89 Texas
Iowa 58. Texas Tech 48
Southern 70
Third Place
SW Louisiana 73
Southern Cal Ed Boston
S
Mississippi 62
70
Tampa 107 Barry 56
Carnes' Classic
Tennessee 88, Vermont 48
Championship
Tn -Chattanooga 79. Tenn
Syracuse 68, Lamar 56
Temple 63
Third Place
Vs Commonwealth 87.
Bowling Green 55 Maine 53
George Mason 78
Champion Hoiday Classic
Virginia Tech 108, S
Championship
Carolina St 65
Montana AI, Northeastern
VMI 80, Hampden -Sydney
55
Saluki Shootout
Wake Forest 64, Ap.
Championship
palachlan St. 62
Texas-El Paso 77 S Illinois
MIDWEST
75
Akron 59, Ashland 57
Third Place
Cincinnati SO. Miami. Ohio
Navy 80 W Illinois 74
77
Wench's Classic
DePaul 95. Notre Dame 63
Championship
Detroit 65. Toledo 55
Louisiana Tech 59 W Ken
Drury 68. 5 Illinois 54
tucky 54
E Illinois 90 Augustan&
Third Place
Ill 68
Louisville 76. St Francis
E Michigan 109. Cleveland
Pa 63
St 106, TOT
Wichita St -McDaniel*&Classic
Evansville 72. Indiana St TO
Chandiondie
Illinois St 52, W13 Green
Illinois-Chicago 72 Ohio 1.
Bay 49
84

Holiday Bargains from Our Electronic Toyland
By Radio Shack

23.5
295
354
359
446

2
4
4%
44
9%

609 591
%
565
1
455
3%
391
5
333 6

College Basketball Results

Ideal "first system:' 2-speed
manual phono plays LPs and
45s. Matching 10"-high
speakers. Stereo headphone
jack. 45-RPM adapter, dust
cover. #13-1119

••••

283
291
316
260
294

x-clinched division title
y-clinched wild-card playoff berth
Saturday's Games
New York Jets 21, Buffalo 17
San Francisco 51. Minnesota 7
- Sunday's Games
Cincinnati 24. New Orleans 21
Tampa Bay 23. Atlanta 6
St Louis 31. New York Giants 21
Pittsburgh 23. Cleveland 20
Miami 35. Indianapolis 17
Philadelphia 27, New- England 17
Green Bay 20. Chicago 14
Kansas City 34. Seattle 7
Denver 16, San Diego 13
Los Angeles Rams 27. Houston 16
Washington 30 Dallas 28
Monday's Game
Los Angeles Raiders at Detroit
Friday. Dec 14 Los Angeles Rams at SanErancisco
Saturday. Dec. 15
New Orleans at New York Giants
llenver at Seattle
Sunday, Dec. 16
Buffalo at Cincinnati
Chicago at Detroit
Clevsland at Houston
Indianapolis at New England
Green Bay at Minnesota
New York Jets at Tampa Bay
St Louis at Washington
Kansas City at San Diego
Philadelphia at Atlanta
Pittsburgh at Los Angeles Raiders
Monday. Dec 17
Dallas at Miami
END REGULAR SEASON

National Basketball Association
National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
O L
Boston
18
2
Philadelphia
16
4
Washington
7
14
New Jersey
8 12
New York
15
Centre! Division
Chicago
13
9
Milwaukee
13 9
Detroit
11 10
Atlanta
8 13
Indiana
5 18
Cleveland
2 17
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Mocessest Division
Denver
14
6

Stereo Phono System for Youngsters

Save *80'

753-8355

Headphone Radio,
Superb AM/FM sound.
Reg. 24.95.
412-198
Sale 18.95
Archer Road Patrol! AM
bike radio. Reg. 19.95.
#12-197
Sale 14.95
AM Flavoradios*. In
orange, blueberry, and
strawberry. Reg. 7.88
412-1662
Sale 5.99

so

•
.11b••111.

Hatter Classic
Championship
Stetson 65 E Tennessee
55
Mons Classic
Championship
Illinois 93. New Mexico St
55
KactusK WSW
Championship
Arizona St 71, Xavier 67

Boxing
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico(AP)- Spurred

by

the

realiza-

tion that he was losing, Azumah Nelson
of

Ghana

knocked

out Wilfredo Gomez.
of Puerto Rico in the
11th round to capture
the

World

Boxing

Council
featherweight

title

Saturday.

Golf
SUN CITY, South
Africa

(AP) -

Spain's

Severiano

Ballesteros
2-over-par

shot
74

a

Sun-

day, but still won the
Million -Dollar
Challenge
strokes

by

over

Golf
six

Briton

Nick Faldo and earned

golf's

richest

payoff - $300,000.

Trades
Weekend Sports Transactions
BASEBALL
American League
OAKLAND A's - Traded Bill
Caudill, pitcher, to the Toronto
Blue Jays for Alfredo Griffin.
shortstop. and Dave Collins
outfielder
Traded Rickey
Henderson. outfielder. Bert
Bradley. pitcher, and cash to
the New York Yankees for Jay
Howell, Jose Ri)o Eric Plunk
and Tim Birtsas. pitchers, and
Stan Javier. outfielder
BASKETBALL
Nat'l Basketball Association
KANSAS CITY KINGS Signed David Pope. forward
UTAH JAZZ - Waived John
Drew. locward
FOOTBALL
National Football League
INDIANAPOLIS COI.TS Signed Bo Metcalf, defensive
back

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

PRICES APPLY AT PARTICIPATING STORES MD MIAMI

901 S. SYCAMORE
4

753-8355"'
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LERMANS

OPEN SUNDAY qe
FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE 1

TO

Lovers' Rekindled Romance
Burns a Little Too Brightly

Shelty-Type

At

MEN'S
It 3 pc. SUITS

*

,
,
SWEATERS
Crew Neck. . . in pretty
colors for the Holidays
and after

Year around good looks
and lasting comfort

11'

088 w
7o

Our Price

SOLIDS & STRIPES
Visa — Polyester

°Values
•
to $130. $ 1 00
(not in all stores)

'85.

W •Values
to $110.

PANDORA
SWEATERS
'16. Value

A99

I

4.

SPECIAL
PURCHASE

Men's
Ass't.
Stripes

Selected Group

Button
Down
Collar

LADIES' DRESSES

20

DRESS/
SPORT
SHIRTS

Attractive new styles in popular colors

Junior, Missy
& Half Sizes

DEAR ABBY: We were childhood
sweethearts for six years. Many
efforts were made by our parents to
split up the Lutheran minister's
daughter and her Catholic boyfriend,
but we fought against it. I was
drafted in 1951. Absence did not
make the heart grow fonder. In 1953
she married someone else, and so
did I. We both left our hometown
and lost track of each other.
Thirty-two years later we met at a
class reunion. Both of us were unescorted. We took one look at each
other and knew the flame of love
was still burning. The problem: We
both have been married (happily)
for over 30 years and have families,
but we can't deny these super strong
feelings we have for each other. At
first we thought it was only "curiosity" because we had never had sex
during our six-year courtship. But
now that we have,it's serious, and is
threatening our respective marriages.
We live a thousand miles apart
and could see each other only once
or twice a year. What has happened
to us? And what are we going to do
about it?
REKINDLED THE FLAME

Finely Tailored

OFF
eh our low
10 discownt prices

Wisot,..1
- Button Front
Values if
to$15
13•

LADIES' SWEATERS

13!
15!

•Sizes 34-40
$15. Values ..
•Sizes 42-44
$17 Values

Men's Collar Model Long
Sleeve

Ladies' Warm & Cozy

FLANNEL &
BRUSHED GOWNS

Our Price

in Solid Colors
9.99 Value
our price
•

699

LADIES'
COORDINATE

Solids & Fancies
S/M/L, 34-40

Value, to $11.

KNIT SHIRTS

Selected
Group

99
eliP•

Select Her Gift
. . . and Save!
Ladies' & Girl's Winter

Men's Crew Neck

SWEAT SHIRTS
Popular ass't. colors

S/M/L/XL
SPECIAL

includes "Cricket Lane" and
c?„thers Gabardines,
' Poly/Acrylics

OUTERWEAR

Men's

FLEECE SHIRTS
Crew$2
Neck
S Hooded 40•

iJackets *Pants
•Skirts OBlouses

Newest Styles in most
popular colors — Wool
Blends, Poplin, Texturized
Polyester

Men's & Boy's
Short Sleeve

our

Ladies'

Girl's

$
so• OFF

$46 OFF

Selected Group

low discount
prices

1/2 PRICE
Men's & Boy's
ENTIRE STOCK

Our low discount prices

WINTER OUTERWEAR
Survival look. . . in Nylon Ski Jackets,
Corduroy Jackets, and Coats
MEN'S
BOY'S

Men's

$5

FLANNEL ROBES

SA 40OFF

•OFF
Our low discount prices

7•

Ass't. Plaids $
SPECIAL

•Button Down Collar
•Regular Collar
•Knits in V-Neck,
Crew & Collar Models

BEAUTIFUL DOLLS &
STUFFED ANIMALS

SPECIAL!

20%oFF

to s". 1 2.

our low discount prices

Values
lues $

It'LEE" Men's Digital
* Quartz Watches
Four

IR

3•

$

Function

Calculator/
Secretary
Leather-Like

I0

Polyurethane

DEAR A LA CARTE:Ifa couple
whose company you think you'll
enjoy comes in, ask them to join
you. An invitation to sit with
you doesn't necessarily imply
that you will pick up their tab.
(If they couldn't afford to eat
there, they wouldn't be there.)
Bon appetit!
DEAR ABBY: I feel foolish asking
a question like this because I'm 33
years old and I guess I should know
the answer, but I don't.
I have a friend I like a lot, but I
don't consider her a really close
friend. She's expecting her first
baby, and I have a feeling she's
going to ask me to be the baby's
'godmother.
Rere's my situation: I am already
godmother to two children—my
younger sister's and my favorite
cousin's. My husband and I both
work hard to make ends meet, and
buying our two godchildren gifts for
their birthdays, Christmas, Easter,
etc. is just about all we can handle.
So how can I turn her down
without losing her friendship? She's
rather pushy and might not take no
for an answer.
TWO IS ENOUGH
IN TEXAS
DEAR TWO: Tell her that you
appreciate the honor and feel
flattered, but you think the honor
should go to someone closer—
perhaps a relative.
And if she won't take no for an
answer, haul out the heavy
artillery and tell her you already
have two godchildren and that's
your limit.

1 Devoured
2 Fragments of
ock
6

CIO
TEN

R

A
R
AIDS

3 Faeroe Islands
whirlwind
4 Cut of meat: pl.
5 Growing out of
6 Totter

DOWN

5

Answer to Previous Puzzle
A
E
A
RS
A
Al
AS S A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

7

8

9

10
14

12

mil

MUUMUUU

EN is
iii is ill

II MUU
UUUM NI id ki
111 MUUN
ill
Mid
ill lit
MN ill
NUN NUUNiii
MUUN 111
NI NI
MU IAN
RI NM
MUUMUU
MU NUU
Willa

R
ST 2_1' i

7 Gentle stroke
8 Encourage
9 Negative prefix
10 Wanted
12 Hebrew letter
14 Cubic meter
17 Scolds
20 Goals
23 Exists
24 Written order:
abbr.
25 Athletic group
27 Asterisk
30 Disturbance
32 Dry
35 Noisiest
37 Short jacket
38 Showy flower
39 Musts;
instrument
41 Jog
43 Esculent
44 Therefore
46 Old pronoun
48 Gives food to
51 Twirl
53 Winter
precipitation
57 Female ruff
58 Fulfill
60 Still
62 French article
64 Physician. abbr

MIAMI(API — Christian leaders in Florida,
which has the nation's
largest death -row
population, have joined
In condemning capital
punishment as counterproductive and
Immoral.
The statement, initiated by Episcopal
Bishop Frank Cerveny
and Roman Catholic
Bishop John J. Snyder
of Jacksonville, was
signed by three other
Episcopal bishops in the
state, eight other
Catholic bishops and
leaders of 10 additional
Christian
denominations.
"A moral consensus
in opposition to the
death penalty has
developed within the
leadership of our communions," they said.
Declaring that the death
penalty is harmful, immoral and not
necessary to "any
legitimate goal of the
state," they said "its
use threatens to undermine belief in the inhgrent worth of human
life."
Leaders of the state's
largest Protestant
group, the Southern
Baptists, were not listed
among the signers.
Florida, whose 226
condemned men give it
the largest death-row
population in the nation,
In 1979 became the first
state to execute a man
after a decade-long
moratorium on executions. It since has executed nine others.

She's nasty
but lovely,
panel says
RADNOR, Pa. (API
— The eyes have it — as
do the nose and mouth
— according to a panel
of 10 experts who chose
Joan Collins of "Dynast y" as the most
beautiful woman on
television.
Jaclyn Smith of
"Charlies Angels," Linda Evans of "Dynasty"
and Veronica Hamel of
"Hill Street Blues"
followed Miss Collins in
order of loveliness, according to the panel of
makeup artists, modeling authorities, fashion
photographers and
beauty editors selected
by TV Guide.
In the voting, outlined
in the Dec. 15 TV Guide,
the 49-year-old Miss Collins outdistanced the
others by more than a
nose.
"You can tell she absolutely loves to be
beautiful — and consequently is," said
panelist Michael Macon,
celebrity makeup artist
and photographer.

Male ministers
earn more than
women in UMC
NASHVILLE (AP) —
Salaries of male
ministers in the United
Methodist Church
average $4,000 more annually than for their
female counterparts, a
survey finds. It showed
that male ministers
averaged $21,943 per
year, while women's
salaries averaged
$16,740.

•

Warm Crest, Full Size
Automatic Electric

"-/fORnigwv"

11

38 Equally
40 Debatable
42 Ceremonies
45 Secret agent
47 Sod
49 Extinct flightless
bird
50 Cravats
52 Performs
54 Symbol for
nickel
55 Printer's
measure
56 Sham
59 Not later than
61 Depends on
63 Aimless scribble
65 Doctrine
66 Compass point
67 Soak, as flax

4

3

li

SPORT &
KNIT SHIRTS

Large Selection

1 Time gone by
4 That man
6 Country of
Europe
11 Surgical saw
13 Articles of
furniture
15 Babylonian
deity
16 Issue forth
18 Latin
conjunction
19 Brother of Odin
21 Antlered animal
22 Current
24 Twisted
26 Urges on
28 Weight of India
29 Church official
31 Bristle
33 Prefix down
34 Go by water
36 Unusual
2

"Campus"

had to go through that embarrassing
check-grabbing scene. One time a
lady filled her handbag with
crackers, French bread and packets
of sugar.
Well, this other couple was given a
table directly across the aisle from
us, so we chatted back and forth. It
was very awkward, and I've felt
uncomfortable about it ever since.
Prices are so high these days, we
don't always have enough money
for four meals, and we don't carry
credit cards unless we're traveling.
What should we do if this happens
again, as I'm sure it will?
A LA CARTE IN ALAMEDA

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

KNIT AND
SPORT SHIRTS

JACKETS, STADIUMS
PANT COATS,
LONG COATS

Save!

61
41
•8

DEAR REKINDLED: What has
happened to you has happened
to many others. Fate presented
the perfect opportunity to consummate an tutfdRilized romance
and you yiened. _
You say tnat _you are- both.
happilymarried with families,
and ask,"What are we going to
do about it?" If you could walk
away from your families to start
a new life together, you wouldn't
be writing to me—you'd be
planning to be together regardless of whom you hurt.
Although the flame of love has
been rekindled, I'm betting that
cool heads will prevail.
DEAR ABBY: We have a problem
that I'm sure a lot of people have,
but so far I haven't seen it in your
column.
Last evening my husband and I
went out for dinner. This is a rather
small town and we are quite wellknown. The two of us were seated at
a table for four and had already
ordered when a couple we knew
came in and spoke to us. Should we
have asked Them to join us? We've
done so in the past, and we always

PAGE 15

Florida clergy
unite against
death penalty

By Abigail
Van Buren

5p

Santa Helpers. • . Especially For Late Shoppers
Choose Your Favorite!

IV14)N DAY, IWCEMBER to, 1984

I'LL PUT DOWN
LIEUTENANT COLONEL

plait Inttacta..a,

* BLANKETS
V

( Single Control
FE Reg. 39.99
* SPECIAL!

33:8
171
Ar

e.„

2 Year Warranty

ERMANS

* FAMILY GIFT HEADQUARTERS

THAT DRIPPING
FAUCET IS DRIVING

CAE CRAZY

1-110W P1\ I. SUPPOSED

WHEN It'1 0041•16 /AY
HOMEWORK, I NEED
TO WORK WITH ALL
THI6 RACKE) TOTAL CONCENTRATION!

•
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
2

Notice

NOTICE
Allison Photography
now has custom
framing and matting
Call 753-8809
102 North 5th

MICROSCI
DISK
DRIVE
for the 2E
80 Column/64K
card, controller
card. $347.00
Call 753-5057

WE TAKE
THE CAKE
Baskets shipped nationwide. Gorilla-Grams,
Balloon Bouquets. Rent-AClown or Monkey, Cakes,
Free Delivery. VISA 8 MC
753-9280

2

AIIL

7
A

/

The
watch
you
wear
around
the
clock
Perfect„tor work, play
or dress! What's
more, it makes the
perfect gift too!
BulOva Quartz models
give you day and date
display with accuracy
to within 60 seconds a
year. Have a great
time, all the timewith BulOva.
A Day and UM SlIverione case inc
tha goo:none frame stemless meel
tend ()Loa-Crystal* 5125 N
a Day Cute roode Wafer res,stant
avrour•efes GoklIone case and
D•acnel S,Ive. Cal $165 N

a.

otic

Notice

Jim Sutter & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont -Cad -Buick

Fruit

BU LOVA
4

Notice

2

Do Something Nice
For Yourself.
Call BIBLE CALL
7594444
Children's Tape
759.4445
Vaughn
Plumbing
is now doing
business as

LAMB
PLUMBING &
MECHANCIAL
CONTRACTING
501 N 4th
753-6168

Lose Weight
Quickly &
Safely
100% Natural
100%
Guaranteed
Call 753-7863
Gl..ASS work. Storm
windows, storm doors &
patio door glass re•
placed. Auto glass,
plate glass, window
glass and plekiglass
installed. Aluminum
store fronts and store
front doors repaired or
replaced plus glass
table tops, glass shelves
8: mirrors cut to size
and shape. Display
cases, stands 8: racks,
glass shelves, decor
mirrors and wall
mirrors made to
specification. M&G
Complete Glass, Dixieland Center. Phone
753-0180.
SANTA suit rental. Call
759-4073.

CHECK YOUR AD
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of ads for any error. The
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only ONE INCORRECT INSERTION.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made. CHECK
YOUR AD carefully and notify-The
Classified Advertising Department im:mediately in case of an error...

753-1916

Lindsey's 753-1610

rjo • 411U
Custom Jek4elr,y.
*GOLD CHAINS*
•CHARMS
*WATCHES
•BRACLETS
*DIAMONDS
'COINS
'SILVER
*GIFTS
{COI

VISA

HOURS:
Mon.-Fri. 9-9
Sun. 1-6

Notice

DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

*TONY LAMA
*DAN POST
'
DINGO
'
ACME

NOTICE
GROWERS
LOOSE LEAF
FLOOR
is receiving
AIR CURED
TOBACCO
First sale December
6, 1984. Second
sale December 13,
1984. Third sale
December 17, 1984.
Two locations to
serve you. Railroad
Avenue-753-3678.
207 Maple Street759-1707.

T'OP

& compare price
Murray Satellite Sales,
1114 Poplar, 753-9263
5. Lost and

Found

6. Help Wanted

_IT'LL time: _1.) Direct o r of nursing
(DON)-RN. ADONRn/LPN. 2.) Charge
nurses,. days & nights.
LPN or RN. Part time:
1 I Charge nurses,
LPN/RN, every other
week-end, days eves
nights. Contact administrator, Shady
Lawn Nursing Home,
Cadiz. (502)522-3236 or
3162.
GOVEANMENT Jobs.
$15,000•$50,000/year
possible. Immediate
opportunities. Guaranteed. Call 805-687-6000
Ext. R-8500.
LADY to live in with
invalid lady. Room,
board, salary. call 7591661.
PART-time help wanted
in local retail store.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040G.

NOW HIRING
High school diploma
graduates to age 34
in rewarding, hightech skills. No experience required,
but must relocate at
our expense. For interview/screening
call toll-free, MonThur. 8am-3 pm,
1-800-238-5580.

MON.-FRI. 9-9
SUN. 1-6

753-7113

9. Situation

OLYMPIC PLAZA, MURRAY

•

MOTHER in Hazel
wishes to babysit in her
home, $6 per day. Call
492-8436.

GARFIELD!I'M SACK FROM TI-1E OH,NO! TI415 15 TERRIBLE!
CONVENTION!WHERE ARE
GARFIELD DIDN'T GET Locrce.v
YOU, BIG
GARF IELD?! OUT OR ANYTHING,
PIP HE, 0121E?

'b",
•

11
,n

1t

Gift Selections Of
Accessories
XI
Lamps
Furniture

i• •

*z
s
.

4A

Lay-Away For Xmas

Gift ideas for the
whole family
Come in now and make
your selections early.

IN,

14
1 Drawer Chests. ... $39.9 15/
RD5 Drawer Chests. . . .$49.95
g5 Pc. Dinette Set. . $119.95
fA
Post Bunk Beds
D Complete
$299.95,

Enix
Interiors
Phone 753-1474
P.O. Box 412
Tenth & Chestnut
Murray, Ky 42071

Purdom's Inc. ,
it, i
W212 So 5th
•
•1
40

9. Situation

753-4872 fe

vsinnt

Wanted

nietWOMIRWOMIRVIA'

22.Musical

24. Miscellaneous

24. Miscellaneous

RAKT- yards & clean
gutters. Also, light trim
on trees. Call 759-1863.
WILT-EMT:e7i771eariin . Call 437-4975.
WILL rake leaves &
clean gutters. Call after
4p.m. 753.8791.

WONDERFUL
Christmas gift idea,
Lowrey organ model IL65 with magic genie.
Track 2 rythm, harmony magic & other
features, $998. Call 7535675 between

4guitar
DAM
Jn.-7111.111A.

OAK & hickory
firewood. You haul, $20
a rick. Call 437-4829.
POOL tables, slate only,
new, used & antique.
Custom oak gun
cabinets. Milan Pool
Table Sales 901-686.1177.

14. Want to Buy

FIREWOOD for sale.
Call 436-2758.
FIREWOOD $25-135 a
rick and delivery. Call
438-2974 anytime.
FOR sale: two Arcade
games, can be seen at
Bob's Comic Shop,
100-A N. 6th St. or phone
759-1029. Excellent
condition. Sacrifice.
NEW Chamber Lain
garage door opener,
1/3 hp chain drive,
with light. Retail $180,
will sell for $125. Call
435-4390.
OAK & hickory
firewood, seasoned or
green, $25 rick delivered, Call 489-2677
after 5p.m.

LOG or timber. Contact
Gordon Saw Mill 5279009.
OLOFLEX, call 759.
4151- after 5p.m.
WANTED, raw furs.
Owen McClellon,
Polaski, III. 1-618-3426316.
15, Articles for Sale

BEAN
BAGS
School Colors
Or Solid.

Crass
Furniture
753-3621
OFFICE
FURNITURE
Desks, files, chairs,
folding tables, etc.

CRYTS USED
OFFICE
FURNITURE
1016 Jefferson
Paducah, Ky.
442-4302
16

Wanted

velly rmi•vidwotwlmats

Save Up To
$300 tee

HELP WANTED
We have positions
available
for
mechanics, welders,
electricians and electronics trainees. No experience necessary Full
pay while training.
Must be 17-34-year-old
high school diploma
graduate
Must
relocate. Call toll-free,
Mon-Thur. 8am-3pm,
1-800-238-5580.

..";
;
#
4
,

All Living Room
la>, Suites Reduced!

BLUE

Tick dog, missing right eye, lost in
area of N. 16th by water
shed. Call 436-2847

VITIPVEM

• "la

Home Furnishings

19 FT. Whirlpool
refrigerator for only
$10.50 a week. Call
Rudolph Good Year,
753-0505.
WHIRLPOOL washers
& dryers as low as $11 a
week for the pair.
Rudolph Good Year,
753-0595.

20. Sports Equipment
CAMOFLAUGE army
pants, shirts & jackets.
Jerry Sporting Goods,
6th & Walnut, Mayfield,
Ky.

classical
with accessories,
goad condition,_ Call
759-1080.
24. Miscellaneous

1,120 GAL. gas tank
with pump, all new. 3
ton International air
conditioner. Call 4928348.
12 HP MTD riding lawn
mower, 42" PTO mowing deck, 3 pt. hook-up
for garden equipment.
A-i condition, $600.
Phone 489.2189.
$25 a rick for 18 -20
wood: 20' -24 , 130;
24-30". $40. Call 4742329.
2 WHEEL tra er for
sale. Bed is 4'x8', metal
bottom with fenders,
sides, lights, & 2" hitch.
$175. Call 437-4694,
4x6 WOOD fence post,
81/2 ft. long, $2 ea.
Phone 489-2189.
5, 220 ELECTRIC wall
heaters, $20 ea 1 Catalyic heater, 2 gal. fuel,
$20. Fireplace screen
and irons, $15. 436-2787
after 5 m.
8x1.0 METAL storage
building, BMX Murray
dirt bike, Majestic car
speakers, car radio, FM
radio converter, exercise bike. Call 753-1431.

SEASONED & half
seasoned oak firewood
for sale. Minimum order, 2 ricks. Call 4362587.
SEASONED oak
firewood. Also will do
tree trimming, removing, and shaping
shrubbery. Call
753-5476.
SOLID Railroad Ties, 16
and up. 753-2905 or
435-4343 or 435-4319

Thurman's Furniture
208 Main St. 753-4834

Wlinviralen.wnwarami

BELL & Howell super g %
movie camera and projector with sound. Like s
new. Call 753-3119.
CAR batteries 36 mos.
guarantee, 22, 24, 72, 74
series, $27.99 exchange.
60 mos. guarantee.
An attache that is strictly first class, inside and out Built
$37.99 exchange. Heavy
around an extremely durable compression molded shell
duty 27 series, 60 mos.
that is covered with an expanded vinyl that gives the look
guarantee, $39.99 exand feel of fine leather Features two Presto "lob
change. Wallin Hard.
change"
combination locks, a feature usually avaiiable
ware, Paris, Tn.
only on expensive attaches Can be reset quickly and
COMPUTER disc
easily from the outside of the case The interior has an
drives & software for
expandable file folder that accommodates legal size
Christmas at discount
tablets and built in compartments for a memo pad, pen,
prices. 1 drive $195
and pencil Brushed brass hardware 181,"x12%-x4.4"I
Maxelle diskette 1950
Cordovan 08-8220-70
(10). 753-5057.
OAK & hickory
Esch
firewood, $25 a rick
delivered. Call nights
Tan G8-6261-70
436-2778.

Airway/Atlantic 6200
Finemark Attache

$89.00

.00
Limited Quantity $69.50
Each $89

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 328.25
Opened
Today
326.50
Down
1.75

PARt-1 SARGE
IT SEEMS LIKE
EVERY TIME
OPEN MY MOUTH
In• irJ TROUBLE!

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
6.98
Opened
Today
6.87
Down
.11

: Twin Lakes

ill
)X11ClinVnif410M111k3110

Compliments of:
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS- OLYMPIC PLAZA
753 7113
We buy Gold, Silver & Diamonds
Hours:

108 Daily. 12-$ Sunday

liprA
Das

Yesterday's
Antiques
Collectibles & Crafts

r,
4-

1111100.'
1.

Everything From Furniture To
Baseball Cards, Antique 4
Piece Walnut Settee Group,
Collector Knives, 2 Corner
Cabinets, Aladdin Lamps, Oak
Pedestal Table Andlarge Buffet,
Kitchen Cabinets, Ord And
Unusual Tools, Stone Jugs,
Dough Bowls, Butter Molds,
Cabbage Patch Look-Alike Doll,
Trunks, Lots of Glass and
China. Something for everyone
- even quilt stockings.
Hazel, Ky.
"The Antique Center"

N
5
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lifal90
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'
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C
Black Powder,
Black Powder Kits
And Supplies
Complete Line
Sporting Goods
P-Sports (1r
)
Specialists
Murray, KY 42071
Phone (502) 753-0703

volOoKAWIIPEIviCIWor4
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
We have
Bird Crystal
for Christmas
24% Lead
Crystal
A Large Number
of other gifts
Y2 Price.Price.

Bel-Air Decor
Be! Air Shopping Center
753-3642

4

111•IP,
Ilethelayg

24. Miscellaneous
SLIDING glass doors,
double pain glass. Ex
cellent condition, 8 ft.,
$100. Phone 753-5057.
26. TV-Ragio

QUASAR Boom boxes,
as low as $10 a week'.
Call Rudolph Good
Year, 753-0695.
SEARS record player &
2 speakers $20. set of
nice lamps $10, 8-track
player & speaker $15,
several LP records &
tapes $.25 & up. Will
trade/buy records.
Stereos of all kinds. 114
Shady Oak.
12x70 SHULTZY trailer,
3 BR, excellent condition. Appliances furnished, with washer &
dryer. Call 759-4467
after 5p.m.
1984 14x64 INDIES, 2 br,
partially furnished. Will
sell for payoff. Call
753-9844 or after 4p.m.,
753-3&7.
sale by owner, 1984
custom made liberty 4
BR, 2 bath. 14x80 mobile
hole. Call 750-9350.

roR

4
11ti&prr4 Wobeletys

27, Mobile Homes for Sale
12x60. 2 BEDROOMS,
all electric mobile home
on 1 acre wooded lot
with a large out buildlngi fruit trees and well.
pletely set up, good
location. 492-8897.
12x60 SHELBY. central
heat 8z air. Extra room
built on, garage & 1 acre,
lot, partially furnished.
Lynn Grove area, 4882868 after 6p.m.
I2x85 FURNISHED, 2
Br. carport, workshop,
2 acres, barn. 759-4588
or 753-7637.

BEAUTIFUL double
wide, 3 BR, 2 bath, total
electric, heat & air and
wood burning stove.
Furnished or unfurnished, on 1/2 acre
near lake, on black top
road. Call 474-8038
DOUBLE wide trailer,
1984 Buchaneer, all
appliances. Partly furnished, wood stove, air
conditioner, $20,000.
Must move. Call 4748029 before 2:30p.m.
FOR sale: 13" color TV.
1975 model. Good con1.1.43-688/6.

REAL ESTATE
AUCTION
Friday, Decem• -r 14 - 1:30 P.M.
PARIS, TENNESSEE
121 366 Acres *1401 Spot Location
Tremendous Traffic Count* Investment * Industrial
Commercial * Agricultural Property
East Side Of Paris, Tennessee
Highway 79 East

THE GROWTH TREND AREA"
Real Estate Being Offered In Three Tracts IndivIdualty,
Reserving The Right To Regroup, Adopting The Highest Sale Price.
Tract, 1 -11.82 Acres * Tract * 2- 23.28 Acres
Tract * 3- 86.27 Acres
Auction Will Be Conducted On The Property
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 14th, 1:30 P.M.
Under Shelter, • • 'Mess Of Weather!!
Property Being Sold With Req,stered Surve,,
Furnished And Insurable T Me"
For Any Information Concerning The Auction Contact:
George Shankle, Participating Real Estate Broker
Parts. Tennessee
901-644-1737 Days Or 901-442-9797 Evenings
We Welcome Your inspection Prior To The Auction!!
Detailed Data Available At The Broilers Office!
Agents Available To Show Property Any Time!
Terms: 15% Down Day Of Sale!
Balance Due On Or Before December 31, 1964
And Delivery Of Deed
J & J. Seed I Farm Supply, Owner

JAMES R. CASH
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY
(5021 623-8466 or 15021 623-636'i,
Tenn Firm 806 Tenn L ir 910

Don't Miss
This Christmas
Guitar Special

28. Mobile Homes for Rent
12865 FUR SHED. /
BR, beautiful lot. 7594588 or 753-7637
BEDROOM trailer,
located in Hazel. $125 a
month. Call 492-8254.
/ OR 3 BR. furnished,
AC/natural gas Shady
Oaks 753-5209.
NICE big mobile home,
central heat & air.
Stove, refrigerator ,&
water furnished. TV
tower and garden
space. Couples only. No
pets. Call 492-8348.
alter for rent. Dills
Trailer Ct. Call 753-9104.

38

Pets -Supplies

29. Heating and Cooling

Ashly wood stove
Tropical Fish &
Very good condition,
Supplies.
$185. Call 436-5443
COAL for sale Call
Roger Hudson, 753-4545.
1101 Story Ave.
RALLMARK kerosene
759-1322
heater, 9800 BTU's for
only $8.50 a week. Call
Rudolph Good Year, 43. Real Estate
753-0595.
sale, by owner,
VERMONT Castings vacant lot & rental
Defiant wood burning property across from
stove Call 753-9817 after Murray Fire Dept. on
4p.m.
Poplar. Call 753-9251.
OPEN HOUSE, A 4 bed30. Business Rentals
room bargain for $14,500.
LOR lease, 4,000 sq. ft. 605 Pine Street. Thursday
commercial building. Dec 13th. 3:00 to 5:30,
located at 402 Sunbury C.O. Bondurant Realty,
Circle. Call 489-2761 753-3480.
after 5p.m.
45. Farms for Sale
Mini
24+ ACRES, Kirksey
area; 8 acres tillable, 15
Warehouse
acres marketable timber (approx. 80,000
Storage Space
board feet), 1 acre
For Rent
stocked lake. Property
has road frontage,
753-1492
power pole & new
survey. Also, several
beautiful building sites.
32. Apts for Rent
11.000 cash & assume
1 BEDROOM apt. 2 loan. Call 733-6173 after
blocks from campus. 7p.m.
$150, 1828-B Nilera__
-753-34157
-46. Homes for Sale
1 BEDROOM apt. near
University. Water furnished, $150 a month.
Call 753-5992.
2 BEDROOM furnished,
Olive St. 2 Bedroom
unfurnished, S. 8th.
Adults. No pets. Lease
2-3 bedroom brick
& deposit, Call 753-9208
home, large living
after 4 .m.
DUPLEX apt., 1 block
room, eat-in kitfrom MSU campus. $160
chen, utility room,
month. Call 753-2649 or
attached carport,
753-1914.
setting on a corner
1 or 2 BEDROOM apt.
near downtown Murray.
lot with 5 addiAdults only. Call 753tional
lots.
4109, 762-6650, 436-2844.
$25,000 or best
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
offer. Must sell.
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
Phone
Hilldale
BR. Apply
502-522-7837
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
E qual Housing
after 4 p.m.
Opportunity.

HOME
FOR SALE

34. Houses for

Rent

2 BEDROOM duplex,
S.W. Murray. I bath,
stove, refrigerator,
carpet & drapes. Front
& back yard, gas heat.
central heat & air, $275
a month. Call 759-4896.
2 BEDROOM duplex in
Northwood, $275 a
month. Call 759-4986.
2 BEDROOM house for
rent, $175. Call 435-4547.
2 FEMALES looking for
another female to share
a 3 BR house on
Hamilton Ave. 753-4101
or 782-2564.
FEMALE wanted to
share 2 bedroom house
near campus. Call 7533743.
ROOM-ATE wanted to
share large house, low
utilities, private. Call
753-1912 after 5p.m.
38. Pets-Supplies
ARC Registered German Shepards from
show & working parents. $300, free obedience classes with
each u . Call 436-2858.
TRD dogs. Brittiany,
male & female, 2 years
old. Male & Female, 4
months old, 150 a pair.
Call 438-5834.
HIDDEN Valley Kennels now has only one
phone number for AKC
Pomeranian stud service and boarding for
your dogs & cats. Book
early for holidays. Call
489-2377.

2 BEDROOM frame
house near Kirksey, Ky.
with 51/2 acres. $7,000,
if interested call 4374694 or 437-4180. Must
sell.
3 BEDROOM house on a
large lot. Living room,
dinning room, kitchen
and utility room, carport, and 2 storage
buildings, $21,500. Call
492-8492.
3 BEDROOM brick
home on College Farm
Rd. Gas heat and newly
redecorated. Call 7533861 or 753-8582.
BEAUTIFUL 3 BR
brick, 2 baths, great
room w/fireplace, 2
car garage w/-workshop, 1 acre. 1 mi.
N. of Murray. 759-4588
or 753-7637.

CHUCK'S
MUSIC

Ch.M.

14.scor,poyon

Cains
AMC
agiumountumuus
48. Auto Services

53. Services Offered

RECONDITIONED
batteries, guaranteed,
$15. Call after 6p.m.
753-3711.

$24500
0

Murray Supply
208 Main St. 753-3361

16666afi)

11

•
4081
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TX-XS Maxxial' :3-Way Surface Mount Speaker.
80 Watts Maximum Music Power. 4" Woofer with
8.1 Oz. Ferrite Magnet.
Midrange. 13:." Tweeter
4 Ohm Rated. Metallic Gray High Density Heat
Resistant Enclosure with Black Mesh Grilles.

Reg $14995

$9995

759-4899
NEED work on your
trees? Topping, prun
ing, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care
753-0338.
ODD job specialist, cell
ing fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You
name it, I do it. You buy,
install You break, I fix
Call 4362868.
ROOFING, Plumbing,
Siding, Additions
Painting, General Carpentry. P.A. Molony Co
753.8628" Free
Estimates.
SEWING' Machine .Repair. All makes 'and
models. Industrial,
home and commercial
38 yrs. experience. All
work guaranteed. Kenneth Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.

GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. .Carpentry.
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, siding. NO JOB
49.Used Cars
TO SMALL. Free es1949 CHEVROLET, timates. Days 753-6973,
mint condition. Call nights 474-2276.
759-9350.
CU'rFERINQ by Sears.
1968 -THUNDERBIRD. Sears continuous gutExcellent condition, ters installed for your
will trade. $1350. 1803 specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
College Farm Rd.
estimate.
1969 CORNET, $145
BAILEY'S FARM
HAROLD'S Tree SerCall 759-4608.
1973 PLYMOUTH Fury. vice. Topping, cutting,
LUMBER
Extra clean, ready to trimming, etc. Also,
For all your
clean-up
work,
shrubbgo. $450 or best offer.
out building needs.
ery & over grown areas.
Call 753-3005.
759 1099
1977 TOYOTA, 5 speed, Fast, dependable serCorner of Industrial Rd.
air conditioning, AM - vice. Insured. For free
FM radio. 30 mi. to gal. estimates call 437-4607.
Good condition. Call
753-0946.
1978, ONE owner,
Thunderbird. Excellent
condition. Very clean.
1803 College Farm Rd.
68 DODOE Charger, no
motor, body in excellent
condition, $450. Call
492-8646.
'74 FIREBIRD has 711
T.A. engine & transmission, needs paint,
;1000. Also, Chevy 12
bolt, 4.11 rear, $100. Call
753-4043.
77 OLD Regency 98.
Very good condition.
May be seen at
Carricos, 9th &
Sycamore.
CHRISTMAS special:
'79 Monte Carlo, nice
clean car, many extras,
$2525. Also, 1981
Camaro, extra nice.
He just gew you your Keepsake diamond engagement nng and
Other good used cars.
you're (bating ni clouds
Rick's Vinyl Roofs. For
And no wonder Because a Keepsake is special For (Net 90
information call 753years west Peen marrying quality
9872.
diarnonds to exquisite design
Thourands ofdiamonds axe examined
50. Used Trucks
to assure you oione special enough
to be yours
I-IEVY plck-up.
1958
And we guarantee the quaky
Great body, runs good,
of'your diamond and setung fcr life
$975. Also, 1980 Honda
With a Keepsake, you're ring
Gold Wing Interstate,
to be so proud Forever
$1,700. Call after 6p.m.

Proud.
That's how yoee
feel 'hen
you own a

Boats-Motors

53. Services Offered

Was $350.00

spe•G

Only In a Joss!

USED 24 Pontoon boat.
Boat only. May be seen
at Ky. Dam Marina
362-8500.

7 Piece Case Pocket
Knift Set with
Precentation Case.

pioNcErz
PIONEER ELECTRONICS(USA) INC

1.npr ..earr K..0, "yen... *gums

52

MAGNAVOX

Now

MOM.

498-8305.
1966 CHEVY 2 ton
wrecker, will sell whole
or parts: 327 engine
$100, 2 speed slit rear
4 7 . Motorcycles
end $400, 5 speed tran1979 HONDA XR 185. smission $100, power
Excellent condition. take off $125. bed &
4
r 11 489-2153.
boom $225, heavy duty
1984 HONDA 250R 3- flinch $450, wheels &
wheeler. Extras. Call tires 6275. 30 gal. spare
753-3881 or 753-6589.
gas tank $25. Call
1985 3-WHEELER 110 753-8127.
Honda. Call 435-4596.
1966 FORD S.W.B. Good
L&W ATV Service. 3 condition. Call 753-8581.
wheeler and dirt bike re- 1969 CHEVY pickup,
pair. East Main Street. new paint, 500 cubic
Call 753-9346.
inch motor, mag
wheels. Call 753-3095.
48. Auto Services
1969 CHEVROLET
4 CYLINDER engine pickup, V8 automatic,
for 1980 Dodge Omni & 4 PS, PB, good condition
speed transmission. Call 753-9181 or 753-8124.
Very low mileage, $375. 1971 FORD window van.
Call 489-2189.
Good body, needs motor
work, $400 or trade.
Phone 438-5510.
1972 CHEVY Luv, $700.
liii
101 111 1
Call 753-6098 after 5p.m.

161111 60
t 1199

INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate.
JOINER'S Tree Service. 30 years experience. Also bucket
truck for hire. Call
753-0366.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet & upholstery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753-5827
Satisfied references.

,NIOMARNIIIMIIIMettlik491

Stubblefield
Electric
24 hr. Service

roR

Real Student Guitar

•

From the rugged Jeep CJ to the 5-paseenger family
Cherokee, Jeep has EVI *odd s largest selecbon 01
vehicles Including 2. 3. 4 5 ..rd 6-passenger
luxury wagons, pickup trucks, even the
convertible Scrambler Pickup And at with Jeeps
legendary durabdrty and dependability Accept no
subeetutes

454

PET PEN

Eq)

Free With Purchase
Lessons $20.00
(Private or Class)
Professional Teacher
Study Book
Guitar Picks

WE HAVE A
IN YOUR SIZL

Birds, Hamsters,

nIG

Personal Portobl• Radio

$5995

53. Services Offered

CHIHUAHUAS, ARC.
short/long hair. J k J
Kennels, 901-782-3268.
DOG obedience and/or
boarding. Reserve now
for Christmas holidays.
All inside runs private,
heated, & covered. Save
money on holiday
specials- $150 for 7 days
boarding and obedience
trainin , 438-2858.
FREE to good home.
small mixed breed,
female dog, house
broken. Call 753-2424 or
after 5p.m., 753-0261.

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Factory authorized for
Tappan. Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges.
microwaves, dishwashers, refrigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 354-6956 or 7535341.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse.
Whirlpool. 22 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St.
Business 753-4872, 4365848 (home).
DILL Electric is now
rewind-ing electric
motors. Call 753-9104.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
LICENSED Electrician
for, residential and
commercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
Installation and repair.
Phone 753-7203

Keepsake'

Limited Time Only

Sunset Boulevard Music
NMI LAINO (SINTER NO 1

11Q,Ae4IMMIIVARVAti
53. Services Offered
•

‘Ai.. riI,
off IC.? al the C.If

40 to 50%

Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops painting.

•
753 8298
CARTER STUDIO •
tit SUITI I:
•
•

Jock Glover
753-1873

a

•

SHOLAR Plumbing &
Electric Call 437-4740.
STUMPS removed
mechanically, up to 12'S
below the ground. Call
753-0211.
THWEATTS Alterna
tor, Generator & Starter
Service (rebuilt 8. re
paired). Route #1, Almo,
KY, 42020. Shop
15021753-8742.

WET BASEMENT. We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con
:struction Co. R/. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-412-7026.
WILLIE'S Interior &
Exterior painting, 15
years experience_ For
free estimates call be
fore 8a.m. or after
5p.m. 759-1867.

Carpet &
Upholstery
Cleaning.
753-7217
Free Estimates.

ROOFING!
15 Years
Experience
References
Free Estimates

WILL haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
rnasonary sand, coal,
dirt, gravel, fill sand,
Call Roger Hudson,'
753 4545 or 753-6763.

436-2999

Aluminum Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. References.
Call Will Ed Bailey,
753-0689.

57 . Wanted
WOOD, any type, up to
5' long & 12'. diameter. 4
mi. S. of Murray on 641.
753-9251.

()Laws
CUSTOM KI1 CHEN CABINETS
X, CUSTOM WOODWORKING

a

i;
•

I

SOLID WOOD CABINETS &
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Birch • Oak • WONNA • Crairey
q,UNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES 0

Regs enLAN,1 thuN, dem'

Off
National Advertised Prict.

53. Services Offered

• ow()
iv Ward
• 14

.k•c

Furches Jewelers

CNESTNNIT STACE T

KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
• CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
▪
COMPETITIVE MOP Drop ey & See 0••• Display
•

0

• 1212 Male Murray, Ky.

753-5940

I.esee•eeis•e••••_•0000111--I.

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Sore For A Handy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
911
moES
If it's wit% wet

pumps, plumhi
or electric, thou
hive the answer.
Call John Glover,
licensed with 24
years experience.
Answering servic
provided.

Police
911

6 a.m.• 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
Phees 753-5351/753-5352

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

153-5131
Calloway Cully
hum &poi

753-6952
Your
Send
packages the easy
way
Use our convrent
serv‘ce We accept
UPS packages for
shipment

COURT SQUARE
ANTIQUES
Downtown
Court Square
753-7499

Aluminum
Service
Co.

"CHtPA-C141141''
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
CAN le.•f••• EstIrmot•

EHE
ime

Vioyi
Si,, Costive trim
wort. Rolorences.
Will 141 Maim
753-06119
01110
101/4111
.

Bad

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
.• Fr.. Estimates

Vibra Steam or
Quick
Dry Cleaning.
Upholstery aeoning
753-S$27

I.
III

b.
ala

Wolt-lkoed Mew
OININET CLEANING
-se.Oirionact•
•041101111A
.0 MIMI
as ••••••• 0.•

11.1111.0

ftrono
753-3445

Poison
- •.
Control
753-7588
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Sledd services set
T. Sledd, 81, died Sunday at the MurrayCalloway County
Hospital. His death
followed a lengthy
illness.
Mr. Sledd was
recognized as an
outstanding athlete at
Murray High School. He
was on Murray State's
first football team and

MONDAY, DECEMBER 10, 19s4

Tarman rites held

Services for James Tarman, died in 1975.
Prior to that he seved as
Calloway County Depu- Tarman were Friday at Born June 1, 1889, in
ty Sheriff and as an 3 p.m. in the chapel of Fauquier County, Va.,
employee of the Murray the Royston Funeral he was the son of the
Water and Light Home, Inc., Marshall, late Joe Tarman and
Va. The Rev. H.L. Fair- Martha Carter Tarman.
System.
He also operated a child officiated.
He is survived by
Burial was in the Ada three daughters, Mrs.
clothing store, W.T.
Sledd Co., on the court Cemetery at Marshall.
Thomas E. (Martha)
Mr. Tarman, 95, Mar- Roberts, Murray, Mrs.
square in Murray. Remaining active after shall, Va., died Wednes- Madeline Virts,
retirement, he served as day at the Shawnee Spr- Lovetesville, Va., and
field representative for ings Nursing Home, Mrs. Ella Cornell, Marthe late Cong. Frank Winchester, Va.
shall, Va.; one son,
His wife, Mrs. Alma William Tarman,
Albert Stubblefield.
Ashburn, Va.; 18 grandHe was a member of
children; 25 great:
the First Baptist
Church. Born July 17,
grandchildren.
1903, in Murray, he was
the son of the late
William T. (Taz) Sledd
FM it RIVERS MANUFACTURERS COUNCIL SCHOLARSHIPS
and Eula Graves Sledd.
— Charles Hortibuckle. plant
manager of Sager Corporation in Murray and president of the Four Rivers
His wife, Mrs. Fay
Manufacturers Council,
presents a check for $1,125 to Dr. Kala M. Stroup, president of Murray
State University, to support two
Wall Sledd, preceded
scholarships awarded to Murray State students by the council. Shown
with them are Dan C. Carden
him in death.
(right), president of National Ceramics Inc. of Cunningham and treasurer
Ernest V. Waters, 90,
of the council, and Dr. Rex
Survivors are one son,
F. Galloway, director of the Waterfield Center for Business and Government
Final rites for Mrs.
al Research at Murray State
Bill Sledd, professor of 1104 Poplar St., Murray,
and
campus
administrator of the scholarship. Each scholarship is awarded to a Murray
mathematics, Michigan died Saturday at 2 a.m. Verdie Page were SunState student
who has a parent employed by a company which is a member of the
day at 2 p.m. in the
Four Rivers Manufacturers Council.
State University, East at the West View Nurschapel
of
Roberts
Lansing, Mich.; two ing Home.
Born Oct. 5, 1894, in Il- Funeral Home,
granddaughters, Mrs.
Mayfield. The Rev. Joe
Luanne Leavitt, Dear- linois, he was the son of
Green and the Rev. Joe
the
late
Spencer
J.
born Heights, Mich.,
Hutson officiated.
and Miss Jane Sledd, Waters and Cola Brown
Burial was in the
Ann Arbor, Mich.; one Waters. He was a
Highland Park
member
of
the
Bell
City
great-granddaughter,
Cemetery.
Laura Leavitt; one Baptist Church.
Mrs. Page, 72, Rt. i.,
He is survived by his
sister, Mrs. Madge
Sedalia, died Friday at
wife,
Mrs.
Clara
Cook
Diuguid, Murray;
the Murray-Calloway
NASHVILLE, Tenn. a borrower dies — and
several nieces and Waters, to whom he was
All others elected are 34 to 27, on the third
County Hospital. She (AP) — Speaker Ned the Legislature
married
on
Feb.
1,1934;
nephews.
has set new to their posts.
ballot. Reps. Robb
was
widow
the
of
Lubie
one
daughter,
McWherter has urged the premium at 75 cents
Mrs. Carl
The funeral will be
Asked if he felt the Robinson of Nashville
Lester Page.
House Democrats to per $100 borrowed. For governor's
Wednesday at 11 a.m. in (Linda Faye) Fisher,
race in 1986 and Gene Davidson of
She is survived by one take a second look at six years, Republican
the chapel of the J.H. Winchester, Ill.; two
would color the Springfield viere
daughter,
Mrs.
Freddie
credit life rates in Ten- Gov. Lamar Alexander legislativ
Churchill Funeral sons, Harry Waters,
e session, eliminated, in order, on
Belvidere, Ill., and Roy Fitch, and one grand- nessee and legislation to has sought to reduce the
Home.
McWherter said, "Not the first two ballots.
child,
Springville
,
Tenn.
Waters,
Hazel
deal with orgarkAivi ...rates to 50 cents per on my part,
Park,
Burial will follow in
no. I don't
Rep. C.B. Robinson of
crime. 4100.—
the- Müi9áy City Mich.; one sister, Mrs.
think we're going to see Chattanooga, chairman
Brown
(Clara)
The
proposals
Howard,
are
"We have a respon- a great deal of
Cemetery.
of the Legislature's
among potential issues sibility in a bipartisan
Friends,may call bet- Raw 7; one brother,
partisanship."
Black Caucus, was
in the 1986 campaign for way to work with the adween 6 and 8 p.m. on James Waters, West
However, Rep. Jerry elected vice chairman
governor, in which ministration of the op- Jared
Tuesaay at the funeral View Nursing Home.
of Cookeville, the of the House Caucus,
Thirteen grandMcWherter is a can- posite party," new
home.
chairman of the defeating Rep. Stan
didate for the McWherter said."They,
The family requests children, 22 greatHouse Democratic [Yarnell of Adams,31-28.
Democratic In turn, have the respon- Caucus,
that expressions of sym- grandchildren and two
said, "We must
Rep. Jimmy Naifeh of
The funeral for Mrs. nomination.
sibility to work with elect a Democratic
pathy be in the form of great -greatCovington had no opMay
Belle
Cotton
will
grandchil
be
"The
dren
94th
also
General us."
donations to the Murray
governor two years position as majority
today at 3 p.m. in the Assembly needs to clear
State University survive.
from now ... It's very leader, a post vacant
House
Democrat
s
The funeral is today at chapel of the Byrn up some of these
Foundation.
vital that we get since Rep. Tommy
2 p.m. in the chapel of Funeral Home, issues," McWherter told picked their leaders for
together and pull Burnett of Jamestown,
the
next
two
years
at
a
Max Churchill Funeral Mayfield. The Rev. House Democrats on
together and elect a, former majority leader,
Home. The Rev. A.W. Gary Frizzell will Saturday. He specified caucus at the
Democratic governor." was indicted on income
Legislative
Plaza.
officiate.
Landis is officiating
credit life insurance
Republica
ns,
outBurial will follow in rates and the Racketeer
Rep. Steve Bivens of tax charges.
Janz, New Concord; one with the music by Edith
the Highland Park Influenced Corrupt numbered 63-36, have no Cleveland defeated Rep.
Burnett, re-elected
son, Bill VanDeraa, Warrend.
New Concord; five
Active pallbearers Cemetery.
Organizations, or RICO, choice but to go along Harper Brewer, a Mem- while serving 18 months
Mrs. Cotton, 73, bill to deal with organiz- with the Democrats' phis black, 35-23, pro- at Maxwell Air Force
grandchildren; five are Van Waters, Doug
nominees when the mpting Rep. Alvin
Mayfield,
died Friday at ed crime.
great-grandchildren; a Ramage, Charles
King, Base in Alabama, exLegislature convenes also a Memphis
local cousin, Mrs. Howard, Hafford Cook, 9:25 a.m. at Care Inn
RICO legislation is
black, pects to be paroled
to protest that the before the Legislature
Naomi Roper, New Ulus Cook and L.D. Nursing Home. She was designed to make Jan. 8.
the widow of H.W. organized crime unCook, Jr.
Concord.
McWherter was caucus was racist. convenes next month.
Honorary pallbearers Cotton.
profitable by allowing chosen without opposi- Brewer had held the
The body will be
Rep. Tom Wheeler of
She is survived by the state to confiscate il- tion for his seventh and post since 1978.
cremated and there will are Robert Johnson,
Clinton was elected mabe no visitation. The Earl Waters, J.R. Wat- three sons, Charles B. legal profits. Por- final two-year term, and
Jared won a four-man jority floor leader,
Blalock -Coleman son, Larry Puckett, S.J. Parrish, Rt. 6, Murray, nography and what Rep. Ed Murray of Winrace for the caucus post, replacing Naifeh, while
John
R.
Parrish and McWherter called "sex chester, reportedly
Funeral Home is in Waters and Billy Paul
succeeding former state Rep. Don Dills of
Clifford E. Parrish, shops" are primary McWherter'
charge of Howard.
s choice for representative Jim Dyersburg defeated
arrangements.
Burial will follow in Mayfield; 12 grand- targets.
speaker in two years, McKinney of Nashville. Rep. Dana Moore of
the Murray City children; 10 greatCredit life insurance was chosen caucus Jared defeated
Rep. Bristol for assistant magrandchildren
Cemetery.
is sold to repay a loan if treasurer.
Steve Cobb of Nashville, jority leader.

Waters
dies
Saturday

T. Sledd
played halfback on the
1923, 1924, 1925, 1926 and
1927 Murray Normal
School football teams.
"In those days
eligibility was not well
defined," said Auburn
Wells, a long time friend
and teammate of Sledd.
The 1925 football team
went undefeated. For
several years following
his playing days. Sledd
was an active football
official.
He was always an in_Yolv.-ed supporter of
Murray State and remained active in the
Murray State University Alumni Association
anglathe Racer Club.
Sledd retired as
manager of the Murray
State University
Bookstore in 1969 after
having served for 17
years in that capacity.

Page rites
held Sunday

A second look at credit life rates
called for by Speaker McWherter

Cotton
funeral
today

VanDeraa dies Sunday
Mich .a. e I R
VanDeraa. 83, New Concord, died Sunday at
4:45 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
He was a retired landscape architect. Born
Jan. 10, 1901, in Harvey,
Ill., he was the son of the
late Michael VanDeraa
and Emma Kray
VanDeraa.
Survivors are one
daughter, Mrs. Joyce

Shelton funeral today

The funeral for Mrs. Dexter, Shiloh ComDelia Cook Shelton is to- munity, died Saturday
day at 1 p.m. in the at 2:30 a.m. at the
chapel of Blalock - Murray-Calloway CounColeman Funeral ty Hospital.
Home.
She was a member of
Officiating are the
a Baptist Church. Born
Rev. B.G. Smith and the
Rev. Hicks Shelton. July 10, 1910, in
Mrs. Oneida White is Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
organist and soloist.
Pallbearers are Jerry late Henry Cook and AnShelton, Michael na McKenzie Wallace
Shelton, Andy Rogers, Cook.
Joe Scott, Greg Rogers
Survivors are her husand Gerald Travis.
band, Cleatus Shelton,
Burial will follow in to whom she was marthe Murray Memorial ried Feb. 11, 1939; one
Gardens.
sister, Mrs. Artie Smith,
Mrs. Shelton, 74, Rt. 1, Paducah.

DECEMBER
TRUCK SALE

MAZDA B2000 SUNDOWNER

*$5475"
1.
MAZDA 62000 SE-S

*$5750"

Naval target attacked
MANAMA, Bahrain
I AP — Iraq said its
warplanes successfully
attacked a "large naval
target" in the Persian
Gulf today. The
reported raid came a
day after an Iraqi
warplane fired a missile
into an oil tanker near
Iran's main oil terminal, said marine
salvage sources.
Salvage and shipping
offices in Bahrain said
they had received no
distress signal from any
vessel in the gulf today.
The Gulf News Agency quoted an unidentified Iraqi military
spokesman as saying
the Iraqi planes "scored
direct and effective
hits" on the target today
and .returned safely -to
• base.
Iraq generally uses
the term "large naval

target" to refer to oil
supertankers. Iran and
Iraq have been at war
for four years, and Iraq
has been attacking ships
in the Persian Gulf to
cut off oil trade with
Iran. Some raids on
neutral shipping in ,the
gulf have been blamed
on Iran.
No casualties were
reported in Sunday's
Iraqi raid on the
163,155-ton tanker B.T.
Investor, a Bahamasregistered tanker that
was attacked south of
Iran's Itharg Island oil
terminal.
On Saturday, an Iranian Phantom jet
fighter rocketed a
Kuwaiti supply boat in
neutral waters off the
exclusion zone imposed
by Iraq around ICharg,
marine salvage sources
said.

MAZDA B2000SUNDOWNER SPORT

*$637500
*Short Sod 5 Spood-Lisc. & Tax Extra
HUMAN WALL — New firemen recruits with their legs and arms stretched out on ladders, form a
32 foot high wall as a sample of their skill during the swear-in ceremony at the end of their training
course in Rome.
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SERVICE PARTS
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24xxx miles, p.s., p.b., air, auto, p.w.,
p.I., blue-silver, _stereo radioocirome
bumpers, rally. wheels
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DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

Murray. Ky.

Keep That Great
Gm Feeling Voith
Genuine GM Parts

GRAVEL
We Haul
Coldwater
Pit Gravel
435-4343
435-43 1 9

CARROLL MAZDA
SOO Chostnut

641 S. Niverfay

Open Til 8:00 P.M.
Until Christmas For
Your Shopping Convenience

SETTLE-WORKMA
Downtown Murray
Free Gift Wrapping

Closed Sundays

